






AREA Approximately 14 Square Miles
ROADS Approximately 55 Miles of Road
POPULATION Approximately 8,000
INCORPORATED 1749
CHURCHES Five Representing Five Denominations
SCHOOLS One Elementary, One Middle
High School Students Attend Pinkerton Academy, Derry, NH
STATE SENATOR, 19th SENATORIAL DISTRICT Richard Russman
REPRESENTATIVES TO THE GENERAL COURT, DISTRICT 15, 17:
Mark A. Cegelis 382-4906
Kevin Camm 382-7332
NeilReardon 329-5772
Joseph A. Guthrie 382-3062
UNITED STATES SENATORS:
Judd Gregg, 28 Webster St., Manchester, NH 622-7979
US Senate, Washington, DC 20510 (202) 224-3324
Bob Smith, Gateway Bldg.. 50 Philip E. Gate St., Manchester, NH 634-5000
332 Dirksen Senate Bldg., Washington, DC 20510 (202) 224-2841
UNITED STATES CONGRESSMAN, DISTRICT 1:
John Sununu, 1356 Elm St., Manchester, NH 03101 641-9536
Fax 641-9561
Washington, DC (202) 225-5456
SELECTMEN'S OFFICE:
Hours: Monday - Thursday 8:00-4:00
Friday 8:00 - 12:00 329-5011
TOWN CLERK / TAX COLLECTOR'S OFFICE:
Hours: Monday 8:00 - 7:00
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday 8:00 - 4:00
Friday 8:00 - 12:00 329-6840
CODE ENFORCEMENT/ASSESSOR/
BUILDING INSPECTOR/HEALTH OFFICER:
Hours: Monday 8:00 - 7:00
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday 8:00 - 4:00
Friday 8:00 - 12:00 329-5846
PLANNING BOARD OFFICE:
Hours: Monday - Thursday 8:00 - 4:00
Friday 8:00 - 12:00 329-6181




TOWN CLERK • TOWN TREASURER
TAX COLLECTOR • BUDGET COMMITTEE
ROAD AGENT • TRUSTEES of the TRUST FUNDS
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Dedication
This year's Town Report is dedicated to
GLENDON N. EMERSON
Glen turned 85 in November 1997 and has been a life long resident of
Hampstead.
He attended the Hampstead school system and graduated from
Hampstead High School. He then attended the University of New Hampshire
and graduated in 1935. After this he returned to Hampstead and ran various
businesses until his retirement in 1978. One of the businesses which he was
the proudest was Emerson's Mobile Home Park.
For over 70 years he has been a member of the Hampstead
Congregational Church.
He also has been very active in town affairs over the years. He was
supervisor of the checklist for 9 years from 1944-1952, budget committee for
23 years from 1944-1966, trustee of trust funds for 13 years from 1954-1966,
conservation commission for 6 years from 1979-1984. While on this board he
was very active building the trail system between West Road and Stage
Road. He was also on the school board for 15 years from 1945-1947 and
from 1954-1966. There is a bronze plaque at the Hampstead Central School
dedicating a wing of the school to him.
He has served a total of "66" years on different town boards and has
cared deeply what has happened to the town over the years.
1997 Town Officers
Representatives to the Budget Committee, cont.
General Court
Joseph A Guthrie 1998 Barry Vater, resigned 1999
Neil Reardon 1998 Jack Baumhor 1999
Marl< Cegelis 1998
ELECTED FOR SIX YEARS
ELECTED FOR ONE YEAR
Supervisors of the Checklist
Chief of Police Pamela Hartung 2000




ELECTED FOR TWO YEARS
Moderator
Michael James Gorham 1998
ELECTED FOR THREE YEARS
Town Clerk-Tax Collector










Harold 1. Williams 1999
Assessor
Selectmen Cartographies, Inc.
Joseph A. Guthrie, Chrm 2000
Howard Davine 1999 Building Inspector
John Lisien 1998 Robert W. Morache
Electrical Inspector
Library Trustees Michael J. DiBartolomeo
Pamela Hartung, Chrm. 2000
Jay P Burns 1998 Plumbing Inspector
Margot Glemente 1999 Michael K. Hartnett
Trustees of the Trust Funds Board of Adjustment
Julia Forbes 1998 Pam DesMarais, Chrm. 1998
Constance Jezierski 1999 W. Randall Clark 2000
Ed M. Putnam, II 2000 Kevin Camm 1998
Robert Cairns 1999
Trustees of the Cemeteries John A. Haynes 2000
Maurice G. Worthen, Chrm. 2000 David Murphy, Alternate 2000
Proctor Wentworth 1998 Neil Reardon, Alternate 1999
Terry Sullivan 1999
Civil Defense Coordinator
Budget Committee Charles Kinney
John Moynihan 1998
Jacqueline Carlson-Fitzgerald 1998 149-M Sub District Committee
David B. Crawford 2000 David Duston, Representative
David McAvoy 2000
1997 Town Officers
Cable TV Advisory Board Historic Commission
Clayton Shaw , Chrm. 2000 Maurice 1. Randall, Jr., Chrm. 1999
Anthony Leocha 2000 Muriel Gorton, Secretary 1999
John W. Cross 1998 Priscilla R. Lindquist, Treasurer 2000
Joseph Beaudoin III 1998 Elsie Taylor Carideo 2000
Natalie Gallo 1999 Thomas Verrill 1998
Jack Baumhor 1999 Carolyn Rockwell 1998
Richard Gerry 1999 Thomas Frank, Alternate 2000
Joseph A. Guthrie, Ex-Officio 2000
Capital Needs Committee Ordway Park Committee
Mary White, Chrm. 1999 Julia Forbes
Brian D. Shuman 2000 Ed Putnam, II
James Douglas Gootee 2000 Al Maley
Jeffrey Gademsky 1998
Michael J. Cicio 1998 Patriotic Purposes, Veterans
Jo Plamondon Welch 1999 Affairs Committee
Howell D. Steadman, Chrm 1998
Darrell M. Grassbaugh
Conservation Commission Donald Shedd 2000
Alfred Maley, Chrm. 1998 Raymond Thibeault
Joseph Nicolosi 2000 Richard Hartung 2000
Sarah E. Steele 2000
James Cairo 2000 Personnel Policy, Wage & Salary
Peter Archibald 1999 Dr. Lincoln Palmer, Chrm. 2000
Mike O'Malley 1998 Howard Davine 1997
Dianne Chabot O'Malley,Alternate 1998 Mary Jo McHale 1998
Karen Hanides 1998 Tina Harrington 1998
Diane Gorrow 1999 Paul Wentworth 1999
Neil Emerson 1999
Dam Committee Patricia Milone 1999
Walter Hastings, Fire Chief
William J. Letoile, Jr., Police Chief Planning Board
Proctor Wentworth, Road Agent W. Randall Clark, Chrm. 2000
Robert Lemieux William Kelly 2000
William Wuest 1998
Fire Engineers Proctor Wentworth, Jr. 1998
Walter Hastings, Chief 1998 Robert Morache 1999
James Gilmartin, Deputy Chief 1998 Richard Hartung 1999
Kerry Clark, Captain 1999 John Lisien, Ex Officio 1998
Stephen Flynn, Captain 2000
William Warnock, Captain 1998 Recreation Commission
Genette Santagate, Chrm 1998
Philip Torre 2000
Highway Safety Committee Nancy Davine 2000
William J. Letoile, Jr. Don Simpson 1998
Dean C. Howard Terence Pavlini 1999
C. Earle Gordon


















2000 Wesley Hodgman, Advisory
2000 John Gill 1998
1999 David Hargreaves 1999
1998
1999 250th Anniversary Committee
Gilman Buckland 1999
Pam DesMarais 1999
1998 Wendy Green 1999
1998 Priscilla Lindquist 1999
2000 Eleanor McLaughlin 1999
2000 Maurice Randall, Jr , Chrm 1999
1999 Neil Reardon 1999
1999 Clayton Shaw 1999
David Shields 1999
Mary White 1999
Harold Williams, Treasurer 1999
Board of Selectmen
John Lisien, Joseph Guthrie, Chairman, Howard Davine,
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INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS
1. To vole, complele Ihs a[row(s) 41 < poinling lo your choices, like this ^m <
2. To wrile-in a candidale nol on Ihe ballot, write the name on the line provided lor the ollice and complete Ihe arrow






THREE YEARS Vole lor ONE:
PAMELA L. HARTUNG /^>VV
For SELECTMAN
THREE YEARS Vole tor ONE:
JOSEPH A. GUTHRIE J/fJCp
For SELECTMAN




ONE YEAR Vole lor ONE:
WILLIAM J. LETOILE, JR. /^/^(^
^ «
For HIGHWAY AGENT
ONE YEAR Vole lor ONE:
PROCTOR WENTWORTH /J^'/'J
For LIBRARY TRUSTEE
THREE YEARS Vole lor ONE:
PAMELA L. HARTUNG J^J^Q
For TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS
THREE YEARS Vole lor ONE:
ED M. PUTNAM, II //<^^
For TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS
ONE YEAR Vole lor ONE:
JULIA B.FORBES /^V^
For TRUSTEE OF CEMETERIES
THREE YEARS Vole lor ONE:
MAURICE G. WORTHEN, JR./33^ '
For BUDGET COMMinEE
THREE YEARS Vole lor TWO:
DAVID B, CRAWFORD ML
BRIAN C. GOODE ^^5r^
DAVID McAVOY .^^
For BUDGET COMMIHEE
ONE YEAR Vole lor ONE:
JACQUELINE CARLSON FITZGERALD •
WILLIAM L. KELLY idL
QUESTIONS
Arlicle #2 Are you in lavor ol the
adoption ot Amendment No, 1 as pro-
posed by Ihe Planning Board lor the
Town Zoning Ordinance as lollows:
lo enact a (replacement) Sexually-
Orienled Business Ordinance to pro-
vide' A. to deline sexually-onented
business ("SOB") and Class I "SOB"
Materials and Class I and Class II.
"SOB" businesses as defined in Ihe
previous Ordinance: and B. that
stores devoting: 1 ) less than 10% ol
ils inside retail display area to the
sloiage or display ol books, maga-
zines, video lapes. etc containing
depictions ol sexual conduct, and
shall be permitted only in commercial
zones: and 2) those devoting more
than 10% ol their inside retail area to
such storage or display shall be per-
mitted only in commercial Zone CI,
and more than 750 leet from any
school, church, or residence and sit-
uated in a Iree-slanding building 500
leet liom any stale highway, provided
appropiiate screening and access-
controls are installed to prevent access
lo such by persons under 18 years ol
age. and C To prohibit other "SOB"
type businesses a/iywhere in Hampstead
until March 15. 2000 or until other-
wise amended: based on D certain
findings ol the Planning Board
regarding the availability ol space lor
SOB'S in other Towns in the region.
Article #3 Are you in lavor ol the
adoption ol Amendment No, 2. as pro-
posed by the Planning Board for the
Town Zoning Ordinance, as follows:
To replace the old BOCA Building
Code with Ihe 1995 BOCA National
Building Code, and to generally
increase permit lees in accordance
with the proposed scnedule.
Arllcia »4 (By Petition) Are you in
lavor of the adoption of an Amend-
ment to the Tov<n Zoning Ordinance
as lollows: To reduce the required
building setback distance from any
wetland from 100 leet to 50 leet?
("Building" does not include septic
systems, present setbacks lor
buildings are 100 leet from very
poorly drained soil and 50 leet from
poorly drained soils).
The Planning Board approves ol
this Amendment.
Article 15 (By Petition) Are you in
lavor ol the adoption ol an Amend-
ment to Ihe Town Zoning Ordinance
as lollows. To reduce Ihe setback
distance lor buildings in Zone "B"
(Recreational Zone) Irom side prop-
eif/ lines Irom 30 leet to 15 leet.
The Planning Board Approves ol
this Amendment.
Arlicle 16 (By Petition) Are you In
lavor ol the adoption ol an Amend-
,
ment to the Town Zoning Ordinance
' as lollows: To reduce from 100 feel
to 75 leet the distance ol a septic
system or leach lield must be set
back from any wetland.






Article #7 (By Petition) Are you in
lavor ol the adoption ol an Amend-
ment lo the Tov;n Zoning Ordinance
as lollows; "No septic system,
leach lield. or other v^aste disposal
lacility shall be installed within sev-
enty-live (75) leet ol the edge ol any
wetland.
The Planning Board Approves this
Amendment.
Arlicle #8. Shall we modify the
elderly exemptions Irom property tax
in the Town ol Hampstead. liased on
assessed value, lor qualilied taxpay-
ers, to be as lollows:
lor a person 65 years of age up lo
75 years 550,000,00
lor a person 75 years ol age up to
80 years S75.00O.OO
lor a person 60 years ol age or older
SIOO.OOOCO
To qualify, the person must have
been a New Hampshire resident lor at
least live (5) years, own Ihe real
estate individually or ;oinlly, or il the
real estate is owned by such person's
spouse, they must have been married
(or at least live (5) years. In addition,
the taxpayer must have a net income
ol not more than 520,00000 or, il
married, a combined net income of
less than 525,000,00. and own nel
assets nol in excess ol 550,000 00.
excluding Ihe value ol Ihe person's
residence.
Recommended by Ihe Board ol
Selectmen
Arlicle «9. Shall the Town raise and
appropriate as an operating budget,
not including appropriations by spe-
cial warrant articles, the amounts set
lorth on the budget posted with the
warrant, lor Ihe purposes set lorlh
Iheiein. totaling $2,-l2J 577,00, Should
this article be delealed, Ihe operating
budget shall be S2,3 n ,099 26. which
is the same as last year (52.296,457,00).
with certain adjustments required by
previous action ol the Town, or by
law. or the governing bod'/ may hold
one special meeting, in accordance
with RSA 40:13, X and XVI, to take up
the issue ol a revised operating bud-
get only,"
Recommended by the Board ol
Seiedmen
Recommended by the Budget Com-
miHee(Advisory on^y)
Arlicle no. To hear reports ol














Article *13. To see if Ihe town will
vole lo authorize Ihe Board ol Select-
men to accept, on behall ol ihe Town,
gifts, legacies, and devises made lo
the Town in trust for any public pur-
pose, as permitted by RSA 31:19.
Artlcle »11. To see il the town will
authorize Ihe Selectmen to accept
private donations ol land, interest in
land or money lor the purposes ol
contributing lo the local matching
portion required lor acquiring con-
servation land or interest in land and
other costs associated therewith for
permanent conservation use under
Ihe N,H. Land Conservalion Program
(LCIP) RSA 221 :A and authorize Ihe
Selectmen lo apply lor and accept
the stale matching lunds under Ihe
LCIP for the purposes of acquisition
of Ihe fee or lesser interest in conser-
valion land. Said appropriated lunds
and state matching funds may be
expended by a majority vole ol the
Conservation Commission with the
approval ol the Selectmen.
Article I 12. To see if the town will
vole to authorize the Board ol Select-
men to accept gifts ol personal prop-
erty which may be offered lo Ihe Town
for any public purpose, pursuant to RSA
31.95-e The Selectmen must hold a
public hearing before accepting such
gifts, and the acceptance shall not
bind the Town lo raise, appropriate, or
expend any public funds for the oper-
ation, maintenance, repair, or replace-
ment ol any such personal properly.
Article #14. To see if the town will
vole lo adopt the provisions ol RSA
202-A:4-d authorizing the library
trustees to accept gifts ol personal
property, other than money, which
may be olfered to Ihe librar/ lor any
public purpose, provided, however,
thai no acceptance of personal prop-
erty by Ihe library trustees shall be
deemed lo bind the town or the library
tr\jstees to raise, appropriate or expend
any public lunds for the operation,




Article «15. To see il Ihe town will
vole to set Ihe rale and amount ol
compensation to allow the Town Clerk/
Tax Collector in accordance with RSA
41:25 and 41:45a. in a salary range
beKveen S25.OOO.0O and $45,000 OOr-
annually with the specific rate and
amount lo be established from time lo
time by Ihe Selectmen in accordance
with standards established by them.








Artilce»16. Special Warrant Article
To see il the town will vote lo .aise
and appropriate the sum of S25.000 00
tor the purpose ol continuing Ihe
restoration and preservation work on
Ihe Old Meeting House, This article
and the lunds raised and appropnaled
hereunder shall be non-lapsing unlil
December 31. 1998
Recommended by Ihe Board ol
Selectmen
Recommended by Ihe Budget Com-
mittee (Advisory only)
Article #17. Special Warrant Article
To see if Ihe town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $100,000.00
to continue the construction of the
multipurpose recreaiional lields on
Tax Map 1. Parcels 36 and 37. This
Article and Ihe funds raised and
appropriated hereunder shall be non-
lapsing until December 31. 1998,
Recommended by Ihe Board of
Selectmen






Article 118. Special W'rranI Article
To see rf Ihe town will vole to raise
and appropriate ttw sum ol $10,000 00
lor Die constnjction of certain improve-
ments to and on 'Ordivay Park.' pur-
suant lo a Consent Decree entered into
between the Town of Hampslead and
the Slate ol New Hampshire Attorney
General: Such funds to be used
together wilh all conliibulions and
lunds raised by The Ordway Park
Improvement Committee to begin Ihe
creation ol a real Town public pari<.
This Article and the lunds raised and
appropriated hereunder shall be non
lapsing until December 31, 2000,
Recommended by Ihe Board ol
Selectmen
Recommended by the Budget Com-
mittee (Advisory only)
Article 119, To see if the town will
vole to raise and appropriate Ihe
sum ol $30,000,00 to renovate the
East Hampslead lire house.
Recommended by the Board ol
Selectmen
Recommended by the Budget Com-
mittee(Advisory only)
Article 120, To see il Ihe town will
vote to raise and appropriate Ihe sum
of One hundred Twenty Five Thousand
and 00/100 Dollars (S125,0OO,O0)
lor Ihe purpose ol purchasing a new
fire truck.
Recommended by the Board of
Selectmen
fJot recommended by Ihe Budget
Committee (Advisory only)
Article 121, II the previous Article 20
passes, to see il Ihe town will vole to
withdraw Ihe principal sum of Seven-
ty Thousand and 00/100 Dollars
(S70.000 00) and all accmed interest
from the Capital Reserve Fund previ-
ously established for the purchase ol
a file tmck, such withdrawal to be
added to said One Hundred Tv;enly
Five Ttiousand and 00/100 Dollars
($125,000.00) lor Ihe purpose ol pur-
chasing one (1) fire truck.
Recommended by the Board of
Selectmen
Article #22. Special Warrant Article
To see if Ihe town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of S25.0OO.0O
for the purchase of land lor an addi-
tional cemetery This article and the
funds raised and appropriated here-
under shall be non lapsing until
December 31. 1993.
Recommended by the Board of
Selectmen
Recommended by the Budget Com-
mittee (Advisory only)
Article #23. To see if the town will
vole lo raise and appropriate Ihe sum
of S 50.000.00 to add lo the Capital
Reserve Fund established in 1996 for
the completion of Ihe Hampslead
Public Library.
Recommended by the Board ol
Selectmen
No recor.iMcndation from the Bud-
get Cornmiitee (Advisory only)
Article #24, To see il the town will
vole to accept a donation in lieu ol
taxes Irom Eli and Bessie Cohen
Foundation Camps, such donations






Article #25. Are you in lavor ol the
adoption ol the lollowing Ordinance
governing the use ol all town-owned
ball lields and (sports) playing lields
and facilities.
"ft shall be a violation lor any motor-
ized bicycle, snowmobile, or other
motorized vehicle, or any horse or
es. or horse-drav/n vehicles to
be driven, ridden, or used over or on
any Town-owned ball field or (sport)
playing ball field or laciltties wilhm
the town ol Hampslead.
Any person violating this Ordinance
shall lorleil a fine of $100.00 for each
violation, but not more than $500.00
in total, in a 24-hour period."
Article #26. To see il Ihe town will
vole lo discontinue subject lo gales
and bars pursuant to New Hampshire
RSA 231:45. and under New Hamp-
shire RSA 231.45a II (failure to main-
tain and repair) "Old Road/Old Derry/
Collette Road" ("Fire Lane No 1") as
shown on the Town of Hampslead
Tax Maps 2 and 3. provided no dam-
ages are assessed against the Town.
Article #27. II Ihe previous Warrant
Article passes, lo see il the lown will
vote to reclassity Fire Lane No. 1 ("Old
Road/Old Derry/Colle«e Road") as
shown on Hampslead Tax Maps 2
and 3. as a Class A Trail, pursuant to
New Hampshire RSA 231 -A2,
Article #28, To see if the town will
authorize the Selectmen to grant the
Ordway Park Trust an Easement lo
use certain Town land now part ol the
Depot Road right-ol-way lor park
purposes. The land subject to this
Park Easement shall be sutticieni lo
allow the existing stone wall located
within the Depot Road right-ol-v;ay
and lo the north of Ordway Park lo
remain as and where built until such
lime, il ever, that increased traffic vol-
ume requires the travel portion and
shoulders ol Depot Road to be widened
beyond Ihe stone wall.
/^9
Article #29. Are you in lavor of the
adoption ol the lollowing Ordinance
regarding prohibiting prrvate draw-
ing-ofl of 'fire ponds,"
"II shall be a violation lor any person
or entity to remove, draw-down, or
otherwise utilize any rater in any "dry
hydranl" or other man-made lire-sup-
pression water cistern, "lire hole," or
"fire pond" within Ihe Town ol Hamp-
slead. except lor fire-fighling. fire-sup-
pression purposes
Any person violaling this Ordinance
shall lorleit a line of $100 00 for each
violation, but not more than S500,00
in total, in a 24-hour period,"
Article #31, (By Petition) To see il
the lown will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum ol Twelve Thousand
and 00/100 Dollars (312,000,00) to
continue Ihe Hampslead Police
Department "K-9" program lor the
1997 fiscal year: The funds so raised
to be administered and expended by
the Hampslead Police DepartmenI
for the training, feeding, and main-
taining of a new dog to replace the
retiring dog, in the same manner as
has been expended in past years, and
lor the feeding and caring for the
retired dog, "Tyson": With the recom-
mendation Ihal said new "K-9' be Ihe
dog known as "Quick" and said han-
dler be Officer William T Ahie'
No recommendalion by the Board
of Selectmen






Article #30, To see if the town will
authorize Ihe Selectmen to dispose
ol tax-deeded propert/ by public











































Total Taxable Valuation 419,641 ,933
Exemptions (Blind & Elderly) 5,080,000
Net Taxable Valuation 414,561,933
Tax Rate - $27.49
Total Property Taxes Assessed 1 1 ,396,305
Less; War Service Credits (43,500)
NET AMOUNT COMMITTED TO COLLECTOR $1 1 ,352,805
Town Clerk /Tax Collector Staff
(L to R) Debbie Bryant; Nancy Watson, Town Clerk/Tax Collector;
Martha St. Jean; Barbara O'Sullivan, Deputy Town Clerk/Tax Collector
Town Clerk's Report
December 31, 1997








Protest Check Fees 476.50
Recyhng Bins (Replacements) 77.00
Sales 751.00




EXPENDITURES ALL FUNDS 13101812 74 13022508
EXECUTIVE 99537 00 95129
BOARD OF SELECTMEN 9922 00 9358



































ELECTIONS/REGISTRATIONS 79615 00 78337
OFFICE OF TOWN CLERf 68865 00 68602
Town Clerk's Office Labor 36765 00 35481
Town Clerk's Salary 18350 00 18599
Data Processing 3300 00 3861
Telephone 600 00 465
Office Equipment 1200 00 891
Repair and Maintenar ce 1550 00 1939
Workshops and Train ng 550 00 736
Preservation of Records 1000 00 449
General Supplies 3000 00 3151
Postage 2250 00 2688
New Equipment 150 00 169
Mileage & Expense 150 00 169
ELECTION ADMINISTRAl ION 10750 00 9735
Checklist Sup. Salaries 1500 00 2263
























REVALUATION OF PROPERTY 35000 00 33420
REVALUATION - EXTERNAL 35000 00 33420
Assessing 32000 00 31980
Assessing Supplies 3000 00 1440
LEGAL EXPENSES 21000 00 21058
TOWN COUNSEL EXPENSES 20000 00 20167
Town Counsel Services 20000 00 20167
Other Legal Expense 00
OTHER LEGAL EXPENSES 1000 00 891
Other Legal Expenses 1000 00 891





























































4191112 Temporary Position Salary 700
4191131 Engineering 25000
4191132 Legal Expense 6000
4191134 Telephone 600




Workshops and Training 300
2000
4191161 General Supplies 3000
4191162 Copier Supplies 800
4191167 Books & Periodicals 300
4191168 Postage 1500
4191181 Mileage & Expense 100
4191182 Recording Fees - Plans 1000
4191200 ZONING ENFORCEMENT EXP. 65730
4191211 Enforce. Officers Salary 10400
4191212 Clerk's Salary-Enf .Of f ice 25730
4191215 Inspectors Salaries 12350
4191219 3rd Party Inspections 10000
4191239 Telephone 500
4191256 Dues k Subscriptions 250
4191257 Workshops and Training 500
General Supplies 3500
4191281 Mileage & Expense 1500
4191289 Other Miscellaneous Exp. 1000
4191300 BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT 9975
4191311 Clerk's Salary - B/A 2750
4191332 Legal Expense 5000
4191339 Legal Ads 1000
4191361 General Supplies 200
4191368 Postage 1000
4191381 Mileage i Expense
4191389 Other Miscellaneous Exp. 25
4194000 GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS 124750
.4194100 ADMINISTRATION 82900
4194111 Supervisor's Salary 29000
4194112 Custodial Payroll 19600
4194119 Grounds Workers 10300
4194143 Repairs and Maintenance 3500
4194161 General Supplies 5000








38888 20 1111 80
33612 70 -2612 70




2963 68 536 32
138666 17 5728 83
61967 74 6722 26
24149 02 240 98
726 53 -28 53













2472 49 -472 49
3025 38 -25 38
494 08 305 92
1295 00 -995 00
1460 32 39 68
222 40 -122 40
1483 73 -483 73
69986 01 -4256 01








327 56 172 44
50 00 200 00
125 00 375 00
4073 46 -573 46
2358 32 -858 32
1636 30 -636 30
6712 42 3262 58
2824 08 -74 08
1538 38 3461 62
1293 53 -293 53
35 00 165 00
1021 43 -21 43
00 25 00
118969 18 5780 82
77458 51 5441 49
28987 00 13 00
17654 87 1945 13
9635 98 664 02
1987 83 1512 17
6615 56 -1615 56
7950 58 -3950 58
2142 02 7857 98
18404 98 -3904 98
5984 08 -984 08
4301 90 -301 90
7224 50 -2224 50
894 50 -394 50
4781 96 -531 96
704 43 45 57
3490 07 -490 07











15855 66 4144 34
2270 73 229 27
1784 96 715 04
11799 97 3200 03
15408 85 4796 15
5000 00 00
11
4195119 Other Miscellaneous Exp. 0.00 00 00
4195156 Dues & Subscriptions 25 00 00 25 00
4195189 Other Miscellaneous Exp. 00 00 00
4195200 CEMETERY UPKEEP 15180 00 10408 85 4771 15
4195212 3600 00 3249 81 350 19
4195219 Mowing Labor 2580 00 1223 50 1356 50
4195249 Improvements/Repairs 4000 00 2932 69 1067 31
4195259 Contract Labor/Equipment 2000 00 1375 00 625 00
4195261 General Supplies 500 00 260 33 239 67
4195263 Maint. & Repair Supplies 1000 00 1003 52 -3 52
4195274 New Equipment 1000 00 300 00 700 00
4195289 Deed Recordings 500 00 64 00 436 00
4196000 INSURANCE 52970 00 57631 94 -4661 94
4196100 PROPERTY INSURANCE 52170 00 56982 04 -4812 04














4196452 Workers Compensation Ins. 100 00 00 100 00
4196453 Unemployment Insurance 700 oo 649 90 50 10
4197000 ADVERTISING i REG. ASSOC. 5810 00 5810 00 00
4197100 REGIONAL PLANNING 5810 00 5810 00 00
4197156 Dues L Subscriptions 5810 00 5810 00 00
4199000 OTHER GENERAL GOVERNMENT 70567 68 70567 68 00
4199100 REFUNDS 70567 68 70567 68 00
4199101 Abatements & Refunds 70567 68 70567 68 00
4200000 PUBLIC SAFETY 519490 00 551371 97 -31881 97
4210000 POLICE 298030 00 357528 52 -59498 52
4210100 ADMINISTRATION 249230 00 315576 38 -66346 38
4210111 Officers' Salaries 176990 00 173349 64 3640 36
4210113 Police Chief's Salary 18720 00 17982 90 737 10
4210119 Police Special Duty 5000 00 65705 25 -60705 25
4210121 Insurance Benefits 26320 00 26398 19 -78 19
4210123 Retirement Cont. -Police 3600 00 3987 08 -387 08
4210132 Legal 100 00 917 73 •817 73
4210134 Telephone 8000 00 6864 74 1135 26
4210156 Dues & Subscriptions 150 00 115 00 35 00
4210161 General Supplies 2000 00 2227 46 -227 46
4210168 Postage 350 00 416 99 -66 99
4210174 Equipment 5500 00 6608 89 -1108 89
4210177 Uniforms 2500 00 11002 51 -8502 51
4210300 TRAFFIC CONTROL 15700 00 11132 31 4567 69
4210339 Communications 800 00 196 25 603 75
4210365 Gasoline 8900 00 5999 20 2900 80
4210366 Vehicle Repairs 5000 00 3862 69 1137 31
4210369 Miscellaneous Expense 1000 00 1074 n
.
-74 17
4210400 WORKSHOPS AND TRAINING 6000 00 6692 19 -692 19
4210419 Other Compensation 1000 00 1392 26 -392 26
4210457 Workshops and Training 5000 00 5299 93 -299 93
4210500 SUPPORT SERVICES 19500 00 19834 14 -334 14
4210576 Cruiser Purchase 19000 00 19800 00 -800 00






4210741 Electricity 3200 00 3022 03 177 97
4210742 Heat 700 00 542 99 157 01
4210743 Repairs and Maintenance 3600 00 728 48 2871 52
4210900 OTHER POLICE FUNCTIONS 100 00 00 100 00
4210919 Restitution 100 00 00 100 00
4215000 AMBULANCE SERVICES 25250 00 25250 00 00
4215100 ADMINISTRATION 25250 00 25250 00 00
4215139 Ambulance Serv. Contract 25250 00 25250 00 00
4220000 FIRE 196210 00 168593 45 27616 55
4220100 ADMINISTRATION 82760 00 73755 30 9004 70
4220111 Clerk's Salary 2580 00 3475 61 -895 61
4220112 Fire Fighters Payroll 61800 00 57194 71 4605 29
4220119 Custodial Payroll 4380 00 650 76 3729 24
4220134 Telephone 4500 00 2828 98 1671 02
4220156 Dues & Subscriptions 4200 00 4157 47 42 53
4220161 General Supplies 2500 00 2842 60 -342 60
4220167 Books i Periodicals 300 00 105 17 194 83
4220168 Computers 2500 00 2500 00 00
4220200 FIREFIGHTING RESPONSE 50900 00 47417 89 34 82 11
4220239 Forrest Fires 2000 00 1021 17 978 83
4220259 Fire Alarms 3000 00 14 92 05 1507 95
4220265 Gasoline & Oil 1400 00 1053 .00 347 00
4220266 VehicleRepair- Fire/Rescue 12000 00 9228 .11 2771 89
Current Balance Budget
4220269 Other Miscellaneous Exp. 500 00 0.00 500 00
4220273 Hose & Fittings 4000 00 3704 93 295 07
4220274 Equipment - Fire 4000 00 5404 63 -14 04 63
4220275 Equipment - Rescue 7000 00 7468 05 -468 05
4220276 Dress Uniforms 1000 00 1060 94 -60 94
4220277 Protective Clothing 5000 00 5711 16 -711 16
4220278 Water Supply 5000 00 5623 10 -623 10
4220279 Medical Supplies 6000 00 5650 75 349 25
4220300 FIRE INSPECTIONS/PLANNING 2000 00 2202 53 -202 53
4220339 Fire Prevention 2000 00 2202 53 -202 53
4220400 WORKSHOPS AND TRAINING 10000 00 8106 11 1893 8S
4220457 Training - Fire 5000 00 2361 93 2648 07
4220458 Training - Rescue 5000 00 5754 18 -754 18
4220500 SUPPORT SERVICES 28550 00 15145 00 13405 OC
4220534 Communications 10000 00 9175 00 825 OC
4220535 Physical Exams 11000 00 00 11000 OC
4220539 Misc. Medical Expenses 750 00 00 750 OC
4220556 Hepatitis B Shots 500 00 00 500 OC
4220559 Dispatch 6300 00 5970 00 330
4220589 Other Miscellaneous Exp. 00 00 OC
4220700 FIRE STATIONS 22000 00 21966 62 33 3
4220741 Electricity 6000 00 6343 02 -348 o:
4220742 Heat 4000 00 4135 57 -135 5
4220743 Repairs and Maintenance 7000 00 8236 17 -1236 I
4220774 Opticom Purchase 5000 00 3246 86 1753 14
4300000 HIGHWAYS AND STREETS 546210 00 563339 57 -17129 5
4311000 HIGHWAYS 517210 00 533512 83 -16302 3
4311100 ADMINISTRATION 24910 00 16399 57 8510 4
4311113 Road Agent's Salary 19760 00 13226 05 6533 9
4311119 Highway Labor 5150 00 3173 52 1976 4
4311189 Other Miscellaneous Exp. 00 00
4312100 PAVING AND RECONSTRUCTION 203000 00 195497 34 7502 6
4312131 Engineering Support 3000 00 1601 15 1398 8
4312139 Paving and Reconstruction 200000 00 193896 19 6103 3
4312200 CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE 680O0 00 83207 42 -15207 4
4312259 Contract Labor/Equipment 40000 00 42451 50 -2451 5
4312261 Gravel 2000 00 2145 54 -145 5
4312262 Patch Material 2000 00 1639 30 360 7
4312263 Culvert 3000 00 2416 31 583 6
4312264 Street Signs & Marking 8000 00 7745 43 254 5
4312265 Brush Cutting k Tree Trim 10000 00 21537 50 -11537 5
4312269 General Supplies 3000 00 5271 84 -2271 a
4312300 SNOW AND ICE REMOVAL 211300 00 225790 43 -14490 4
4312339 Installation of Plows 2000 00 1050 00 960
4312343 Road Repairs 1000 00 350 00 650
4312351 Contract Labor/Equipment 140000 00 145081 50 -5081 5
4312359 Other Purchased Supplies 5000 00 8178 10 -3178 1
4312366 Equipment Repair 8000 00 12587 69 -4587 6
4312367 Salt 50000 00 55408 77 -5408 7
4312369 Sand 5000 00 2725 00 , 2275
4312389 Telephone 300 00 409 37 -109 3
4312700 TOWN GARAGE 10000 00 12618 07 -2618
4312741 Electricity 3500 00 4787 81 -1287 8
4312742 Heat 2000 00 3172 15 -1172 1
4312743 Repairs and Maintenance 4500 00 4658 11 -158 1
4316000 STREET LIGHTING 29000 00 29826 74 -826 7
4316300 UTILITY CHARGES 29000 00 29826 74 -826 7
4316341 Electricity 29000 00 29826 74 -826 7
4320000 SANITATION & SOLID WASTE 311464 00 300292 53 11171 4
4321000 SANITATION 3400 00 2339 68 1060 3
4321100 ADMINISTRATION 3400 00 2339 68 1060 3
4321111 Clerk Salary 1050 00 1109 13 -59 1
4321156 Dues & Subscriptions 800 00 959 20 -159 2
4321157 Workshops & Training 1500 00 00 1500
4321189 Other Misc. Expenses 50 00 271 35 -221 3
4323000 SOLID WASTE 308064 00 297952 85 10111 1
4323100 ADMINISTRATION 273064 00 270824 72 2239 2
4323151 Curbside Pickup 151589 00 151464 12 124 8
4323152 Tipping Fees 92115 00 96574 76 -4459 7
4323189 Recycling 24360 00 22785 84 1574 1
4323190 Household Hazardous Waste 5000 00 00 5000
4323500 KENT FARM OPERATIONS 35000 00 27128 13 7871 3-
4323543 Bulk Disposal 25000 00 27128 13 -2128 1
4323549 Site Maintenance 10000 00 00 10000 0(
4400000 HEALTH 60510 00 78131 52 -17621 5:
12
44H000 ANIMAL CONTROL 16230.00 16848 57 -618 57
4414100 ADMINISTRATION 16230 00 16848 57 -618 57
4414111 Animal Cont . Off. Salary 8030 00 8030 00 00
4414112 Assistanc Officer Salary 1140 00 1535 00 -395 00
4414130 Fines 750 00 387 50 362 50
4414134 Telephone 700 00 907 31 -207 31
4414139 Professional Services 2500 00 3910 13 -1410 13
4414144 Pager Rental 360 00 389 90 -28 90
4414166 Vehicle Main. & Repair 1000 00 786 69 213 31
4414169 Other Misc. Supplies 500 00 265 81 234 19

















4419000 OTHER HEALTH 44280 00 61282 95 -17002 95
4419900 OTHER HEALTH FUNCTIONS 44280 00 61282 95 -17002 95
4419900001 Lamprey Health Center 1700 00 1700 00 00
4419900002 Vic Geary Center 3500 00 3500 00 00
4419900003 Health Department 600 00 600 00 00
4419900004 A Safe Place 350 00 350 00 00
4419900005 Rockingham VNA-Hospice 10000 00 10000 00 00
441990000G CLM Behavioral Systems 8746 00 8746 00 00
4419900007 R.C. Community Action 5300 00 5300 00 00
4419900008 Retired Senior Volunteers 700 00 700 00 00
4419900009 Community Caregivers 3000 00 3000 00 00
4419900010 Sexual Assault Support 500 00 500 00 00










Welfare Director's Salary 7200
00 4805
00 3130 00
4445134 Telephone 500 00 79 46 420 54
4445161 Supplies 200 00 215 43 -15 43
4445181 Mileage & Expense 200 00 139 18 60 82
4445189 Other Miscellaneous Exp. 100 00 301 21 -201 21
4445200 DIRECT VENDOR PAYMENTS 30000 00 16644 94 13355 06
4445235 Medical 2000 00 177 10 1822 90
4445241 Utilities 2500 00 761 56 1738 44
4445242 Heat 2000 00 611 85 1389 15
4445244 Shelter 20000 00 15030 00 4970 00
4445264 Food and Clothing 3500 00 6« 43 3435 57
4519000 CULTURE AND RECREATION 223361 00 219025 19 4335 81
4520000 PARKS AND RECREATION 54740 00 53626 42 1113 58
4520100 ADMINISTRATION 30490 00 26523 98 3966 02
4520111 Recreation Dir. Salary 8240 00 8240 00 00
4520112 Ass't. Dir. Salary 10900 00 9562 37 1337 63
Field Caretaker's Salary 550 00 435 00 115 00
4520119 Lifeguard Salary 9400 00 7693 50 1706 50
4520120 Tennis Instructors Salary 800 00 150 00 650 00
4520156 Dues & Subscriptions 100 00 30 00 70 00
4520161 General Supplies 100 00 128 17 -28 17
4520189 Other Purchased Services 400 00 284 94 115 06
4520200 BALL FIELDS 7700 00 12428 40 -4729 40
4520243 Maintenance 5000 00 9071 08 4071 09
4520261 Supplies 200 00 2367 82 -2167 92
4520269 Fencing 25O0 00 999 50 1510 50
4520300 TENNIS COURTS 600 00 00 600 00
4520343 Maintenance 300 00 00 300 00
4520374 Equipment 300 00 00 300 00
4520400 RECREATION PROGRAMS 3650 00 3399 10 251 90
4520461 Supplies 800 00 920 14 -20 14
4520474 Equipment 400 00 929 77 -529 77
4520481 Transportation 1500 00 1205 00 295 00
4520482 Programs 950 00 444 19 505 91
4520500 TOWN BEACH 3000 00 2804 89 195 12
4520541 Utilities 500 00 454 57 45 43
4520543 Maintenance 2000 00 2178 90 -178 90
4520574 Equipment 500 00 171 41 328 59
4520600 ELDERLY ACTIVITIES 8500 00 8471 06 28 94
4520653 Trips 4500 00 4310 30 189 70
4520654 Holiday Dinner 4000 00 4160 76 -160 76
4520800 COMMIWITY PROGRAMS 800 00 00 800 00
4520839 Other Community Programs 800 00 00 800 00
4540000 CABLE TELEVISION 7146 00 5253 27 1892 73
4540100 ADMINISTRATION 1770 00 1175 00 595 00
Current Bala
4540112 Part Time Labor 1770 00 1175.00 595.00
4540900 OTHER CABLE TV FUNCTIONS 5376 00 4078 27 1297 73
4540957 Workshops and Training 200 00 00 200 00
4540959 Non-capital Equipment 1500 00 2014 78 -514 78
4540961 General Supplies 1000 00 1229 58 -229 58
4540962 Office Supplies 50 00 7 97 42 03
4540966 Maintenance and Repairs 1500 00 00 1500 00
4540974 Machinery and Equipment 1126 00 825 94 300 06
4550000 LIBRARY 156175 00 156175 00 00
4550200 LIBRARY TRUSTEES 39960 00 44399 44 -4438 44
4550296 Cash Payments 39960 00 44398 44 -4438 44
4550900 OTHER LIBRARY FUNCTIONS 116215 00 111776 56 4438 44
4550911 Librarian's Salary 28660 00 29660 00 00
4550912 Assistants' Salaries 59500 00 56833 60 2666 40
4550913 Custodial Salary 4590 00 3002 63 1587 37
4550921 Health Insurance 13775 00 13943 78 -168 79
4550922 Social Security 5589 00 5470 96 117 04
4550923 Retirement Cont. 1699 00 1976 44 -287 44
4550924 Unemployment Compensation 00 265 49 76 51
4550925 Workmen's Compensation 264 00 00 264 00
4550926 Medicare 1307 00 1279 54 27 46
4550932 Legal Expense 200 00 00 200 00
4550981 Mileage & Expense 300 00 344 12 -44 12
4583000 PATRIOTIC PURPOSES 5300 00 3970 50 1329 50
4583100 CELEBRATIONS 5300 00 3970 50 1329 50
4583182 Fireworks 3500 00 3500 00 00
4583183 Patriotic Celebrations 1600 00 445 50 1154 50
4583189 Other Miscellaneous Exp. 200 00 25 00 175 00
4610000 CONSERVATION SOlO 00 5503 SO -493 50
4611000 CONSERVATION 5010 00 5503 50 -493 50
4611100 ADMINISTRATION 2560 00 2603 71 -43 71
4611111 Clerk's Salary - CC 1960 00 1755 91 204 09
4611156 Dues & Subscriptions 250 00 499 00 -249 00
4611157 Workshops and Training 100 00 00 100 00
4611169 Postage/Supplies/Phone 150 00 237 99 -87 99
4611189 Other Miscellaneous Exp. 100 00 110 81 -10 91
4611200 RESOURCES - PURCHASED 1350 00 2676 25 -1326 25
4611232 Legal 500 00 1159 75 -658 75
4611233 Appraisals 350 00 00 350 00
4611239 Plans/Deeds 500 00 1517 50 -1017 50
4611300 OTHER CONSERVATION 1100 00 223 54 876 46
4611382 Arbor Day/Pish Derby 300 00 223 54 76 46
4611383 Forest Consultation 100 00 00 100 00
4611384 Dredge and Fill 200 00 00 200 00
4611385 Land Development 500 00 00 500 00
4710000 DEBT SERVICE 10000 00 00 10000 00
4711000 PRINCIPLE - LONG TERM 00 00 00
4711100 PAYMENTS 00 00 00
4711197 Debt Service - Principal 00 00 00
4721000 INTEREST - LONG TERM 00 00 00
4721100 PAYMENTS 00 00 00
4721198 Debt Service - Interest 00 00 00
4721198001 Fire House Bond Interest 00 00 00
4723000 TAX ANTICIPATION NOTES 10000 00 00 10000 00
4723100 INTEREST 10000 00 00 10000 00








4901100 PAYMENTS 40000 00 00 40000 00
4901101 Cemetery Land - 1997 25000 00 00 25000 00
4901102 Cemetery Planning - 1996 5000 00 00 5000 00
4901103 Ordway Park - 1997 10000 00 00 10000 00
4902000 MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT 126 43 00 126 43
4902100 PAYMENTS 126 43 00 126 43
4902105 Microfilm Reader/Printer 126 43 00 126 43
4903000 BUILDINGS 72885 00 34437 85 39447 15
4903100 PAYMENTS 72985 00 34437 85 38447 15
4903101 MH Restoration 1996 16667 00 25000 00 -8333 00
4903102 Library - Misc. Items 1996 1218 00 1104 85 113 15
4903103 MH Restoration - 1997 25000 00 8333 00 16667 00
4903104 EH Firehouse - 1997 30000 00 00 30000 00
4909000 NON-BUILDING IMPROVEMENTS 147529 63 140944 51 6585 12
4909100 PAYMENTS 147529 63 140944 51 6585 12
4909101 00 00 00
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Tax Collector's Summary of Warrants - 1997
1997 1996
DEBIT
Uncollected Taxes 12/31/96 $ 727,565.44
Land Use Change
Yield Tax 50.00
Taxes Committed to Collector
Property Tax $11,357,427.00





Interest Collected 6,667.10 43,512.97
TOTAL DEBITS $11,461,619.46 $771,405.09
CREDIT
Remitted to Treasurer
Property Tax $10,910,230.36 $720,364.08
Land Use Change Tax 46,740.00
Yield Taxes 656.26 50.00
Interest Collected 6,667.10 43,516.69




Land Use Change 4,750.00
Yield Taxes
TOTAL CREDITS $11,461,619.46 $771,405.09
Summary of Tax Lien Accounts - 1997
1996 1995 Prior
DEBIT
Unredeemed 12/31/96 $141,088.49 $104,120.99
Taxes Sold/Executed to Town* $302,122.17
Interest Collected after Lien 11,813.96 18,099.61 28,497.05
TOTAL DEBITS $313,936.13 $159,188.10 $132,618.04
CREDIT
Redemptions 192,903.30 $85,138.33 77,362.20
Interest and Cost after Lien 11,813.96 18,099.61 28,497.05
Abatements During Year 1,379.79
Deeds Issued
Unredeemed Taxes End of Year 109,218.87 55,950.16 25,379.00
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Town of Hampstead
Income Statement
Year Ending December 31, 1997
TOWN REVENUE
Highway block grant
Revenue sharing - State
Room & Meals Tax
1996 Property Tax
1996 Property Tax Interest
1996 Property Tax Lien
1996 Property Tax Lien Interest
Property Tax 1993
1993 Property Tax Interest
Yield Tax
1995 Property Tax Liens
1995 Property Tax Liens Interest
1997 Property Tax
1997 Property Tax Interest
Unallocated Funds
1994 Property Tax

















Gift - Tel Noar
Cemetery trust fund
Land purchase fund
Interest Inc. - Investments
Revenue - Police
Rescue squad
Fire department - Other
False alarm fines
Hazardous Waste Collection
Revenue - Road agent
































































Year Ending December 31, 1997
Insurance rebates
Revenue - Town building



























NET CASH FLOW $656,024.12 4.8
Planning Board
(Seated) Rick Hartung, Susan Hastings, Secretary,
Randy Clark, Chairman, Bill Kelly
(Standing) Bob iVIorache, Proc Wentworth
(not pictured) Bill Wuest
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March for Parks $ 100. 00
March for Parks 499 63
Hatch Printing 96 00
Barlow Tyrie Bench 641 43
Reedy Signs 250 00
$ 1,587 06
Recreation Commission
(Seated) Don Simpson, Phil Torre, Jan Santagate, Chairman
(Standing) Terry Pavlini, Charlene Flaherty
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Town of Hampstead
Bond Status Report - 1997
PROJECT NAME AMOUNT








CRANBERRY MEADOWS LTD PARTNERSHIP 10,645.31
CATHERINE ESTATES - KASHER CORPORATION 1,596.37
ROSEWOOD SUB-DIVISION 33,801.32
CRANBERRY MEADOWS PHASE II 18,349.55
WENTCO ESTATES LLC 31,750.00
PATRIOT DRIVE 1 REDDY HOME BUILDERS 22,746.49




Treasurer's Report Statement of Cash Flows
for the Twelve Months Ending December 31, 1997
NET CASH FLOW FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
NET CASH INFLOW PER TOWN REVENUE STATEMENT $ 656,024.12
CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
PAYMENTS OF SHORT-TERM BORROWINGS $ (300,000.00)
LOAN FROM BANK 300,000.00
CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITY
NET INCREASE (DECREASE) IN CASH &
CASH EQUIVALENTS 656,024.12
CASH & CASH EQUIVALENTS, BEGINNING 525,428.54
CASH & CASH EQUIVALENTS, ENDING $ 4,181,452.66
TOWN TREASURER'S ASSETS - CASH
CASH, FLEET BANK $ 1,013,340.54
N.H. PUBLIC DEPOSIT INVEST. POOL 1,533,010.24
CASH, FIRST SAVINGS TAX COLLECTOR 23,689.12
CASH, FAMILY BANK TOWN CLERK 71,901.96
CASH, PAYROLL ACCOUNT 616.97
M/M CITIZENS 3,495.57
FIRST SAVINGS-GENERAL FUND (595,829.85)
FIRST SAVINGS-MONEY MARKET FUND 291,462.01
CASH-FAMILY BANK BOAT TAX ACCOUNT 64.13
FIRST SAVINGS - SWEEP ACCOUNT 332,440.56
CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT 1,500,000.00
FIRST SAVINGS-LAND PURCHASE 1,348.47
FAMILY BANK-LAND PURCHASE 5,912.94
BALANCE 12-31-97 $ 4,181,452.66
21
Town of Hampstead






ENDING BALANCE 12/31/97 $ 693.26
Contest Photo #3
22
Payment to School District
Balance of 1996-1997 appropriation $3,939,666.00
Appropriation, 1997-1998 9 ,989,294.00
TOTAL DUE SCHOOL 13,928,960.00
PAYMENTS;
1 996-1 997 Appropriation $3,939,666.00
1 997-1 998 Appropriation 5,750,000.00
Total paid school 9 ,689,666.00
Balance due school 4,239,294.00
Selectmen's Report
1997 Budget Appropriation $2,424,577.00
Special Articles, 1997:
Article #16 - Meeting House Renovation $25,000.00
Article #17 - Recreation Fields 100,000.00
Article #18 - Ordway Park 10,000.00
Article #19 - E Hampstead Firehouse 30,000.00
Article #22 - Cemetery Land 25.000.00
Total Special Articles 190,000.00
Total Budget Appropriation and Special Articles $2,614,577.00
23
Selectmen's Report
Joe Guthrie continued to serve as Chairman and was reelected to another three-year term
in the April 8 elections. Tn that same election the contest between John Lisien and Mark
Cegelis for the one-year term was historic. The original result was a 711 tie. This
required that a name had to be pulled out of a hat to determine who was to serve until the
final result was known. A recount was requested in which a tie resulted again. This time
each contestant received 714 votes with one vote being questioned. Appeal to the court
did not change the vote in question, and John Lisien was declared the winner.
The year 19987 was the first year we were under Senate Bill 2. The new procedures were
very challenging and required a great deal of work on the part of those involved. We
would like to express our thanks and recognize our Administrative Assistant, Priscilla
Lindquist; Town Clerk, Nancy Watson; Department Heads; and Committees for their
efforts in making this change Without your help the transition to the new methods would
not have been as smooth as they were . . . THANK YOU.
I would like to list some of the highlights of what your Selectmen were involved in during
the past year; Elderly Exemption changes, Mill Shore Road reconstruction, 250'
Anniversary Committee, Ordway Park, K-9 Police question, Solid Waste, Senior Citizen
Committee, Depot Road Phase II and Welfare Guideline changes to name a few.
As usual the beginning and end of each year is mainly taken up with budgets. This year
was no exception. We would like to thank all of those who supported the Board in their
recommendations in 1997, and request you continue that support in the upcoming year.
Respectfiilly submitted,
,^A- UtVA
^os^h A. Guthrie, Chairman
HAMPSTEAD BOARD OF SELECTMEN
24
Town of Hampstead
Vendors Paid - 1997
A Safe Place
AS R Door Services Inc
A Plus Warehouse
Adamson irdustries
Advanced Pump Company. I
Ak20 Nobel Salt Inc.








Atlantic Plow Blade Co
Atlas Advanced
Martin Auger Property Main
Aulo Electric Serviceinc
Automatic Fire Protection. Inc.
























C & J Trucking Co. Inc.
C & G Construction
Barbara W Camm




Capital Cash Register Co
Capitol Business Forms Co., Inc














Compensation Funds of NH-Unemployment
Computer Professionals











Department of Safety-Business Office











































































































































Attorney Robert H. Fryer
Future Supply Corp.





Leslie E. George Jr.
Richard A. Gerry, Jr.
Goodyear
W S Goodrich Inc.
James D Gootee
Roger & Richard Graves
Graphic Printers
David A Gray Conssulting SVC




















H A Holt & Sons

















Kent Farm Water Company










5,393 05 Philip Laplante Construction 94000
15,330 13 Kennetti G Lavoie 2.840 00
6.248 53 Lawrence Eagle Tribune 2.92598
5200 Lawn Medic of Hampsted 1.467,00
3,428 31 Lefebvre's Towing 110,00
600,00 Bob Legg 3000
1.443,00 Leiin Flower Plant & Gift Stiop 162,00
153,60 William J Leloile Jr 1.100,17
70,41 Letoile Roofing Co , Inc 11.164 00
792,68 Lewis Builders Inc 5.120.00
500,00 Library Trustees 44.398,44
145,93 Pnscilla R Lindquist 144,91
26.866,95 Londonderry Fire Dept, 60 00
120,00 Loral Press Inc, 524 05
751,00 LSC Business Products 3.34806
2.861 95 Ttie Lube King 430,15
40000 Lucent Technologies 594,00
1.260 00 P^aintenance Masters 260,00
3997 Maico Electronics Inc 2.718.05
100,00 Mahne Rescue Products 136,50
34.598,00 Marshall and Swift 93,95
1.332,26 Mark-All Industries Inc, 33,80
433 17 Charles C, Martin Assoc 2,860,00
135 00 Joe Martinez 625 00
122 84 Mason & Rich Professional Association 5,142 00
694 99 McFanand Ford Sales 102 29
859 39 Mernmack Business Equip, 759 00
28 60 Mernmack Valley Tire Inc 453,54
909 52 Michie 912,86
1,090 42 Micro-Flex 405 00
33,353 50 Mike's Landscaping. Inc, 166.966,60
115 39 Minda's Donuts, Inc 57 42
7300 Mitchell Security, Inc 60,00
88369 Michie Butterworlh 198 50
50,00 Mobile Comm 38164
1.400,00 Moore Medical Corp 126 00
4.485,00 Robert Morache 11000
1.400,00 Morgan Irngation Services 150 00
25 00 lulorton Salt 30.01508
4.300,58 Gary Morrison 11 47
202 92 Mosby 23298
52330 Moynihan Lumber of Plaistow, LLC 1.11313
50 53 National Business Furniture 910,90
136 50 National Maaarket Reports 280,00
75 00 N Y S C A 45,00
245-00 Nat Fire Protection Asso 698,45
2.500,00 Neenah Foundry Company 88000
538 00 Ne-San Inc 19,87856
1,467 12 NE Municipal Clerks Institute 525 00
37 60 NE Assoc of City S Town Clerks 15,00
126 19 New England Precast Corp 1,337 98
1,440 00 New England Micrographics Inc 874,13
69 16 NH Arthritis Foundation 35,00
43847 NH Association of Assessing Officials 2000
953 50 NH Association of Chiefs of Police 105,00
4,500 00 NH Association of Conservation Commissions 49900
314,00 NH Business Review 24,00
67 95 NH City S Town Clerk's Association 136.00
65 00 New Hampshire Dept of Env, Sen/ices 78.00
28500 New Hampshire G F O A 125,00
421 50 NH Local Vtfelfare Admin Assoc, 25,00
176 40 N H Health Officers Assoc 10,00
718 58 NH Municipal Association 4.122,89
1,754 50 NHMA Health Insurance Trust, Inc 79.230,17
120 00 NH Municipal Management 55,00
1,41460 NH Municipal Sec Assoc 30,00
175 00 NH Philharmonic Orchestra 1.850,00
1.21583 NH Police Standards & Training council 44,00
391 84 NH Public Television 283.00
825,85 NHRPA 30.00
1.960,00 N H Retirement System 75.04
175.269 96 NH State Firemen's Assoc, 264,00
32.067 04 NHTI 19500
61 33 NH Tax Collector's Assoc, 80 00
80,00 Neptune Inc 10.308 30
3.705.00 Northeast Airgas Inc 1.290,46
1.750,00 Northeast Metal Spinning, Inc, 150 00
8.370,26 Northeast Resource Recovery Association 945 44
19.800,00 Nynex 10,19290
4500 Northeast Industrial 101 05
2.283,12 Northeast utilities System 523 00
16.23000 Office of State Planning 5000










































Public Service Co. of NH











Donald M Roberts Jr.
Tim Roberts
Rockingham County Attorney's Office
Rockingham County Chiefs of Police A'
Rock County Comm. Action







Rydin Sign and Decal
Samson Fastener Co. Inc,
SFA Engineering
SSG/NYSCAyNAYL
S&S Arts S Crafts




















St's Seasonal Equip Inc
Staples
Star Paper Co Inc.
Stanton Communications Co
Slate of NH - Dept of Labor

















Theatre Res (or Youth
Timberlane Plate Glass




Traffic Safety & Signs
Traynor Glass Company







































































































United Slates Postal Service
Unitil




Waste Management of NH
Grace Waters
Watlerville Valley Conterence Center














































Abatement & Refunds - 1997
Gu|sben & Karen Vanheiden
Gray Sales & Serrvice
Howard A Davine
George Lanouette
Carmine & Antonia Cresta
John & Mary Salter
John S Bonnie McGrath




Kennth S Jamie Slurgess
Christopher & Patricia Wasp
Cleo & Mary Hurley





Jane & Robert Heath
Dominic & Helen Miskinis
Lizabeth Edwards
John & Margaret Karakoslas
Lloyd Blackadar & Linda Desmond
Munel Katil
John & Stacey Oudheusden
Michael Bourque
Mane T Fngon
Harry & Sherry Ann Williams
Brian & Roxanne Cleaves
Homeside Lending. Inc.
Warren & Ethel Ross
Maura Wentworth
William 8. Cindy Huard
Joseph & Shirley Conner/
































































Billy & Beverly McCoy
Hampstead Village Green Assoc
First Essex Savings Bank
Family Bank
Transamerica Real Estate



















Coast to Coast Research
Camille Miragliotta-Daly
NH HVAC Systems, Inc.
Raymond & Doreen Ayers
Kenneth Strong








Charles & Kathleen Hoepf
Transamerica Real Estate
Timothy French






John & Shirley Clements

























































































































































































































































































































We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of
the Town of Hampstead, New Hampshire, as of December 31, 1996 and for the
year then ended. These general purpose financial statements are the
responsibility of the Town's management. Our responsibility is to express











We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether the general purpose financial
statements are free of material misstatement. .An audit includes
examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and
disclosures in the general purpose financial statements. .An audit also
includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant
estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall general
purpose financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit
provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
The general purpose financial statements referred to above do not include
the general fixed assets account group, which should be included in order
to conform with generally accepted accounting principles. The amounts











In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the
omission described in the third paragraph, the general purpose financial
statements referred to in the first paragraph present fairly, in all
material respects, the financial position of the Town of Hampstead, New
Hampshire, as of December 31, 1996 and the results of its operations and
the cash flows of its proprietary and similar trust fund types for the









Town of Hampstead March 7, 1997
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general purpose
financial statements taken as a whole. The accompanying combining and
individual fund financial statements listed as supporting schedules in the table
of contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a
required part of the general purpose financial statements of the Town of
Hampstead, New Hampshire. Such information has been subjected to the auditing
procedures applied in the audit of the general purpose financial statements, and
in our opinion, is fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the
general purpose financial statements taken as a whole.
Respectfully submitted,
rOoccm ^^ ch ,?. ^
MASON + RICH PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION
Accountants and Auditors
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Hampstead Public Library Report - 1997
The Board and Staff of the Hampstead Public Library are pleased with the
continued use of the library in all areas. Circulation of materials was over 67,000
during the year with 35,000 people passing through the doors, and staff assisted with
over 3000 reference questions. It is in this latter category that much of the staff time is
spent. We have found that in-house use (computers, CD ROMs, reading areas, and
study) have increased the most. Although the need to complete the second floor was
in the plans since the purchase of this building, we had not anticipated the growth that
we have seen during our stay in the new facility. Thus, we are urging citizens to
support the efforts of the library to install the elevator to connect the two floors so that
plans can continue towards completion of the building.
Public access to the internet has been well received and we thank those patrons
who donated monies towards our connection. The magazine article summaries on CD
ROM as well as phone discs, the Physician's desk reference, encyclopedias, regional
buying guides, and the children's educational discs donated by the Mother's Club are
heavily used. We continue to use our local data base housed at our library for inter-
library loan and lend to and borrow items from libraries around the state.
Joan Patten continues as President of the Friends. Their endeavors on behalf of the
library have benefited the town in many ways. They continue to support the cost of the
summer reading program, museum passes, book discussions, and programs offered
to the public. We thank all those who supported the Feaster's Fantasy restaurant raffle
and the Thrift Shop; two of the many ways they raise money for the library. Kathy
Suyematsu provided a delightful Christmas Tea for the Friends.
Again, appreciation goes to all the individuals and organizations who have helped
the library. The Mother's Club conducted various storyhours under the direction of
Louise Cummings, Julie Cates, and Susanne Dinsmore. The Club donated monies
towards museum passes and children's magazines and "birth day' books to honor
children born to Mother's Club members. Their gift of a computer and CD ROM
educational materials for the Children's room is very popular. The Hampstead Lions
Club provide a subscription to large print best sellers. The Hampstead Garden Club's
landscaping and seasonal decoration of the building is most appreciated. Please visit
their Story Book Garden in season. Thank you to the Girl Scouts for their help with the
children's programs. The CRA donated a pass to the Christa MacAuliffe Planetarium
and the Portsmouth Children's Museum. The Civic Club helped sponsor the parties at
the summer reading program and thanks to Howie Hamel for his generosity and the
many citizens who donated books, videos, audios, and other items for library use.
Many Hampstead citizens gave programs at the library: Monika McGiilicuddy
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with her Barbie Dolls; author Bill Buchanan speaking on his popular novel; Judy
Weber on Midwifery; and staff member Louise Pryor organizing and presenting a
variety of adult programs.
The Grant Committee met regularly to seek potential grants but were unable to find
any that we were eligible for. A meeting of interested citizens met in November to
consider ways to make the public aware of the library's needs and to offer suggestions
on how to complete this facility. The Board and Staff always welcome suggestions.
Staff continues to attend professional meetings and workshops to keep abreast of
library trends and needs.
Volunteers continue to help us meet the daily tasks: Dot MacFarland, Margaret
Noonan, Tammy Staples, Maxine Stull, Terry Handel, Jim Buhler and Isabelle Thomas
have donated many, many hours. We appreciate their assistance.
We were sorry to have Deede Laplante leave as Children's Librarian. Her
enthusiasm and creativeness will be missed. In turn, we welcome Debra Hiett as the
new Children's Librarian. She comes with many ideas and talents and we welcome
her to the staff. Suzanne Trested went off to college after working at the library for
many years as a page and as an aide. Thanks go to the hard work of Agnes Martin,
Louise Pryor, Elaine David, Dorothy Roderick, Ann Donahue, and Kerry Cussen. I am
pleased to say that Judi Crowley, Assistant Director will become Director at my
retirement in late March. She has been with the library for twelve years and has been
responsible for the library's technology plan. I leave the library in capable and
experienced hands.
I would like to acknowledge the support of the many Library Trustees I have served
under, especially the late Mary E. Clark, whose generosity serves the library to this
day. I have enjoyed working with Jay Burns, Margot Clemente, and Pam Hartung and
know that they will continue their efforts to provide the best possible library service to
the citizens of Hampstead.
I would also like to thank my son and husband for their constant help and
understanding these many years.
As I end my position as Director, I want to thank you all for your kindnesses and
help over the past years.




(Front) Judi Crowley, Assistant Director, Elaine David, Agnes Martin,
Dorothy Roderick, Deb Hiett, Children's Librarian
(Back) Louise Pryor, Becky Rooney, Director
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Hampstead Public Library Anntial Report - 1997







LIBRARY TRUST FUNDS 1997 $559.32







TOTAL RECEIPTS $187,274.79 $187,274,79
1997 EXPENSES
4550911 " LIBRARIANS SALARY $28,660.00
4550912 ** ASST LIBRARIAN SALARY $56,833.60
4550913 " CUSTODIAN SALARY $3,002.63
4550921 ** HEALTH INSURANCE BENEFITS $13,943.78
4550922 " SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS $5,470.96
4550923 " RETIREMENT CONTRIBUTIONS $1,976.44
4550924 " UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION $265.49
4550925 " WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION $0.00
4550926 -* MEDICARE $1,279.54
4550932 " LEGAL EXPENSE $0.00




























SUBTOTAL LIBRARY TRUSTEES $62,372.95
TOTAL EXPENSES $174,149.51 $174,149.51





SEE TOWN PORTION OF REPORT FOR ACCOUNT DETAIL
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PAYEE
AUDiO BOOKS DIRECT Total
DK FAMILY LIBRARY Total
E. B. ROONEY Total
LIBRARY VIDEO CO. Total
SUSAN'S WHALE OF A TALE Total
ALICE NOYES Total
AMERICAN LIBRARY PREVIEW Total
AMERICAN MEDIA Total
AMERICAN PUBLISHERS CO. INC. Total
BAKER & TAYLOR Total




CHIVERS OF N.A. Total
DAVIDSON TITLES, INC. Total
DEMCO Total
DOUBLEDAY BOOK CLUB Total
DOUBLEDAY LARGE PRINT BOOKS ToUl
FORREST HOUSE Total
GROLIER PUBLISHING CO. Total
JOSEPH P. HANNIGAN Total
KIMBALL PUBLIC LIBRARY Total
MARION L. VARNEY Total
MATH ERROR Total
MICHIE Total
MISTER ANDERSON'S COMPANY Total
MYSTERY GUILD Total
N.H. STATE LIBRARY Total
NEAL SCHUMAN PUBLISHERS ToUl
NEW ENGLAND MOBILE BOOKFAIR Total
OLYMPIA BOOK CORPORATION Total
ORYX Total
OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS, INC. Total
PENWORTHY Total
PORTER SARGENT PUBLISHERS Total
QUALITY BOOKS Total
REGENT BOOK CO. Total
ROMANGOLI PUBLICATIONS Total
S & S WORLDWIDE Total
SCOTT EISERMAN Total
SOUTHEASTERN BOOK CO. Total
STECK-VAUGHN CO. Total
SUSAN'S WHALE OF A TALE Total
TIME LIFE BOOKS Total
UNIVERSITY BOOK SERVICE Total
WHEELER PUBLISHING CO. Total
EAST COAST LUMBER Total
GRAINGER Total
HAROLD'S LOCKSMITH Total















E. B. ROONEY Total








AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION Total
H.W. WILSON CO. Total
J. CROWLEY Total
SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL Total
MERRIMACK BUSINESS EQUIPMENT, INC.
UBM Total


















































































EDUCATION ToUl $ 225,75
$ 6.130 57









EQUIPMENT ToUl $ 3.699.85
$ 1,192,54
HEAT ToUl $ 1,192.54
$ 267 60
$ 267 60





























S & S WORLDWIDE ToUl
SUSAN'S WHALE OF A TALE ToUl
THE EAGLE TRIBUNE ToUl
UNION LEADER CORPORATION ToUl
UPSTART ToUl
MISCELLANEOUS ToUl
CHILDREN'S MUSEUM OF PORTSMOUTH ToUl
CHRISTA MCAULIFFE PLANETARIUM ToUl
MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS ToUl
MUSEUM OF SCIENCE ToUl
MUSEUM PASSES ToUl
CNI ToUl
ROCKINGHAM COUNTY NEWSPAPERS ToUl
THE EAGLE TRIBUNE ToUl
UNION LEADER CORPORATION ToUl
VALULINE ToUl
WALL STREET JOURNAL ToUl
NEWSPAPERS ToUl
AMERICAN BUSINESS DIRECTORIES ToUl
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF SMALL BUSINESS ToUl
AMERICAN LIBRARY PREVIEW ToUl
APPLE BOOKS ToUl
BERNAN ToUl
C & W ZABEL CO. Toul
CHILDRENS EDUCATION CORPORATION ToUl
COLE ToUl
EDUCORP DIRECT Toul











NORTHEAST INFORMATION SERVICE ToUl
OMNIGRAPHICS ToUl




SIMON & SCHUSTER ToUl
SOUTHEASTERN BOOK CO. ToUl
TIME-LIFE BOOKS ToUl
TOWER PUBLISHING ToUl











E. B. ROONEY ToUl























HARVARD HEALTH LETTER Total















































































































N.E. GAMES & FISH ToUl
N.H. BUSINESS REVIEW Total
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC Total
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC - TRAVELER Total













S.I. FOR KIDS Total




SI FOR KIDS Total
SMART MONEY Total
SPORTS ILLUSTRETED Total
TASTE OF HOME Total
TIME-SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE Total
TUFTS DIET & NUTRITION LETTER Total























PRIOR PERIOD VOIDED CHECK Total
































































Hampstead Public Library Trustee's Report - 1997
As the Hampstead Public Library completes its fourth year in the new building, we
continue to increase usage. The most marked growth has been in the in-house use
because we have increased our capabilities with computers. We now have
encyclopedias, phone books and atlas, a magazine article index, Thomas' Register,
and Physicians Desk Reference all on CD-ROM. These are frequently used. We now
also provide public access to the Internet on one computer. This has also proved to be
very popular. We have also had increased use of other in-house materials such as
newspaper subscriptions and business reference. We are currently receiving
ValueLine and Morningstar Report. We continue to plan for increasing our services,
especially with the continued rapid changes in the technical library field that were not
even dreamed of five years ago. Computers do take up significant space and so we
are still exploring ways to complete the second floor. Included in the plans are a
public meeting room and more study space, plus areas where computers could be
used by the public.
We have in the past year organized a committee to explore further directions for the
library and look for input from anyone who is interested in this area.
The Hampstead Public Library Board of Trustees would like to take this opportunity
to say thank you to Elizabeth (Becky) Rooney as she retires the end of March. She
came to the Hampstead Public Library in 1977 to a library that was not even
cataloged. She has served as the focal point of the library for more than 20 years
since. She has been instrumental in keeping the Hampstead Public Library up-to-date
with new library services and techniques as they have been developed. We will miss
her enthusiasm and hope that we can continue to do as good a job in the future as she
has done up to now.





Report of the Building Department
1997 was a busy and productive year for the Hampstead Building
Department. After a major reorganization in the fall of 1996, the
department needed to adjust and improve its procedures. Much
effort and cooperation was expended by all in order to coordinate
the daily responsibilities of the three part-time inspectors, the
code enforcement officer and the two part-time office assistants.
In March of 1997 the town voted to adopt the 1996 BOCA code as
the basis for the Hampstead Building Code. This vote provided an
update to the regulations for all construction being done in town.
A new fee schedule was also adopted which assesses comparable
permit fees for all types of construction. In addition,
requirements for additional types of permits were instituted.
These types of changes will certainly benefit the town, considering
that construction in Hampstead continues at a steady rate.
New residential construction continued in many subdivisions
including Rosewood, Wentworth Heights, Cranberry Meadows, Appleton
and Cherub's Way. There were several new commercial construction
projects started and/or completed during 1997, including Don Main's
Auto Center, Seasonal Equipment and Shop 'n Save. Hampstead
Academy built a new addition which includes a music room and
gymnasium.
Through the cooperation and support of all members of the
Building Department and also the Board of Selectmen, the
reorganization of the Hampstead Building Department has been very
successful. Efforts to increase the efficiency of the permit
process and to improve service to the public will continue to be
important objectives of the department.
Respectfully submitted,
Robert W. Morache, Building Inspector
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Report of the Code Enforcement Officer
At the 1997 Town Meeting voters approved the increase
construction fees to be more conforming with other towns.
of
We have had a little over a year to go from a fulltime
building inspector to a part-time inspection department. The two
part-time office secretaries - Trudy Towne in the morning and Dawn
Shaw in the afternoon - have done a very good job coordinating the
inspections for the inspectors. The inspectors have done their
share of adjusting to work with the contractors.
I do believe the town, homeowners, and contractors are much
better off because the inspectors are from their fields of trade.
We are always open to suggestions to help the office run more






Building Permits - 1997



























































Dube ' s Construction
VOID




Dean C. Howard Const.
D & M Construction
VOID








Dean C. Howard Const.
Dean C. Howard Const.
Dean C. Howard Const.
VOID
Don Main Auto Center
Dean C. Howard Const.
Dean C. Howard Const.
Audrey Barry
Dean C. Howard Const.
Michael J. Woods
Michael Campbell




Dean C. Howard Const.




Silva Const. , Inc.
7 Rosewood Cir
20 Rosewood Cir
31 St. John Ln.































11 St. John Ln.
























































1417 17/89-1 PTO Realty Trust Miners Way comm.bldg. 300,000
1418 VOID
1419 18/166 Hannaford Bros. Co. 305 Sandown Rd. comm.bldg.
2
,100,000
1420 20/8 Cube's Const. 70 Ellyson Ave. new home 105,000
1421 12/158 Paul S. Wentworth 10 Chelsari Ln. foundation
1422 12/151 Paul S. Wentworth 79 Bonnies Way new home 200,000
1423 20/59 Dube's Const. 29 Rosewood Cir. new home 105,000
1424 18/95 East Coast Lumber Route 111 pole barn 15,000
1425 1/126 Dean C. Howard Const. 15 Appleton Ln. new home 200,000
1426 1/103 Dean C. Howard Const. 103 Beverly Dr. new home 200,000
1427 12/149 Paul S, Wentworth 70 Bonnies Way foundation
M125 11/246 Earl White
\1125 19/59 Max Donner




M130 18/43 156 LLC
M131 13/50 Stephen L. Shields
M132 20/10 Diane R. Bruns
M133 9/65 Harry J. Reel
M134 8/250 Dave Parsons
M135 9/24-49 H&C Ashford, LLC
M136 7/23 St. Anne Parish
U137 17/89 East Coast Lumber
U138 17/244 Paul DuBose
\1139 3/21 Gary Goyette
M140 8A/75 Leah Frim
U141 13/156 James Churchill
U142 8/222 Brian Nadeau
U143 6/26 William Blaine
\1144 8A/75 Leah Frim
U145 9/219 Albert Sullivan
\1146 11/106 Richard Borriello,
M147 16/20 Stephen Arkley
\1148 14/23 Peter Michaud
U149 12/88 Bruce DeBoyes
A1150 19/59 Max Donner
A1151 VOID
A1152 7/94 Kerry Clark
A1153 13/215 Jonathan Lamphier
A1154 9/219 Robert Perry
U155 13/78 Nancy Doane
\1156 16/45 Douglas Willey
U157 1/122 Thomas Cammilleri
U158 16/104 Diane Gorrow
U159 9/24-50 H&C Ashford, LLC





159 Hunt Rd. remodel
130 Route 111 alteration
Village Square alteration
472 Route 111 alteration
70 Catherine Ave. pool
7 Duston Ridge Rd
.
addition
121 Main St. alteration
127 Ledgewood Dr. mobile home





50 Collette Dr. addition
28 Ells Rd. remodel
100 Faith Dr. addition




28 Ells Rd. deck
40 St. John Ln. alteration




16 Cortney Ln deck
563 Route 111 addition
159 Hunt Rd. garage
19 West Rd. deck
56 East Rd. alteration







































































































































239 E. Main St. remodel 18,000
10 Nicole Cir. pool 13,500
41 Pitman Rd. pool 23,000
1 Drew Rd. shed 1,700
Route 111 demolition










1 Beach Rd. deck 500




2 Laura Ln deck 4,20£
1 Beverly Dr. spa 3,5012








Route 111 remodel 25,00£
364 East Rd. addition 70,002
4 Main St. alteration 15,002




20 Thomas Dr. alteration 402
88 Beverly Dr. alteration 1,502
70 Main St. remodel 9,002
79 Beverly Dr. shed 2,002
21 St. John Ln. roof 5,002
167 Main St. alteration 22,002
42 Ells Rd. alteration 1,002
252 Main St. deck 502








42 Parklane Rd mobile home
74 East Rd. deck
10 Marilyn Park Dr. porch
11 Pilgrim Cir shed
22 Russet Ln. pool
104 Ledgewood Dr. mobile home




152 Brown Hill Rd
.
deck
111 Rolling Hill Rd
.
shed
100 Faith Dr. pool

























































































































76 Kent Farm Rd
.
35 Stage Rd
60 Marilyn Pk . Dr.













45 Stony Ridge Rd



































































A1268 13/77 LaPorte Const. Corp.
A1269 9/42 Richard Curran
A1270 9/24-41 H&C Ashford LLC
A1271 14/141 Robert Villella
A1272 12A/149 Bangs Housing Corp.
A1273 12A/147 Ralph Rooney
A1274 1/105 Christine Lodise
A1275 16/47 Joseph Roy
A1276 4/7 Kathryn Holopitza
A1277 8A/76 Herbert Sweet
A1278 11/221 Jean Cardello
A1279 8/114 Alyson Thompson
A1280 2/103 James Respaut
A1281 2/99 Steven Daly
A1282 6/43-9 Paul D'Amico
A1283 9/24-54 H&C Ashford LLC
A1284 9/24-42 H&C Ashford LLC
A1285 17/171 David Bassett
A1286 18/43 156 LLC
A1287 17/43 Linda Dutil
A1288 8/1 John Boutin
A1289 17/284 Mark Frenette
A1290 17/109 Jeffrey Steenson
A1291 8/212 Thomas Hannah
A1292 11/261 Ratna Dave
A1293 11/24 Brian Languirand
A1294 8A/3 Elaine Mortell
A1295 18/43 Colby Tanning
A1296 17/227 Thomas McPherson
A1297 3/114 Joseph Ambrefe
A1298 18/44 Tsolakos Christos
A1299 1/97 Joseph A. Morrison
A1300 13/50G2 Gary Barnes
A1301 12A/18 Bangs Housing Corp.
A1302 9/107 James Stewart
A1303 11/261 Ratna Dave
A1304 1/37 Hampstead Recreation
A1305 17/89 H&S Development
A1306 9/24-59 H&C Ashford LLC
A1307 17/89 H&S Development
A1308 1/116 Chris Howard
A1309 7/53 Kenneth Clark
A1310 6/105 Gary Walker
A1311 2/24 Daniel Gudinas
A1312 13/16 Carolyn Bergkuist
A1313 1/106 Chris Howard
A1314 8B/92 Lewis Simmons
A1315 12A/43 Virginia Murphy
A1316 7/64 Cleo Hurley
A1317 12/56 Paul's Tree Service
A1318 9/24-55 H&C Ashford LLC
A1319 VOID
456 Route 111 alteration
70 Wash Pond Rd
.
re-roof
114 Ledgewood Dr. mobile home




42 Parklane Rd deck
89 Beverly Dr. shed




10 Orcutt Dr. deck
36 Scott Dr. deck
190 Main St. addition
126 Wheelwright Rd. alteration
102 Wheelwright Rd. addition












120 Main St. porch
60 Catherine Ave. shed
23 Starwood Dr. remodel












20 Summer St. alteration
215 E. Main St. remodel
160 Depot Rd. shed
Village Square remodel
1 Oak Hill Dr. mobile home









416 Emerson Ave. remodel
111 Ledgewood Dr. mobile home
416 Emerson Ave. alteration
90 Beverly Dr. addition
25 West Rd. alteration
10 Wellington Dr. shed
383 Main St. addition
169 East Rd. remodel
79 Beverly Dr. deck
10 Abbie Ln . addition
14 Meredith Dr. alteration
99 Stage Rd alteration







































37 single family homes 6 residential condominiums





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Summary of Action on Plans
[y\}'J'LlCAJ\r A 1A I'/FA ItCHL DESCRIPTION DISPOSITION










C.& I.. Ashford 9-21 Siihdivision GHANH'I^. II lime Extension
J'. Mtillct 19-42 Siibilivisioii C^oiidilioiial Approval 11/6/95 Voided
llaimaford Hrotlurs, Inc. lS-2, 100, 102, 110, 156, 166 Lot Consolidation
("oiiditiona! Apjirovai 2/5/96 Final Approval
I lannaford nrodurs. Inc. 18 2, 100, 102, 110, 156, 166 SHOP 'N SAVE Site
(^)ii(lili()nal Approval 2/19/96 Compliance Hearing
(Compliance I Icarinjr Extension Granted Final Approval
nam|)stcad Recreation Commission 1-36&37 Site Conditional Approval
Matt's Lid)c Too 12-15 Site Conditional Approval
Neil F,mcrson 12-.^ Mobile Home Park Subdivision Conditional Approval
Park One 11 Corp. 13-116 lltst Iniprcssioiif: Dny Cnie QoixdWiounX Apjjroval 9/16/96
A. Dcccsarc 13-215 Apfjicbriar I'.stales F.UIcrly I loiisiiif? Site Conditional Approval 10/7/96
Robert tt Donna Malioiuy 18-1 15 Kindergarten/day care Site Approval 11/7/96
One 1 1 Qnik Sbop l.?-IM (>)astal Carriers Site Conditional Approval 12/2/96
Change of LJse Approval 4/7/97
Mercy Mavris 19-10 Subdivision 2 lots, 1 with existing tlvvelling Approved 4/21/97
Lewis Hniklcrs, Inc. 18-95, 11-56, 17-89, 18-95 Approved 5/5/97
18-95 Subdivision Non Bnildable Strip Approved 5/5/97
18-95, 17-89, 11/56 Consolidation Approved 5/5/97
NIIIIVAC 10-32 (10-5 Lot #2) Site Approved 5/19/97
Pope Housing 6-41 Subdivision Lot Line 2 lots Approved 6/16/97
Donald Main 6-44 Brook Omce Park Site Approved 6/16/97
Steve F.spiuola 11-146 Lot Released Approved 6/16/97
ST. ANNF, CHURCH 7-23 Site Parking Expansion Approved 7/7/97
Robert Partridge 17-84 Subdivision 2 lot, 1 with dwelling Approved 7/7/97
Paul Wentwortli 12-97 & 156 WENlWOU'lIl HEIGHTS
Subdivision 2 lot to 5 lots Approved 7/21/97
Mavris Family Trust 19-10 Barilelt Brook Site Plan 30 Housing Units Approved 0/6/97
Peter & Christine Lewis 18-95, 106, 173 Site & As Built Approved 8/4/97
H ^ S Really 17-89 Stibtlivision 2 lols-1 with building Approved
H & S Realty Steve Frcgcau 17-89 Site Commercial Building Approved
Hampslead Couservalion ("ommission 7-99 & 118 Subdivision Lot Line
Adjustment 8c C'onservation Easentent Approved
|olin t*k Molly Allen 3-102 Subdi\ision 3 lots-1 with existing tlwelliug Approved
Richard Townc 6-11 it 12 Site (Commercial Building Ajjproved
1 lampstead (Congregational (Church 8-248 Site Buililing Addition Approved
J.
BoissoMiieauh .? 58 t"t 59 Lot (Consolitlation Approved
William & ICstcllc David 7-7 v"t 58 Lot Consolidation Approved
Peter Wheeler 11-159, 160, 68 Lot Consolidation Approved
Wesley P. Hodgman 17-147 (Commercial Subdivision 2 lots Approved














Formula DcvclopriiciU CA IIIFRINE ESTATES 20-9&10 Letter of Credit 232,100.00
Erosion Control Reduced to $36,900.00
Road & Site Reduced to $143,100.00
Reduced to $55,080.00
Erosion Control, Roadway, Site Combined November 6, 1995Reduced to $59,780.00
Reduced to $10,000.00
D. Howard CRANHITIRV MF.ADOWS Letter of Credit $24,000.00
Reduced to $2,300.00
D. Moward CRANBFJU?y MEADOWS I Bond $9,810.00
D. Howard CRANBERRY MF.ADOWS II St. John Drive April 17, 1995 Bond $73,820.00
May 6, 1996 Reduced to $58,720.00
August 19, 1996 Reduced $30,045.00
Sept 16, 1996 Reduced $17,770.00
Norfolk Drive March 17, 1997 Bond $64,550.00
Sept 2, 1997 Reduction $16,267.00
Bond $12,800.00
Reduced to $6,600.00
January 3, 1995 Reduced to $2,600.00
December 4, 1995 Reduced to $600.00
Bond $10,800.00
July 21, 1997 Released
D. Howard CRANBJ'RRV MI'.ADOWS
L. C'liase (jinm'rbrcad Lane
R. Wimnill Hickory Road
NICOR Marilyn I'ark Drive Extension February 6, 1995 Bond
Erosion & Sediment Bond July 6, 1995
(j. Blown Marilyn I'ark Drive I'xlension Driveways February 6, 1995 Bond
Scptcnd)er 18, 1995 Roadway Bond
May 5, 1997 Reduced
July 21, 1997 Reduced
CLI I Really 1 rust cSc D. C. I loward AI'RLEI ON WOOD Bond
Decend)er4, 1995 Reduced
C& L Realty GRANITE 11
C& LRealty GRANITE II
D. I'ope MacGreggor Drive
HAMI'STEAD IMLKJIIIS
R. Cooke PARTRIDGE/COOKE
F. Wcntworth WEN TWORII I 1 lEIGIIl S
1'. Dubc ROSFAVOOD
March 17, 1997 Reduced
Roadway Bond
December 4, 1995 Reduced
April 1, 1996 Reduced
Erosion & Sedimentation Bond
Bond




February 3, 1997 Released
Erosion & Sedimentation Bond $28,190.00
Road Bond $77,100.00
Road Bond Reduced $31,750.00
Erosion & Sedimentation Bond $9,330.00
Road Bond $58,234.00
September 16, 1996 Revised $49,064.00





















J. I>:ivcllc Asso. CI IICIUIIJ'S WAY Erosion & Scdiinciiliitioii Bond $21,560.00
April 7, 1997 Rcdnccd $14,170.00
Road Bond $55,560.00
Febrnary ^, 1997 Rednced $33,200.00
March 7, 1997 Rednced $30,825.00
June 16, 1997 Rcdnccd $ 19,945.00
Ilaniiaford Brodicrcs SI lOP 'N SAVF. Erosion & Scdinicntalioii Bond $98,875.00
N. Baiif^s Si(e 18-2 F.rosion & Sedimentation Bond $1,134.29
Jannaiy 6, 1997 Released
Lawrence I raliaii H),V2 Nl I I IVAC F.rosion & Sedimentation Bond $8,880.00
October 6, 1997 Released
W. Rcddy Site 19-10 IJAU 11.111 BROOK Performance Gnarantee $65,520.00
December 1, 1997 Reduced $22,700.00
Raymond Ihibcaull 13-22 MARSHALL ROAD I'crforinance Guarantee $4,000.00
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Hampstead Capital Needs Committee
Report to the Town ofHampstead— 1997
During the past six months, the Capital Needs Committee (HCNC) has been working with
representatives from each Town committee, commission and department to bring you the attached
Capital Forecast for the next several years — through 2003. We want to thank all of the
representatives of the various departments, committees and commissions for the efforts they made
to carefijlly consider their capital needs and prepare information to enable the HCNC to bring the
combined needs to you, the residents of Hampstead, for your consideration. The various
committees' participation in this process is an indication that the department heads want you to be
better informed.
By beginning our forecasting process in mid-year instead of September as in previous years along
with a closer association with the Board of Selectmen, we are able to provide a more refined
forecast of future capital needs. The information provided in this report is not a "cast in concrete"
time line of expenditures, instead, it is an unfinished work that is being molded and shaped
continuously. This report shows the current "best guess" as to when each of the forecasted items
will be brought to the Town for consideration as a part of the operating budget, a Warrant Article
or other Town Meeting action.
This year's report included the same graphs as presented the last two years, updated to reflect the
current view. The Hampstead ( \ipital History graphs show the "actual" approved capital from
previous Town Meetings. The Hampstead Capital Forecast graphs, which are graphical
representations of the HCNC's efforts this year, show the capital forecast for 1998 through 2003.
Departments with no forecast are excluded from the graph for clarity. The Forecast graphs show
the relative size of the needs of each department for each forecast year. These are planning tools
that each department can use to see how they "fit in" with the total Town needs.
The HCNC appreciates the cooperation each department has contributed in making this report
possible Without their assistance and participation in this process, we would not be able to
provide this planning document for the town.
As in the past, copies of the entire Hampstead Capital Improvements Plan (all of the individual
backup planning forms and plans) will be available for your review at the Library, Selectmen's
Office, The Town Clerk's Office, the Planning Board and the Budget Committee oflfices. Ifyou
have any questions, please contact one of the HCNC members.
Respectfully submitted January 31, 1998.




Jo P. Welch (382-4167)
Mary White (329-5789)
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1992 - 1997 CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM REQUESTS
DEPARTMENT/PRCXSRAM FINANCE 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 TOTAL
METHOD ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL
CABLE TV COMMITTEE
CATV STUDIO OF $2.55 $2.55
CEMETERY TRUSTEES
LAND PURCHASE OF $5.00 $25.00 $30.00
CONSERVAVON
CONSERVATION FUND CRF $10.00 $10.00
LAND PURCHASE (FLETCHER) OF $9.22 $9.22
FIREmESCUE
FIREHOUSE BOND (1995) GOB $46.01 $43.38 $40.67 $37.87 $167.93
CLASS A PUMPER OF $0.00
RESCUE VEHICLE CRF $25.00 $25.00 $40.00 $90.00
COMPUTER OF $4.78 $4.78
UTILITY TRUCK OF $45.00 $45.00
REPLACEMENT WATER TANK OF $16.00 $16.00
WATER SUPPLY VEHICLE (1998) CRF $70.00 $70.00
E. HAMPSTEAD FIRE STATION OF $30.00 $30.00
LIBRARY
BUILDING CAPITAL RESERVE CRF $100.00 $250.00 $350.00
STORAGE BUILDING OF $10.00 $10.00
ADA DOOR AND VARIOUS LIGHTING OF $5.00 $5.00
FINISH 2ND FLOOR CRF $25.00 $25.00
POLICEDEPARTMENT
POLICE CRUISER(S) OF $0.00 $14.60 $16.79 $16.50 $19.00 $19.00 $85.89
RECREATION DEPARTMENT
BALL FIELD IMPROVEMENT OF $3.00 $3.00
MEMORIAL GYM LIGHTS OF $5.00 $5.00
TENNIS COURTS OF $42.00 $42.00
REPAIR MEMORIAL GYM FLOORING* OF $5.00 $5,00
REPAIR MEMORIAL GYM ROOF OF $11.00 $11.00




ENGINEERING STUDY OF $9.96 $9.96
PAVING & RECONSTRUCTION OF $130.00 $215.09 $50.00 $395.09
INSTALL STREET LIGHTS OF $1.50 $1.50
SANDERS OF $10.25 $10.25
SCHOOL BOARD
DISTRICT MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT OF $7.30 $7.30
HCS ADDITION BOND (1997) GOB $413.40 $394.05 $374.00 $353.33 $332.33 $310.88 $2,177.99
HCS BUILDING RENOVATIONS OF $30.00 $49.70 $70.00 $149.70
HCS MODULAR FACILITY OF $48.00 $48.00
HCS BACKUP BOILER OF $12.50 $12.50
MIDDLE SCHOOL ADDITION PH 1 OF $341.86 $341.86
MIDDLE SCHOOL ADDITION PH 2 GOB $67.47 $318.72 $302.99 $289.91 $979.09
HMS FIELD RECONSTRUCTION OF $15.00 $15.00
HMS GYM VENTILATION OF $20.00 $20.00
TECHNOLOGY PLAN OF $40.00 $40.00
HMS SEWERAGE PUMP/CONTROL OF $10.00 $10.00
SELECTMEN
RESTORE OLD MEETING HOUSE OF $25.00 $25.00 $25.00 $75.00
ORDWAY PARK IMPROVEMENTS $20.00 $20.00
VINYL SIDING OF $0.00
RENOVATE TOWN HALL OF $182.00 $150.00 $332.00
GROUNDS EQUIPMENT (DUMP TRUCK) OF $28.00 $28.00
TOWN SHARE OF TRAFFIC LIGHTS OF $17.50 $17.50
PRESERVATION OF TOWN RECORDS OF $5.00 $5.00
TOTAL TAX IMPACT $1,068.56 $994.34 $755.93 $1,039.42 $1,069.07 $985.79 $6,913.11
FINANCE METHOD: GOB = GENERAL OBLIGATION BONDS
CRF = CAPITAL RESERVE FUND |
OF = OPERATING FUNDS (General Budget Hem or Separate Warrant Article)
1 1 1 1 1 1
* Repair of Gym Flooring was an addition to the operating budget from the floor during Town Meeting |
1 1
NOTE: ALL FIGURES ARE IN THOUSANDS
"Actual' indicates dollars approved by the voters - NOT the actual amount spent.




































































1998 - 2003 CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM REQUESTS
DEPARTMENT/PROGRAM FINANCE 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 TOTAL
METHOD PROPOSED PROPOSED PROPOSED PROPOSED PROPOSED PROPOSED
CABLE TV COMMITTEE
NO CURRENT CAPITAL NEEDS $0.00
CEMETERY TRUSTEES
LAND PURCHASE (2001:$100.0) WA $25.00 $25.00 $25.00 $25.00 $100.00
CONSERVATION
LAND PURCHASE RESERVE (1998:$23.0) WA $23.00 $23.00
FIRE/RESCUE
WATER SUPPLY VEHICLE (199«-1998:$220.0) CRF $150.00 $150.00
LADDER TOWER (2003:$SOO.O) CRF $100.00 $100.00 $100.00 $100.00 $100.00 $500.00
CENTRAL STATION ADDITION (2000:$175.0) CRF $100.00 $75.00 $175.00
LIBRARY
FINISH 2ND FLOOR (2001 :$425.0) CRF $75.00 $75.00 $100.00 $150.00 $400.00
POLICE DEPARTMENT
POLICE CRUISER(S) OF $20.50 $20.50 $20.50 $20.50 $20.50 $20.50 $102.50
RECREATION DEPARTMENT
DEPOT ROAD FIELD COMPLEX (1996-1998: $300.0) WA $100.00 $100.00
ROAD AGENT
STORAGE DOME (2000:$90.0) WA $90.00 $90.00
SANDER (1998:$12.0) WA $12.00 $12.00
SCHOOL BOARD
HSD NEW FACILITY (1999-20O9:$6,375.0) GOB $125.00 $587.50 $562.50 $537.50 $512.50 $2,325.00
HMS ADDITION BOND (1995-2004:$2,632.2) GOB $279.32 $269.36 $258.99 $248.26 $232.46 $221.62 $1,288.38
HMS DIESEL FUEL TANK (1998:$10.0) OF $10.00 $10.00
HMS RENOVATE ROOMS 110 and 111 (1998:$20.0) OF $20.00 $20.00
HMS REMOVEfftEPLACE FLOORING (1998:$54.0) OF $54.00 $54.00
HCS RENOVATE SPACEftHMS ADA RSTRM (1998:$20.0) $20.00
HCS LIGHTING IMPROVEMENTS (1 998-1999:$1 0.0) OF $5.00 $5.00 $10.00
HMS PARKING LOT (1999:$S0.0) OF $50.00 $50.00
HCS PAVEMENT REPAIR (1999:$10.0) OF $10.00 $10.00
HMS REMOVE/REPLACE CEILING TILES (1999:$6.0) OF $6.00 $6.00
HMS MAINTENANCE SHED (1999:$S0.0) OF $50.00 $50.00
HMS RENOVATE MAIN BOrS RESTRM (2000:$15.0) OF $15.00 $15.00
HCS RENOVATE NURSE'S OFFICE (2000:$15.0) OF $15.00 $15.00
HCS REMOVEmEPLACE FLOORING (2000:$9.0) OF $9.00 $9.00
HMS LIGHTING IMPROVEMENTS (2000:$5.0) OF $5.00 $5.00
HCS REPLACE BLACKBOARDS (2000:$16.0) OF $16.00 $16.00
HMS FENCE PLAYING FIELDS (2000:$16.0) OF $15.00 $15.00
HCS VINYL SIDING (2001:$4.0) OF $4.00 $4.00
HMS REPLACE LOCKERS (2001:$20.0) OF $20.00 $20.00
HMS PARKING LOT LIGHTING (2001:$15.0) OF $15.00 $15.00
HCS CLASSROOM CARPETS (2001-2002:$30.0) OF $15.00 $15.00 $30.00
HMS CONSTRUCT BASEBALL FIELD (2001:$50.0) OF $50.00 $50.00
HMS EMERGENCY GENERATOR (2002:$25.0) OF $25.00 $25.00
HMS CONSTRUCT SOCCER FIELD (2002-.$50.0) OF $50.00 $50.00
HSD FUTURE SCHOOL BLDG CONST. (199S-2003:$60.0) CRF $10.00 $10.00 $10.00 $10.00 $10.00 $10.00 $50.00
SELECTMEN
CENTRAL STATION CONCRETE SLABS (1998:$30.0) WA $30.00 $30.00
TOWN GARAGE WASTE OIL FURNACE (1998:$7.4) WA $7.35 $7.35
OLD LIBRARY RESTORATION (1998:$13.0) OF $13.00 $13.00
PRESERVATION OF RECORDS (1996-2001 :$6S.O) CRF $15.00 $15.00 $15.00 $15.00 $60.00
REPAIR FIELD BEHIND TOWN OFFICE (1998:$30.0) WA $30.00 $30.00
SOLID WASTE
NO CURRENT CAPITAL NEEDS $0.00
TOTAL CAPITAL NEEDS $899.17 $860.86 $1,366.99 $1,235.26 $990.46 $864.62 $5,935.23
INDEX -0.73% -0.33% 4.23% -1.00% -2.02% -1.06%
FINANCE METHOD: GOB = GENERAL OBLIGATION BONDS
CRF = CAPITAL RESERVE FUND |
OF = OPERATING FUNDS (General Operating Budget)
WA = WARRANT ARTICLE
1 1
INDEX: ASSUMING ALL DEPARTMENT BUDGETS REMAIN CONSTANT -
THIS IS THE EFFECT OF THE CAPITAL NEEDS ON THE OVERALL TOWN BUDGET
1 1
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WILLIAM J. LETOILE, Jr. JOSEPH BEAUDOIN, Jr.
Incorporated 1749 Chief of Police Deputy
P.O. BOX 78 • HAMPSTEAD, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03841
TEL. 603/329-5700 • FAX 603/329-4990
To the residents and taxpayers of the Town of Hampstead
As the year 1997 came to a close so ended the career of Sgt Shane Childs with the
Hampstead Police Department. Sgt. Childs resigned his position that he had held since
1988 to pursue his career with Salem, New Hampshire Police Department Sgt. Childs
attended the 84''' New Hampshire Police Academy and was appointed a Police officer in
town that year. In 1993, he was promoted to the rank of Sergeant which he held until his
resignation.
Matthew Woodman, a life long resident of East Hampstead was appointed to fill this
position Woodman has been a part time officer with the town since 1993 Officer
Woodman graduated from the 1 12"" New Hampshire Police Academy in July of 1997.
Statistics for the past year showed a decrease in all areas of crime, burglaries down from
eleven to eight, thefts down from forty six to forty two, motor vehicle thefts from six to
two, criminal mischief down from seventy two to sixty and domestics down from forty six
to thirty four This we believe is a result of more visibility and awareness by the public.
We have increased patrols in problem areas and are spending more time in low visibility
sections
Accidents were up from 109 to 124 but the number reporting injuries decreased. One
woman from Sandown, New Hampshire was killed when her vehicle was struck at the
intersection of route 121 and Depot Road.
We have requested the townspeople to approve a new full time Police officer in this years
budget The addition of another officer will enable us to increase patrols and extend our
public relations program to the residents and schools.
Special THANKS to all the officers and their families for their unselfish dedication to the
police motto of"PROTECT AND SERVE" Also thanks to all other town officials and
departments for their continued support and assistance. This cooperation is what makes




Hampstead Board of Adjustment Report - 1997
In 1997 the Board of Adjustment heard 9 requests for variances . Seven were
granted , two were denied .
There were 3 requests for Equitable waiver of Dimensional Requirements-all were
granted .
There were 34 requests for Special Exceptions . Thirty three were granted , One was
denied .
The Board considered 3 requests for rehearings . One was granted , resulting in the
board upholding it's original decision . The other two were denied .
This was the first year the Board heard requests for Equitable Waivers ofDimensional
Requirements . These waivers permit established structures(10 years) to be too close
to lot lines , without putting the property in non-conformance . Certain conditions must
be met , such as the encroachment is the result of an honest mistake . These Waivers
are especially helpful when property is sold or refinanced . Details are available in our
office .
The Board of Selectmen chose not to reappoint long time members Tom Gaff and
Mike Wentworth . They were dedicated members and are missed , we thank them for
their service .
We welcome new members Jack Haynes , Randy Clark and alternate member Dave







(Seated) Randy Clark, Bob Cairns, Chairman, Kevin Camm,
Jack Haynes
(Standing) Dave Murphy, Alternate, Pam DesMarais
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Historic District Commission
We are happy to report to you again this year that we are still in the process of
restoration of the Old Meeting House and hopefully this will be complete this
year.
We are not asking for any new monies this year as we are carrying over last
year's appropriation and we feel that it will be adequate. Many have
complimented us on the restoration, especially the new period doors on the front
of the building.
Our annual Thanksgiving service was held on Tuesday night, November 25'^
instead of the usual Sunday, due to scheduling conflicts with local clergy. We do,
however, hope to be back on our Sunday schedule this year. 1998 will be our
25'^ year of Thanksgiving services at the Old Meeting House.
We are utilizing the former library as a meeting place for committees preparing
for the 250"^ Anniversary celebration. We are also getting ready to set up for a
museum, the first in Hampstead to display "Old Hampstead". We are excited
about this and are sure it will be enjoyed by all.
Last year was the second year that we ran a contest in this report portraying
pictures of old Hampstead and as yet, no winners.
We are doing the same this year
pictures are still present today.
Good Luck! All buildings and roads in these
The Historic District Commission is trying to activate the former Historical
Society, anyone interested, do come forth.
We again want to thank you all for your support and continued enthusiasm.
Maurice I. Randall, Jr., Chairman




1997 Report to the Town
The number of emergency responses to the members of the community surpassed the record
number of last year.
FIRE/RESCUE CALLS
Patients Treated
• Structure Related 18 General Weakness 46
• Brush or Woods 12 Cardiac 55
• Motor Vehicle 88 Hampstead Hospital 17
• Hazardous Materials Incidents 12 MVA Injuries 105
• Service Calls MVA No Injury 70
Odor Investigation 7 Falls 59
CO Detectors 13 Behavioral 11
Smoke 12 Seizure 13
Alarms 62 Difficulty Breathing 23
Search & Rescue 1 Other Pain 12
Public Assist 11 Nausea 17
• Wires Down 29 Cuts & Abrasions 17
• Mutual Aid Sent 25 Diabetic Related 10
• Medical Calls 299 Stroke 4
Allergic Reaction 5
TOTAL 589 Electric Shock 1
Poisoning 2
Fractures 10
We will celebrate our 60th Anniversary of the organization of the Hampstead Fire De-
partment this year. The current membership, which is comprised of a cross section of our
Town's population, still strives to provide fire protection and emergency medical services to the
community. As you read through the summary of calls listed at the top of the report, you will
note the varied situations our members must be trained to deal with. In the early years of the De-
partments, services rendered were mostly to control fire of one type or another. We now must
deal with not only fire situations, but medical emergencies and environmental incidents. Our call
volume averages 1 1/2 calls per day. Even though the members are paid for actual call time, the
amount expended from the tax revenues is minimal. To this end, we are all proud to serve and
will strive to enter the next century with the service to others foremost in our minds.
The past year has seen the completion of a three year project to provide a source of water
piped into the station with sufficient pressure and volume to fill the tanks of the fire apparatus.
Much of the work was completed by Department members. In a town without a public hydrant
system, water sources are very important. The completion of the Shop and Save store, we will
have our first two pressure hydrants which will serve the area around the store.
Fire prevention education is one of our most important missions. To this end, the pro-
grams for each age group are provided under the leadership of Maury Worthen. The programs
are designed each age group in Central School and the kindergartens. Maury and his crews pro-
vide an invaluable service to the youngsters in Town.
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The renovations to the East Hampstead Station should be completed by early spring, this
will allow the housing of a new fire engine as soon as the Town funds are available. The engine
currently housed there is 23 years old and must be replaced as soon as possible. Our intentions
are to combine the functions of the two oldest engines into one modem vehicle. It is important
still to house a fully equipped engine on the east side of Town as most of the residential and
commercial development has been in this area.
Your support on this warrant article is most important.
All the members of the Department recognize Paul Wentworth for his many years of
service to the Town. He has decided to step down from active duty. Paul has held all the posi-
tions from Firefighter to Chief during his tenure. He was a charter member of the Rescue Squad.
It is not possible to calculate the number of hours he has spent in training and service to the
community over the years. Paul, we stand and salute you as an example of a true volunteer.
In the next century we will move from the current paid/call status to a full time depart-
ment. The longer we can hold out with the present system, the more economical the fire rescue




After nearly a year of discussion, a new automatic external defibrillation machine was
purchased. The monitors in use were ten year old and it was becoming difficult to impossible to
obtain parts for repair. This is not the kind of equipment that you can afford to have malfunc-
tion. The new unit is small, efficient, and nearly fool proof The initial "shock" is delivered
within one minute of the machine being put on the patient. Every minute of delay reduces the
survival rate by 7%. All the members of the Fire Department will be trained and certified in the
use of the AED.
The Rescue Squad had some real advances in the level of care we are able to provide to
the Town. Our Intermediate level technicians are able to administer drugs for allergic reactions,
diabetic emergencies, drug overdose and to heart patients. Doctor Joe Sabato is our medical
control and monitors our skills on a regular basis.
Hampstead has adopted Paramedic Protocols with the Parkland Medical Center. Para-
medic John Watson has been on the Squad nearly a year and has done much of the work to get
the program on line. We see it a as big step forward and are proud to have him.
Jim Armstrong was recognized at the annual Emergency Medical Services banquet spon-
sored by the Parkland Medical Center. His quick actions and interventions at a fire emergency
prevented another fireman from receiving serious bums when an explosion occurred. Jim is the
steady quiet type and does the job extra ordinarily well. He has served as an officer in the fire-
men's association and the rescue squad association and is a member of the Executive Committee.
Linda Ross leaving after ten years of service to the Town as an Emergency Medical
Technician. She is a smart, dedicated and funny lady who has been a real asset to the Squad.
Linda has a sincere interest in all the activities of the department, whether it was fire calls, medi-
cal calls, the rabies clinic or the Christmas Parade, she was there to help.
The rescue squad functions as a team unit at all calls. Hours of classes and training are
required to maintain the skill levels necessary. Our thanks to the understanding families of the
members.
Respectfully submitted,
Susan Hastings, Rescue Squad Captain
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Report of Town Forest Fire Warden and State Forest Ranger
To aid your Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department and State Forest Ranger, contact your
local Warden or Fire Department to find out if a permit is required. Violations of RSA 227-L:17,
the fire permit law and other burning laws of the State ofNew Hampshire are misdemeanors
punishable by fines of up to $2,000.00 and/or a year in jail. Violators are also liable for all fire
suppression costs.
There are ten Forest Rangers who work for the New Hampshire Division of Forests and
Lands, Forest Protections Bureau. State Forest Rangers are available to assist communities with
forest fire suppression, prevention and training programs as well as the enforcement of forest fire
and timber harvest laws. If you have any questions regarding forest fire or timber harvest laws,
please call our office at 27 1 -22 1 7.
There are 2400 Forest Fire Wardens and Deputy Forest Fire Wardens throughout the
state. Each town has a Forest Fire Warden and several Deputy Wardens who assist the Forest
Rangers with forest fire suppression, prevention and law enforcement. The 1997 fire season was
a safe period for wildland firefighters with no major injuries reported. The drought conditions
experienced during the early summer months was a significant factor resulting in the total num-
ber of fires reported during the season.
The State ofNew Hampshire operates 15 fire towers, two mobile patrols and 3 contract
aircraft patrols. This early detection and reports from citizens aid in the quick response from
local fire departments, this is a critical factor in controlling the size of wildland fires and keep-
ing the loss of property and suppressions costs as low as possible.
For fire burning permits contact one of the following Hampstead Fire Department offi-
cers: Chip Hastings, Warden 329-6442
James Gilmartin, Deputy Warden 329-7171
Kerry Clark, Deputy Warden 329-5407
Steve Flynn, Deputy Warden 329-5 1 76
Will Wamock, Deputy Warden 329-7142
1997 Fire Statistics
(All fires reported through December 23, 1997)
Fires Reported by County Causes of fire Reported
Belknap 58 Smoking 54
Carroll 96 Debris Burning 261
Cheshire 63 Campfire 99
Coos 29 Power Line 33
Grafton 51 Railroad 3
Hillsborough 145 Equipment Use 23
Merrimack 148 Lightning 14
Rockingham 54 Children 60
Strafford 63 OHRV
Sullivan 19 Miscellaneous 130
Incendiary 33
TOTAL FIRES 726 Fireworks 16
TOTAL ACRES 177.17
John Dodge, Forest Ranger Chip Hastings, Forest Fire Warden
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State Representative's Report
The year 1997 was the first time that four citizens fi^om Hampstead were sent to Concord
to ser\"e as State Representatives. The Town elected Joe Guthrie and Neil Reardon from
Rockingham District 15. In addition. Ke\"in Camm was reelected and Mark Cegelis was
elected to represent Rockingham District 17 which includes Atkinson, Hampstead, and
Plaistow.
Each Representati^"e is gi\ en a committee assignment. The committee assignment that
each of our Representati%es were gi%'en are as follows:
Ke\-in Camm—Finance
Mark Cegelis—Wildlife and Marine Resources
Joe Guthrie—^Health, Human Services, and Elderly Affairs
Neil Reardon—Judician' and Family Law
We have all enjoyed serving you during the past year and are looking forward to our
second year of this term. Ifyou have need to contact any of us on matters with which we
may be able to assist you, ple-ase contact us.
Respectflilly submitted
Ke\'in Camm Joe Guthrie
382-7332 382-3062
Mark Cegelis Neil Reardon
382-4906 329-5772
State Representatives
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Town of Hampstcad Highway Department Report
In 1997 the 'shimmin g and o\erla\ing of the town roads contmued. There were ten roads
completed with one road completely reconstructed.
The reconstruction of Mill Shore Road was put out to bid . John Rolfe Construction of
Auburn, the low bidder, was awarded the contract. The project was to take three \ears to
complete. With the mild winter and working with the contractor, we hope to complete the
project in tw-o years. The remaining portion is the pa\ing.
I am in the process of stirveying and engineering the remaining dirt roads in town for
drainage so they can be pa\ed.
Each year we get more roads to maintain, especially in the winter with plowing, salting
and sanding. We do have certain routes we foUow. Hopefiill\' \sith the passage of a
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Hampstead Recreation Commission Report for 1997
The Hampstead Recreation Commission (HRC) is a five member committee
which administers and supervises various recreational programs and facilities
available to the citizens of Hampstead. Members of the commission are: Jan
Santagate, Chairman; Nancy Davine, , Terry Pavlini, Don Simpson, and Phil Torre.
The Recreational Director is Charlene Flaherty. The HRC meets on the 3"^^ Monday
of each month at 7:00 pm in the Town Hall. The public is invited to attend all
meetings.
During 1997, construction continued on the Depot Road Field Complex.
Phase II of the project, which was approved by the town at the April voting, was
started and completed. Phase II of the project included a second full size soccer
field, parking for approximately fifty-five cars, and a well. Current plans call for the
opening of the facility in the spring of 1998. With the completion of Phase II, the
project is 57% complete.
Phase III, which will complete the project, includes a soccer field, a
softball/baseball field, and an all-purpose baseball field. The cost of Phase III is
$100,000, and will be a warrant article on the ballot for the March 10*'^ voting.
The original proposal for the field construction called for four phases totaling
$314,000. The Recreation Commission revised that to three phases at a cost of
$300,000. With the passing of the Phase III warrant article, the project will be
completed one year sooner and under the projected cost. The savings to the
taxpayers can be attributed to the many volunteers working with the Commission in
completing this project.
There have been many contributions of time and materials to both phases of
the project thus far. The HRC has a record of these contributions from individuals,
organizations and businesses. To recognize these contributors, plans call for a
plaque to be installed at the Complex upon the project's completion. The donations
are too numerous to mention in this article, but a big "thank you" goes out to all who
have contributed.
Our Summer Recreation Program was our major yearly activity, involving
approximately 300 children, ages 5 through 13. Program sites were the Memorial
Gym and the Hampstead Central School. Some of the activities offered were: sports
and arts and crafts. Special activities provided were: a pizza party, a water carnival,
a penny carnival, a time travel art day, a magic show, and a Mardi Gras day. There
were trips to the Town Beach, and several exciting field trips, such as a roller-skating
and movie day, a bike trip to America's Stonehenge in Salem, NH and a day at Silver
Lake State Park.
Other specialty programs offered during the summer were: swimming lessons,
tennis lessons, soccer camp, and the Hampstead Junior Golf League for teens 13 to
16 years of age with six weeks of golfing at The Fairways in Kingston. The Little Red
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1998 Town Warrant - Town of Hampstead, NH
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the Town of Hampstead in the County of Rocl<ingham in said State, qualified to vote in Town
Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Hampstead Central School in said Hampstead on the following dates and
hours for two (2) SEPARATE SESSIONS .
FIRST SESSION - Friday, February 6, 1998
At seven o'clock (7:00) in the evening, for the purposes of explanation, discussing, and debate of all of the follow-
ing proposed Warrant Articles:
[NOTE: ALL WARRANT ARTICLES, including the proposed Budget, but excluding those relating to the election of
Town Officers and proposed Zoning Amendments may be amended at this First Session AND ONLY AT THIS FIRST
SESSION ]
SECOND SESSION - Tuesday, Tuesday, March 10, 1998
At eight o'clock (8:00) in the AM to elect all Town Officers, by Official Ballot, to vote on questions required by law
to be inserted on the Official Ballot, and to vote on all Warrant Articles AS AMENDED AT THE FIRST SESSION .
[NOTE: THERE WILL BE NO EXPLANATION, DISCUSSION, OR DEBATE OF ANY WARRANT ARTICLE AT
THE SECOND SESSION, AND NO ARTICLE MAY BE AMENDED. All voting will be by secret, written Official Ballot only.
The polls will remain open 12 hours between the hours of eight o'clock (8:00) in the AM and eight o'clock (8:00) in the
PM.]
Warrant Articles:
1. TO CHOOSE ALL NECESSARY TOWN OFFICERS FOR THE YEAR ENSUING .
2. TO AMEND SECTION 11-3 OF THE HAMPSTEAD ZONING ORDINANCE AS FOLLOWS:
1. By adding the following statement as the first sentence in section 11-3:0
This ordinance, adopted pursuant to the authority of RSA 674:16, shall be known as the Town of Hampstead Floodplain De-
velopment Ordinance.
2. By adding to Definition of Terms the following three (3) definitions to section 11-3:1
FEMA means the Federal Emergency Management Agency.
HISTORIC STRUCTURE means any structure that is:
(a) Listed individually in the National Register of Historic Places (a listing maintained by the Department of Inte-
rior) or preliminarily determined by the Secretary of the Interior as meeting the requirements for individual listing on the
National Register;
(b) Certified or preliminarily determined by the Secretary of the Interior as contributing to the historical significance
of a registered historic district or a district preliminarily determined by the Secretary to qualify as a registered historic dis-
trict:
(c) Individually listed on a state inventory of historic places in states with historic preservation programs which have
been approved by the Secretary of the Interior, or
(d) Individually listed on a local inventory of historic places in communities with historic preservation programs
that have been certified either:
1 . By an approved state program as determined by the Secretary of the Interior, or
2. Directly by the Secretary of the Interior in states without an approved programs.
SUBSTANTIAL DAMAGE means damage of any origin sustained by a structure whereby the cost of restoring the structure
to its before damaged condition would equal or exceed 50 percent of the market value of the structure before the damage
occurred.
3. By adding the following new subsection II-3;9 to Section II-3. Variance and Appeals:
1. Any order, requirement, decision or determination of the building inspector made under this ordinance may be ap-
pealed to the Zoning Board of Adjustment as set forth in RSA 676:5.
2. If the applicant, upon appeal, requests a variance as authorized by RSA 674.33,1 (b), the applicant shall have the
burden of showing in addition to the usual variance standards under state law:
(a) That the variance will not result in increased flood heights, additional threats to public safety, or extraordinary
public expense.
(b) That if the requested variance is for activity within a designated regulatory floodway, no increase in flood levels
during the base flood discharge will result.
(c) That the variance is the minimum necessary, considering the flood hazard, to afford relief.
3. The Zoning Board of Adjustment shall notify the applicant in writing that: (i) the issuance of a variance to construct
below the base flood level will result in increased premium rates for flood insurance up to amounts as high as $25 for $100
of insurance coverage and (ii) such construction below the base flood level increases risks to life and property. Such notifi-
cation shall be maintained with a record of ail variance actions.
4. The community shall (I) maintain a record of all variance actions, including their justification for their issuance, and
(ii) report such variances issued in its annual or biennial report submitted to FEMA's Federal Insurance Administrator.
3. TO AMEND THEZONING ORDINANCE - ARTICLE 1-4 ("DEFINITIONS")as follows:
1 . By adding the following new definition:
ACCESS shall mean the physical area of any lot or parcel of land which:
(i) abuts directly on an Approved Street, and
(ii) Is used for vehicular traffic onto and out from said lot or parcel to said approved street.
Access does not include:
a. a private right-of-way from said lot or parcel over land of
any third party which is used by vehicles for access to and
egress from said lot or parcel to and from an Approved
Street, or
b. a Class VI highway, unless and until the provisions ofNew
Hampshire RSA674:4 11(c) or II have first been complied with.
2. By amending the definition of "Approved Street" by deleting said definition and substituting the following in
lieu thereof:
APPROVED STREET is either:
(i) a Class V or better public highway; or
(ii) a street which meets the requirements of New Hampshire RSA 674:41.I(b)(I)(2)(3) or (4)
3. By adding the following new definition:
DRIVEWAY: A private track or way located within the Access of a lot used for vehicular traffic onto and
out from said lot or parcel from and to an Approved Street.
4. TOAMEND SECTION 112.3.1, ARTICLE 1-3 OF THEZONING ORDINANCEAS FOLLOWS:
1. By adding the following to the existing Residential Construction Fee Schedule:
Seasonal Conversion $125.00
2. By deleting the following from the existing Residential Construction Fee Schedule:
Miscellaneous Fees
On foundation or piers $ 30.00
3. By deleting the following from the Commercial Construction Fee Schedule:
Permit Fees
Estimated cost up to $1,000.00 $15.00
Estimated cost over $1,000.00
Per square foot .25
4. By adding the following to the Commercial Construction Fee Schedule as follows:
New Construction per square foot 300.25
Additions per square foot $00.25
COMMERCIAL FEES/RENOVATIONS
Permit fees are based on estimated value of construction.





50,001.00 and over 150.00
5. By amending the following Plumbing Fee Schedule as follows:
Residential/Single Family
Condominiums
Per Unit/Per Common Building $30.00
Multi-family
Per Unit/Per Common Building $30.00
Commercial
Minor Repair $30.00
6. By amending the following Heating Permits/Residential Fee Schedule as follows:
Black Malleable iron pipe shall be used for all interior gas installations. Gas shall include liquid natural propane (LPG) and




Residential Gas Appliance 30.00
Wood Stove 30.00




8. By adding the following to the Heating Permits/Commercial
Black malleable iron pipe shall be used for all interior gas installation. Gas shall include liquid propane gas (LPG) and natu-
ral gas (NG). This includes all replacement installations.
9. By amending the Heating Permits/Commercial Fee schedule to read as follows:
Commercial Tank & Piping $30.00
Commercial Appliances/Each Unit 30.00
Multi-family Gas/First Unit 30.00
Each additional Unit 30.00
Multi-family Oil/First Unit 30.00
Each additional Unit 30.00
Oil or Gas Tank Removal 30.00











12. By amending the Septic System Inspection fee schedule as follows:
Septic System Review 45.00
Repair in Place Permit 45.00
5. TOAMEND ARTICLE 1-2 OF THE HAMPSTEAD ZONING ORDINANCE, GENERAL PROVISIONS. AS
FOLLOWS:
1. By amending Article 1-2:1 (Pre-existing Use), Subparagraph 2B (Special Exceptions) to read as follows:
2. "The alteration or enlargement of a structure on a non-conforming
lot, so long as there is no diminution of surrounding property values,
in the view of the Board.
2. By adding the following new subsection to Article 1-2:1.B:
4. The Special Exception shall be in harmony with the spirit and intent
of the ordinance."
3.By amending article 1-2 by adding the following new subsection:
1.2:7
1.2:7 SPECIAL EXCEPTIONS
"In addition to any otiier conditions stated in this ordinance, Special Exceptions granted by the Board of
Adjustment shall comply with the
following requirements.
1. The Special Exception shall be in harmony with the spirit and intent of
the Ordinance.
2. In the view of the Board of Adjustment, there shall be no diminution of
surrounding property value."
6 (BY PETITION). TO AMEND THE OFFICIAL ZONING MAP AND ARTICLE 111-1:7. AND 111-1:8. III-
l:B(ZONE BOUNDARIES) OF THE ZONING ORDINANCE OF THE TOWN OF HAMPSTEAD TO (1) CHANGE A
LARGE LOT WHICH IS ZONED PARTLY "C-4"(SANITARY LANDFILL) AND PARTLY "D" (MOBILE HOMES)
INTO ALL ZONE "D", AND (II) CHANGE AN EXISTING RESIDENCE AND LOT FROM ZONE "C-4" TO ZONE
"A " (RESIDENTIAL) AS FOLLOWS:
1, By amending Article 111-1:8 B(Mobile Home Park District) to read as follows:
B. That part of the Town of Hampstead bounded;





































1,453.30 feet to the point of beginning on Kent Farm Road,
Said parcel consisting of approximately 98.05 acres (Tax Map 9 - Parcel 24).
2. By amending Article 111-1:2 (Residential Zone) to include a specific parcel of land described as follows:
Beginning at a point located at the Northeasterly comer of the existing Freedom Hill Road right-of-way, thence
Southeasterly: 1 ,04 1 .94 feet, thence
Southeasterly: 54.57 feet, thence
Northeasterly: 35.75 feet, thence
Southeasterly: 390. 1 9 feet, thence
Northeasterly: 552.57 feet, thence
Northwesterly: 170.51 feet, thence
Northeasterly: 185.65 feet, thence
Northwesterly: 94. 1 8 feet, thence
Northwesterly: 1,134.55 feet, thence
Southeasterly: 750.00 feet, thence
Southwesterly: 160.00 feet, thence
Southwesterly: 266.54 feet, thence
Northwesterly: 500.00 feet, thence
Northwesterly: 137.88 feet, thence
Along a curve having a radius of 225.00 feet a length of 150.00 feet to the point of beginning. Said parcel consisting of
18.67 acres.
THE PLANNING BOARD APPROVES THISARTICLE.
7. Shall the Town raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not including appropriations by special warrant
articles, the amounts set forth on the budget posted with the warrant or as amended by vote of the first session, for
the purposes set forth therein, totaling $2,554,984.50. Should this article be defeated, the operating budget shall
be $2,473,657.00, which is the same as last year ($2,424,577.00), with certain adjustments required by previous
action of the Town, or by law, or the governing body may hold one special meeting, in accordance with RSA40:13,
X and XVI, to take up the issue of a revised operating budget only."
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Recommended by the Budget Committee (Advisory only)
8. To hear reports of Auditors and Committees and to act thereon.
9. To see if the town will authorize the Selectmen to accept private donations of land, interest in land or
money for the purposes of contributing to the local matching portion required for acquiring conservation land or
interest in land and other costs associated therewith for permanent conservation use under the N. H. Land Con-
servation Program (LCIP) RSA 221 :A and authorize the Selectmen to apply for and accept the state matching
funds under the LCIP for the purposes of acquisition of the fee or lesser interest in conservation land. Said appro-
priated funds and state matching funds may be expended by a majority vote of the Conservation Commission with
the approval of the Selectmen.
10. To see if the town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept gifts of personal property which
may be offered to the Town for any public purpose, pursuant to RSA 31:95-e. The Selectmen must hold a public
hearing before accepting such gifts, and the acceptance shall not bind the Town to raise, appropriate, or expend
any public funds for the operation, maintenance, repair, or replacement of any such personal property.
11. To see if the town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept, on behalf of the Town, gifts,
legacies, and devises made to the Town in trust for any public purpose, as permitted by RSA 31:19.
12. To see if the town will vote to adopt the provisions of RSA 202-A:4-d authorizing the library trustees to ac-
cept gifts of personal property, other than money, which may be offered to the library for any public purpose, pro-
vided, however, that no acceptance of personal property by the library trustees shall be deemed to bind the town
or the library trustees to raise, appropriate or expend any public funds for the operation, maintenance repair or
replacement of such personal property.
Special Warrant Article
13. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty Three Thousand Dollars
($23,000.00) to add to the Land Purchase Fund for the use of the Conservation Commission.
This article shall be non-lapsing until December 31, 1999.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Not recommended by the Budget Committee (Advisory only)
Special Warrant Article
14. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Seven Thousand Three Hundred and Fifty
Dollars (7,350.00) for a Waste Oil furnace for the Town Garage.
This article shall be non-lapsing until December 31, 1999.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Recommended by the Budget Committee (Advisory only)
Special Warrant Article
15. As amended:
To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Sixty Thousand Dollars
( $60,000.00) to purchase a fireproof modular storage vault for town records in the Town Office
building.
Special Warrant Article
16. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty Five Thousand Dollars
($25,000.00) for the purchase of land for an additional cemetery.
This article shall be non-lapsing until December 31, 1999.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Recommended by the Budget Committee (Advisory only)
Special Warrant Article
17. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($
100,000.00) to continue the construction of the multipurpose recreational fields on Tax Map 1, Parcels 36
and 37.
This article shall be non-lapsing until December 31, 1999.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Recommended by the Budget Committee (Advisory only)
Special Warrant Article
18. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars
($150,000.00) for the purpose of purchasing a new fire truck.
This article shall be non-lapsing until December 31, 1999.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Recommended by the Budget Committee (Advisory only)
19. If the previous article 18 passes, to see if the town will vote to withdraw and expend the sum of Seventy
Thousand dollars ($70,000.00), plus interest, from the Capital Reserve Fund previously established for the pur-
chase of a fire truck, such withdrawal to be added to said One Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($150,000.00) for
the purpose of purchasing one (1) fire truck.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Special Warrant Article
20. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Seventy Five Thousand Dollars
($ 75,000.00) towards the purchase and installation of an elevator at the town library in order for the town
to utilize all three (3) floors under the Federal Americans with Disabilities Act. [Without an elevator, the
library is prohibited from using the top floor or the basement, except for storage, under the Federal
Americans with Disabilities Act.]
This article shall be non-lapsing until December 31, 1999.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Not recommended by the Budget Committee (Advisory only)
Special Warrant Article
(If Article 20 passes)
As amended:
21. To see if the Town will vote to withdraw and expend $25,000,00, plus interest from the existing Capital
Reserve account established at the 1996 town Meeting, towards the purchase and installation of an ele-
vator connecting the three (3) floors as part of the completion of the library building located at Mary E.
Clark Drive to be added to the said $75,000.00 to be appropriated under article 20.
This article shall be non-lapsing until December 31, 1999.
Special Warrant Article
22. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twelve Thousand Dollars
($12,000.00) for the purchase of a town sander.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Recommended by the Budget Committee (Advisory only)
Special Warrant Article
23. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Thirty Thousand dollars ($30,000.00) for reno-
vation of the Central Fire Station parking lot.
This article shall be non-lapsing until December 31, 1999.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Not recommended by the Budget Committee (Advisory only)
9
Special Warrant Article
24. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Thirty Thousand dollars ($30,000.00) to reno-
vate the Town Office field.
This article shall be non-lapsing until December 31, 1999.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Not recommended by the Budget Committee (Advisory only)
25. To see if the town will vote to "Swap" a certain parcel of land owned by the Town containing 1,294 square
feet, located on Main Street in Hampstead ("The Town Lot") [Next to the Hampstead Congregational Church
and conveyed to the Town by Jacob Townsend in 1896], for a certain parcel of land owned by said church
(or its trustees) [located abutting the town lot and containing 1,330 square feet](("the church lot"), and to
authorize the Selectmen to execute a deed to said church (or its trustees) for the town lot, and to accept a
deed from the said church for the church lot.
26. (By petition). To see if the town will vote to adopt the following Warrant Article:
We the undersigned registered voters of the Town of Hampstead, New Hampshire, request that the town voters
authorize the selectmen to appoint a full-time, certified Police Chief who has been certified by the Police Standards
and Training of the State of New Hampshire, with at least 5 years minimum experience in law enforcement, to
work full-time on a salary, and to replace the existing elected part-time Police Chiefs position. The term of ap-
pointment will be one year, then two years thereafter. The salary shall be determined by the Town of Hampstead
Wage and Salary Committee. The advertising, screening of applications of candidates, consulting with the hiring
authority and optional oral interview board, shall be conducted by the New Hampshire Municipal Associa-
tion/Professional Recruitment Service, a non-profit organization established in 1975 to help communities find pro-
fessional qualified people to fill administrative positions in local governments, at a minimum cost of $1 ,200, cap-
ping at $3,500, pending the number of applicants.
No recommendation by the Board of Selectmen
Special Warrant Article (By Petition)
27. To see if the town will vote to adopt the following Petition Warrant Article:
We the undersigned registered voters of the Town of Hampstead, New Hampshire request that the town voters
vote to reinstate the Police K-9 program for the calendar year of 1998, which was eliminated from the Police De-
partment in 1997. Raise the sum of $8,000.00 to be used for the training, feeding and maintenance of the K-9
program and the dog. The K-9 handier shall be Officer William T. Ahie and the K-9 dog will be known as "Quick".
No recommendation by the Board of Selectmen
Not recommended by the Budget Committee (Advisory only)
28. To see if the town will vote to accept a donation in lieu of taxes from Eli and Bessie Cohen Foundation
Camps, such donations to be not less than Six thousand Dollars ($6,000.00).
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
29. To see if the town will authorize the Selectmen to dispose of tax-deeded property by public auction or by
sealed bid.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
10
30. To see if the town will authorize the Selectmen to execute a deed without covenants to disclaim any interest in
a certain parcel of land containing approximately 10,000 square feet which constitutes an old roadway be-
tween Route 121 and land now or formerly of the Heirs of Richard Woods at the Atkinson town line.
Said parcel is described more particularly as follows:
Beginning at a point on the westerly side of route 121 at land of or Richard Towne/Delf Realty; thence
Running by the land of Towne in a southwesterly direction 200 feet to the corner of a stone wall at land of the
Heirs of Richard Woods and the Atkinson town line; thence
Turning and running by Woods' land north 80 degrees 50 minutes 35 seconds west, 52.41 feet to another wall
corner, thence
Turning and running in a northeasterly direction 271 feet by other land of Towne to a point on the southerly side of
Gigante Drive; thence
Turning and running by -Gigante Drive south 44 degrees 00 minutes 55 seconded east, 15 feet to a point of curve;
thence
Continuing by Gigante Drive on a curve to the road having a radius of 25 feet a distance of 24.22 feet to the west-
erly line of route 121 ; thence
Turning and running by Route 121 south 11 degrees 30 minutes 00 seconds west, 32 feet to the point of begin-
ning.
This is to correct the record title regarding the above-mentioned parcel as a consequence of the highway being
relocated in 1933. The said deed shall provide "subject to any rights of the public, if any, in this parcel,"
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Given under our hands and seal, this 26th day of January, in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
ninety-eight.
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GENERAL GOVERNMENT xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4130-4139 Executive 99.537.00 95.129.78 111.835.00
4140-4149 Election, Reg. 4 vital
Statistics 79,615.00 78,337.79 85,000.00
4150-4151 Financial Administration 37.250.00 37.907.60 41.050.00
4152 Revaluation of Property 35,000.00 33,420.75 35,000.00
4153 Legal Expense 21,000.00 21,058.58 21,000.00
4155-4159 Personnel Administration 89,800.00 90,326.67 86,800.00
4191-4193 Planning t Zoning 144,395.00 138,666.17 144,595.00
4194 General Government
Buildings 124,750.00 118,969.18 129,100.00
4195 Cemeteries 20,205.00 15,408.85 20,355.00
4196 Insurance 52,970.00 57,631.94 64,170.00
4197 Advertising l Regional
Assoc. 5,810.00 5,810.00 5,913.00
4199 Other General Government
PUBLIC SAFETZ icxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4210-4214 Police 298,030.00 357,528.52 334,100.00









XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4301-4309 Airport Operations
HIGHHAZS & STREETS ickxxxxxjtx XXXXXXXXX iscxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX
4311 Administration
4311-4312 Admin. (Highways t Streets
517.210.00 533,512. -;83 528,050.00
4313 Bridges
4316 street Lighting 29,000.00 29,826.74 30,000.00
4319 Other
SANITATION ibcKXXjacxx XXXXXXXXX kJOCJtXJtXXX XXXXXXXXX
4321-4323 Adnln. t Solid Maate
Collection 311,464.00 300,292.53 342,837.50
4324 Solid Waste Disposal
4325 Solid Waste Clean-up
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Jcxxxxxxkx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4331-4332 Admin, and Water Servicae
4335-4339 Water Treatment,
Conservation t other
ELECTRIC ixiixipii XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX




4359 Other Electric Costs
HEALTH xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4411-4414 Admin, and Pest Control 16,230.00 16,848.5? 17,810.00
4415-4419 Health Agencies &
Hospitals i Other 44,280,00 61,282.95 44,500.00
WELFARE XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4441-4442 Administration i Direct
Assistance 38,200.00 21,450.22 33,910.00
4444 Intergovernmental Welfare
Payments
4445-4449 Vender Payments i Other
CULTURE &
RECREATION
XXXXXXXXX SUCJtXXXXXJC XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4520-4529 Parks t Recreation 54,740.00 53,626.42 67,090.00
4550-4559 Library 156,175.00 156,175.00 174,519.00
4583 Patriotic Purposes
5.300.00 3,970.50 5,300.00
4589 Other Culture & Recreation 7,146.00 5,253.27 6,810.00
CONSERVATION XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4611-4612 Administration t Purchases






DEBT SERVICE xxxxxxx:xx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXJtXX
4711 Princ- Long Tarn Bonds 4
Notes
4721 Interest-Long Term Bonds 4
Notes
1
4723 Interest on TAHs 10,000.00 10,000.00 1
16
















4790-4799 Other Debt service
CAPITAL OUTLAY xi:iilxlxx ixxxixxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4901 Land
4902 Machinery, Vehicles t
Equipment
4903 Buildings




xxxxxxjclx ipckxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4912 To Special Revenue Fund
4913 To Capital Projects Fund





4915 To Capital Reserve Fund
4916 To Expendable Trust Funds
(except Health Maintenance
Trust Fund)
4917 To Health Maintenance
Trust Fund
4918 To Nonexpendable Trust
Funds
4919 To Agency Funds
SUBTOTAL 1 $2,424,577.00 $2,431,781.81 $2, 554, 984. 5C
If you have a line item of appropriations from more than one warrant article,










Special warrant articles are defined in RSA 32: 3, VI, as appropriations 1) in petitioned warranl
articles; 2) appropriations raised by bonds or notes; 3) appropriating to a separate func
created pursuant to law, such as capital reserve funds or trusts funds; or 4) an appropriatioi
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Land Purchase, Cons. 23 23.000rSPl.-) ?3,nnn(Riif1.C(;im)
Waste Oil Furnce 14 7,350




Recreation Field 17 100,000 93,414. 100,000
Fire Trur.K J^ no. OOP
SUBTOTAL 2 Reooaaended xxxxxxxxx: xxxxxxxxx 320.350 XXXXXXXXXX















Library Elevator 20 $75,000(Sel.^ $75,000(BudCom
Sander 22 12,000
Lot
V-{r-P ^fat-inn Parklnp 2T 30.000('SE1) 30,000 (BudCom)
K-9 (Petition) 27 8,000
Tni,Tn nffirp Fiplfl 24 30,000(Sel) 30,000 (BudCom)
SUBTOTAL 2 ReooiSMnded xx;!?xxkxxi;: XXXXSpjCXXX 147,000.00 XXXXXXXXXX
Aoct.l








TAXES ilXXXXiKXXJi ixxxxMxxi WmMmtM
3120 Land Use Change Taxes
75.000.00 <i6.74n.00 75,nnn.nn
3180 Resident Taxes
3185 Yield Taxes 300.00 706.26 300.00
3186 Payment in Lieu of TcLxes
3189 Other Taxes 18,000.00 61,854.60 18,000.00
3190 Interest ( Penalties on Delinquent
Taxes 70,000.00 97,300.00 70,000.00
Inventory Penalties
LICENSES, PERMITS & FEES xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX
3210 Business Licenses ( Permits 50,000.00 29,406.15 50,000.00
3220 Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 850. 000. on 967,073.00 8sn,non.nn
3230 Building Permits 50.000.00 73-584-35 so.oon.no
3290 Other Licenses, Permits t Fees 500.00 11.216.00 500.00
3311-3319 FROM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
FROM STATE xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
3351 Shared Revenues 100,000.00 149,572.54 100,000.00
3352 Heals t Rooms Tax Distribution
60, 000. on 7q,66n 17 6n nnn nn
3353 Highway Block Grant 116,000.00 101,405.69 116,000.00
3351 Hater Pollution Grant
1 s -^nn nn 1 1^ ^nn Tft
3355 Bousing ( Community 6evelopment
3356 State t Federal Forest Land
Reimbursement
3357 Flood Control Reimijursement
3359 Other (Including Railroad Tax)
3379 FROM OTHER GOVERNMENTS
CHARGES FOR SERVICES 3SXXXXXXXX 2CXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
3*01-3406 Income troo Deportments 175,000.00 234,448.86 175,000.00
3«09 Other Charges
MISCESXANBOUS REVENUES xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
3501 Sale of Municipal Property
1 3502 Interest on Investments 75,000.00 129,368.09 125,000.00















3912 From Special Revenue Funds
3913 From Capital Projects Funds





3915 From Capital Reserve Funds
3916 From Trust t Agency Funds 2,000.00 17,500.00 2,000.00
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx
3934 Proc.from Long Term Bonds t Notes




TOTAL REVENUES & CREDITS 1,663,100.00 2,021,096.57 1,697, §00. 00
**BUDGET SUMMARY** 1
DBTOTAI. 1 R»ooMHnd*d (froa p^ga 3) $2,554,984.50
OBTOTAL 2 8p«alal warrant articles ReciiiMiiniled (fro« page 4) 467,350.00
OBTOTAl. 3 'Individual' warrant articles Raooaaended (froai page 4)
TOTAL Appropriations R»oii—«iid»d 3,022,234.50
Lean Aaoont of IstiBatad Revannes C Credits (frosi al>ove) 1,697,800.00
BatlBatad Aaonnt of Xazes To B« Raised 1,324,434.50 |
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Wagon Theatre came to town for two performances thanks to The Mother's Club joint
sponsorship with the HRC. Hampstead was represented at the Hershey Track and
Field events in Rochester by twenty of our athletes. Congratulations to all of you for
a job well done.
Our town beach has been providing swimming and sunning for all ages. We
are pleased to report that weekly water testing showed the water quality remained
very good this summer. The beach is maintained and staffed from Memorial Day
through Labor Day. Annual beach parking permits are required and are available at
the Town Clerk's office in Town Hall. Permit fees are: $5.00 for Hampstead
residents, and $25.00 for non-residents. This year 452 permits were sold.
The Hampstead Memorial Gym was continually in use. Residents who wish to
use the facility should call the Recreation Director for scheduling. There are many
activities going on in the gym on a regular basis including basketball programs for
children as well as adult men, volleyball, a women's night, and CRA activities.
Our NYSCA program for coaches continued to offer certification programs.
Certification clinics were held in March, August, and November, with each session
being sport-specific. Another clinic will be held in mid-March at Hampstead Middle
School.
The annual Senior Holiday Dinner was held in December and attended by
nearly 260 of our seniors. The event was held at The Granite Rose where the serving
and musical entertainment was provided by Hampstead residents, students and
adults alike. Raffles were drawn by Miss Hampstead, Meagan Shaw. We extend our
thanks to all who helped at this event.
The holiday season is about sharing and giving of ourselves. In an attempt to
make the senior holiday dinner more of a community event, we will be returning to
the Hampstead Middle School for the dinner in 1998. We are looking forward to
having a community-involved event "where everybody knows your name".
As we have seen many children skateboarding and roller-blading in various
parking lots around town the Commission has unanimously voted to construct a
skate park where these children can participate in their sport in an appropriate
environment. A sub-committee is currently being formed to work with the
Commission in carrying out this action of the Commission. We are hoping to have
volunteers, children through adults, helping to make this a community project.
Meeting dates will be posted outside the Town Hall and will be open to the public.
The Commission wishes to thank all the active members of our community
who give of their time, talent, and energy to assist us in our varied programs.
Volunteers add to the success of all our programs and to the spirit of the Town of
Hampstead.
Respectfully submitted.








1997 marked the second year that Hampstead operated under the Official Ballot Bill (commonly
referred to as Senate Bill 2). Although the time horizons were shortened this year, the
department heads have done an excellent job of preparing their budgets with an eye towards the
maximization of your haid-earned tax dollar.
Over the past couple of years Hampstead has seen a significant increase in the school district's
budget. When one takes a hard look at the numbers one realizes that the increase is primarily
driven by a continuing increase in students. Hampstead is an outstanding community in which
to raise a family; however- you cannot build a community on a residential tax base. A large
new home will generate about $7,000.00 in taxes but if that same home sends two children to
school the School District needs to spend about $9,600.00 to educate both children. Furthermore,
as the tax rate increases, older residents are financially encouraged to move to a town with a
lower tax rate. And who will buy their house? Someone with school-aged children! As you can
see taxes can become an issue that can alter a community-as some commxmities in Southern New
Hampshire have already been altered. We as a committee feel that the time has come to have
a discussion as to how we can best balance residential growth to form a better sense of
community before our tax rate causes Hampstead to be forever changed.
Another major issue that is on the horizon is the implementation of the Claremont lawsuit. In
a nutshell, the New Hampshire Supreme Court has found that New Hampshire's reliance on local
property taxes to be unconstitutional. UTiile it is unclear as to what the effect of this lawsuit will
be on Hampstead, there is a potential for dramatically changing the way the schools function.
You can be assured that your Budget Committee will stay abreast of any developments.
As we look forward to 1998, we would like to thank the various department heads for their









(Front) Dave Crawford, Jackie Fitzgerald, Jacl< Baumlnor




1997 The first full year of the Ordway Park Project Committee has been
an active one.
Our commemorative walkway project continues with committee member Lori
Offord at its head. The project was initiated a year ago and will t>e
installed for Hampstead's 250th anniversary in 1999. As a permanent focal
point in the park/ it provides an opportunity for names and/or dates to
become part of Hampstead's history; each brick is engraved with the
message ordered by the donor. Have you purchased your brick or paver? We
encourage you to join those businesses and individuals who have
participated so far. Their contributions are recorded in the Town
Treasurer's Report.
Earth Day 1997 inspired our first March for Parks. More than 300
people attended our event. The National Parks and Conservation
Association sponsors March for Parks nationally. NPCA also sponsors MFP
awards. Our local MFP received the 1997 National March for Parks Media
Award/ which included a $ 250 contribution for Ordway Park. We were
surprised and delighted by the award - more than 1000 MFP events were
held nationwide. The award brought our net MFP proceeds to almost $ 3500.
These funds are also listed in the Town's Treasurer's Report. March for
Parks also added more than 2500 Technology Points Hampstead's schools for
technology programs. Thank you to the many groups and organizations who
helped us. Thank you to our business sponsors and our volunteers.
The winners of last year's pre-school art contest were announced at
March for Parks. Benjamin Helbig, a student at Stepping Stones School/
and Brittany Sullivan/ a student at Ages and Stages Preschool/ were
awarded engraved bricks. Both winners met Smokey the Bear. Thank you to
the nearly 100 pre-schoolers who drew pictures of what our park should
look like and to the teachers and schools who took part. Take a moment to
enjoy the winners' pictures at our committee table during town meetings.
Also on display will be our March for Parks scrapbook.
On May 17, we held a Beginner's Birdwalk. It started at Ordway Park
and explored the variety of bird species in our local open spaces. Bird
walk leaders were Linda Maley/ of the Seacoast Chapter of NH Audubon, and
Al Maley/ chairman of our Conservation Commission, The beginner birders
enjoyed two hours of bird watching/ listening/ and learning. The Maleys
contributed their time and expertise so donations were raised for Ordway
Park. We appreciate their knowledge and enthusiasm.
Our first annual autumn bonfire brought out a crowd for Natalie
Gallo's wonderful reading of "friendly" ghost stories. Librarian at our
Middle School/ Natalie Gallo volunteered her time and talent to captivate
the large audience. The boy scouts of Pack 111 Den 4 built the bonfire in
advance/ carved fantastic pumpkins/ and tended the fires all evening. The
Leos again volunteered their time to help with the event. Clay Shaw/
chairman of our Cable Advisory Committee/ supplied the microphone and
speaker. Park neighbors/ Carlos and Shirley Paz/ graciously let us use an
electrical outlet and an outdoor spigot for a water supply.
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^ „ 1996
In December, we joined other parade participants in the Hampstead
Fireman's Association's Annual Santa Parade. It was fun to take a place
in line as part of the Hampstead community. Our committee was augmented
by the volunteer skills of Stacey Oudheusden, who made all our float
greenery with trimmings from the park project. Memories Ice Cream lent us
wooden dairy cows to stand in our com stalks. Johan, Sarah and Jake
Oudheusden, Lauren and Erin Fulmore, and Tyler Clark helped us decorate
and man the float. Our biggest hit was Dolly, the good-natured sheep who
stood in our float meadow; she lives with the Oudheusdens. Our combined
efforts were recognized with a First Place Trophy in the Non-Commercial
Division; thanks to the HFA for the honor.
We have launched Wie Pctrk Bench Project with some of the proceeds from
our 1997 March for Parks. The Glenham Bench was selected for comfort,
low-maintenance, durabilty, cost and accessiblity standards; it will last
a lifetime without painting or oiling. A Children's Glenham Bench is also
available and our Children's Forever Garden has an area for benches.
Donated benches will have commemorative/memorial plaques (engraved
inscriptions are chosen by the donor). Committee member Gil Buckland is
head of our Park Bench Project. Thank you to MFP sponsors and walkers;
you made it possible for us to donate this bench to the Town of Hampstead
for Ordway Park.
We appreciate the interest and support of local groups and
organizations. The Hampstead Garden Club has adopted key planting areas
in Ordway Park. They will provide the labor and plant materials for
planting at the Main Street entrance to the park, for a planting near the
Christmas tree plantation walk, and for the commemorative walkway garden.
Their work begins this year. Lawn Medic donated poison ivy control. John
Oudheusden is donating stumping. Forbes-Way, Rod and Betsy St. Amand, and
Don Bernard have donated site clearing. Paul's Tree Service removed
pulpwood. Winmill Equipment has offered the use of a bulldozer for
preparation of the parking area. Committee member Don Bernard has been
rebuilding the stone walls and will add a stone divider between the
entrance walk and the parking area. We're talking with other groups,
businesses, and individuals, to help build our park.
Also listed in the Town Treasurer's Report is Violet's Fund. Donations
made in memory of Hampstead resident Violet Barton are designated for a
garden area in the park to be planted by July 1, 1999.
We're working on March for Parks 1998. Smokey the Bear is returning
and will be accompanied by Ranger John Dodge to talk to children. The
Hampstead Trails Committee and the Conservation Committee will be part of
our Earth Day Program. Look for more about our April 18 event.
One of our initial committee members resigned due to her expanding
role in CRA. Betsy St. Amand was a March Partner in March for Parks 1997,
and she made key contributions to our first-year successes. We're
committed to building on those successes and invite you to join us. 1999
is fast approaching - help us get ready for the park dedication during








Ed M. Putnam II
Dawn Shaw
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Hampstead Solid Waste Report - 1997
The town still is contracting with Hussey Disposal inc. for
household trash pick up and recycling. One contract covers curbside
household trash pick up and the other covers curbside recycling. Both of
these contracts have a 2.5% escalation factors.
The town of Hampstead again participated with seven other area
towns in the now annual hazardous waste collection day.
Hampstead has entered into a new five contract for household
trash disposal with Waste Management, Inc. The contract expires on Dec.
31 2002. The disposal/tipping fee is 46.50 for the first year with a annual
increase based on the Boston CPl.
As always the Solid Waste Committee is looking for new active
members and part time volunteers for input and assistance to continue the
tasks of providing a high level of service to our town.
SEPTAGE
The town of Hampstead has never had a contract with any facility
or hauler to accept septage. Residents must contract with a private hauler
who carries septage to an approved disposal site.
KENT FARM FACILITIES
The town of Hampstead owns a 70 acre wooded site on Kent Farm
Road. This site contains:
• a dump & burn landfill used for forty years and closed in 1978,
occupying approximately three to five acres
• a transfer area used by residents one Saturday per month from April
through November for bulky household wastes.
• a combustible bulky waste burn area used two or three times a year
as
pemriitted
• two seasonal use septage lagoons closed September 1993
• an active Hampstead Police practice firing range
STICKERS WILL BE REQUIRED FOR ENTRY INTO THE KENT FARM
FACILITIES IN 1998
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Hampstead Conservation Commission Annual Report
This year the Commiasion was able to purchase 8 acres of
land near Cambridge Estates to add to the West Road conservation
area. The purchase of this land would not have been possible
without the generous support of the neighbors and the landowners.
Cleo and Marie Hurley sold the land to the Town at a reasonable
price and the neighbors contributed more than one-half of the
purchase price which the neighbors then gifted to the Town.
However, with the purchase of this land, the CoTtuaiss ion's
land acquisition fund has been depleted. The Commission hopes
that voters will support its warrant article which seeks to raise
and appropriate $30,000.00 to replenish the fund. The land
acquisition fund is used by the Commission to purchase land which
may become available unexpectedly.
The Commission is also asking the Town Meeting to approve a
warrant article that will allow the Town to consolidate the deeds
to the Town conservation land and to specify that the various
parcels are to be held for conservation purposes.
This year the Conservation Commission once again sponsored
the annual Clean Up Day and tree give away which was held this
year on April 20, 1997. The turn out was disappointing. In
1998, the Commission will be working with the Friends of Ordway
Park to coordinate its tree give away with the March for Parks.
During the year, the Commiseion referred 6 possible
violations of State and/or local wetlands laws and ordinances to
the Town's code enforcement officer and to the state Wetlands
Bureau. The Commission also acted on 5 dredge and fill
applications including one for the Town to clear out the culvert
leading from Shop Pond.
Regrettably, Commission member Chuck Raymond had to resign
from the Commission because he moved to another town. Karen
Hanides was appointed to fill that full-time position. Diane
Chabot-O'Malley changed her full-time membership to alternate
status, and her husband Michael 0' Mai ley was appointed as a full-
time member to replace her. Jim Cairo was appointed as an
alternate member.
The Commission wishes to thank all the Town residents who
have supported it through the years, and wold like to encourage
Town residents to join it in its conservation efforts.
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Marriages Registered in the Town of Hampstead

































































































































































August 16, 1997 Christopher John Huston
Lesley Gabron Mc Gavern
Hampstead, NH
Melrose, MA

























Marriages Registered in the Town of Hampstead
For the Year Ending December 31,1997 - Continued
August 23, 1997 Keith David Meehan Dracut, MA October 18, 1997 Scott Louis Miller E. Hampstead, NH
Tammy Nellie Desrosier Dracut. MA Lauren Joanne Slauter E. Hampstead, NH
August 23, 1997 Robert William Hartman Vista, CA October 26, 1997 Thomas Anthony Ingalls Salem, NH
Jean Marie Beane Vista, CA Robyn Ariene Morissette Londonderry, NH
August 31, 1997 Timothy Allen Newell Epsom, NH November 1, 1997 Ronald Bruce Crawford, Jr. E. Hampstead, NH
Michele L. Wintle Hampstead, NH Susan Louise Fleming E. Hampstead, NH
Septembers, 1997 Matthew Arold Gorham Hampstead, NH Novembers, 1997 Chad Joseph Kolifrath Hampstead, NH
Angeline Louise Ripaldi Hampstead, NH Katie Lynn Turner Hampstead, NH
September 6, 1997 Jeffrey Charles Momll Merrimac, MA Novembers, 1997 Anthony J. DeMarco Hampstead, NH
Patricia Mary McGinn Merrimac, MA Wendi J. Perpetua Hampstead, NH
September 13, 1997 Robert James Rodgers Hampstead, NH November 22, 1997 Douglas L. Walsh E. Hampstead, NH
Karen Jean Hamel Hampstead, NH Mary C. Stagliano E. Hampstead. NH
September 13, 1997 Nicholas Kay, Jr. Havertiill, MA November 27, 1997 Stephen D. O'Brien E. Hampstead, NH
Pauline Evelyn Hosford Havertiill, MA Teresa Jeanne Flathers E. Hampstead, NH
September 13, 1997 Kevin F. Kirane Hampstead, NH November 29, 1997 Noel Crawford Wilson Danville, NH
Mary A. Mastas Lowell, MA Nicole Marie Roy Danville, NH
September 19, 1997 Michael Edward Gendreau Lowell, MA December 24, 1997 Scott T. Molway Brentwood, NH
Denlse Marie Bouchie Reading, MA Amy Denise Senter Brentwood, NH




September 26, 1997 Joseph Vincent Kristufek Darien, IL 1 hereby certify that the above return is correct, according to the best of m;
Mandi Joanne Abate Windham, NH knowledge and belief. Nancy H. Watson, Town Clerk
September 27, 1997 Richard K. Reynolds
Lori Ellen St. Hilaire
Hampstead, NH
Hampstead, NH

































Deaths Registered in the Town of Hampstead






























































































































I hereby certify that the above return is correct, according to the best of my knowledge and belief. Nancy H. Watson Town Clerk
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Births Registered in the Town of Hampstead





































































Name of Child Name of Father


































Laurence Richard Potvin, Jr.
Gregory John Mason
Jordan Christopher Oligny Jeffrey David Ollgny




























































Births Registered in the Town of Hampstead
For Year Ending December 31, 1997 - Continued
November 20, 1997 Derry, NH
November 29, 1997 Derry, NH
Decembers, 1997 Exeter, NH
December 9, 1997 Derry, NH
December 1 3, 1 997 Derry, NH
December 23, 1997 Exeter, NH
David Edward Giblin Teddy John Giblin
Robert Coleman Guenther Robert Paul Guenther
Nicholas Colman Sutton Edward Lee Sutton





Michael Vincent Kowalski Christopher Andrew Kowalski Maria Ambrosia
Audrey Angelia Kaiser Nils Jay Kaiser Julie Ann Thompson
I hereby certify that the above return is correct, according to the best of my knowledge and belief.

































Michael Gorham, Moderator 1999
Mary Stenson, Clerk 1999
George Stokinger, Treasurer 1999
ADMINISTRATION
Dr. Douglas B. McDonald ... Superintendent of Schools
Dr. Mark R. Masterson Asst. Superintendent of Schools




The Hampstead School Board has had a
very challenging and exciting year. The
two major areas I would like to highlight
are the implementation of the Strategic
Plan and the continuing challenge of
growth in Hampstead.
The Strategic Planning Committee
completed a very successful year in which
a Mission Statement, a Vision for the
District, a set of core Beliefs, and specific
Goals were established. This achievement
was the result of hundreds of hours of
effort from throughout the Hampstead
community. The people involved in this
project came from a wide spectrum of
segments within our community. Senior
citizens, parents of school children,
teachers, staff, and Board representatives,
developed a set of working documents,
which were then presented to many
community groups for feedback and
commentary. Based on this community
input, the final documents were
submitted to the Board.
Curriculum
The Strategic Plan focuses our effort on
building upon a solid foundation of skills
and knowledge.
We have compared our curriculum to the
New Hampshire State Assessment Tests
and are moving to ensure that we are
properly preparing out students. The
Strategic Plan Action Team reviewed the
skills that will be needed for our students
to successfully compete in the 21"*
century and our staff is reviewing the
curriculum so that we can make the
improvements that are necessary. It is
very important to remember that we are
starting with a very solid base. Our
students do very well as they move
forward to Pinkerton Academy or other
high schools. Critical thinking, analysis
and application of knowledge, and
creativity are areas of emphasis as we
move forward.
In July 1997, the School Board adopted
the Strategic Plan and began the
implementation process. The goals of the
Strategic Plan became the goals for the
Hampstead School District. Each Board
member assumed the responsibility to
work on one of the goals and report at
each meeting on progress. The
Administration and teaching staff
developed their own building and
curriculum goals within this framework.
The result has been a great deal of work
at all levels of the district:
Technology
One of the highest priorities the Strategic
Planning Committee brought forward to
the School Board was the need to use the
services of a technology consultant. The
intent was that this "outside" expertise
would ensure that our direction and long-
term plans were appropriate and cost
effective. We have included the money
for this goal in the 1998-99 Proposed
Budget. Preliminary comments are
characterized by the following statement;
"From a technical viewpoint Hampstead
has made correct and prudent
investments in network technology."
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Cooperative Staff Planning
There is a clear need for staff planning on
grade, subject, and district-wide issues.
This area of the Strategic Plan is closely
related to the curriculum area. We are
examining ways to make our planning
efforts as effective as possible.
Communication
The Strategic Plan identified the need for
more effective communication from the
schools to parents and members of the
community at large. Newsletters from the
schools to parents have been significantly
improved. We have also worked closely
with local media to provide better
distribution of school news to all residents
of the town. A monthly column for
school news is now included in the
Carriage Town News.
Educational Foundation
During the spring of 1998, we will begin
the process of creating a private
Educational Foundation with the purpose
of seeking other sources of revenue from
outside of the local property tax. Grants
and business support are among the areas
that will be targeted.
Facilities and Space Issues
Our five-year facilities maintenance plan
has been updated. We have worked
closely with the town's Capital Needs
Committee to keep them informed about
the major issues that will be facing the
School District in the near future. Space
is a significant problem for the District
and ties directly into the issue of dealing
with growth.
In October 1997, the New England
School Development Council (NESDEQ
completed a study of the space needs and
growth projections of the Hampstead
School District. The report reviews the
significant growth that we have
experienced in Hampstead over the past
ten years and forecast continued growth
in the future. All of us know that we live
in a very attractive community. We are
well situated between the mountains,
seacoast, and Boston. Easy access to the
Interstate Highway System means that our
residents can commute to work
opportunities in a wide geographic area.
Our schools are good and the lifestyle of
our community is excellent. The
characteristics that made Hampstead so
attractive to those of us who have moved
in over the past twenty years draw new
residents all the time. A short drive
around town reveals many more houses
being built. The result is growth.
In 1987-88, the Hampstead School
District had 940 students in Readiness
through grade 12. Next year, 1998-99,
we will have 1,624 students. That's a
72.8% increase. Although our growth is
not projected to increase at that rate, we
will continue to grow.
The NESDEC report also highlighted the
need for more building space. In
particular, the Hampstead Central School
is overcrowded. According to the
NESDEC analysis, the Central School has a
Planned Operational Capacity of 464
students. This year, 1997-98, we have
561 students plus a pre-school enrollment
of over 50 students. With continued
growth, the problem is only going to get
worse. The School Board has appointed a
Space Needs Committee to review the
NESDEC report and other appropriate
data in an effort to bring forward options
to the board later this spring. We will
need to address this issue over the next
twelve months.
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Finally, I would like to commend the
many wonderful achievements of our
Hampstead students. A recent report to
the School Board reviewed the academic
accomplishments, athletic participation,
and leadership achievements of
Hampstead students attending Pinkerton
Academy. We also see frequent
newspaper articles relating achievements
of students at both the Hampstead Middle
and Central Schools. This is not only a
well-deserved recognition of the
individual student's level of commitment;
it is a reflection of the value that we place
on education in our community. Thank
you to all of the parents and citizens of
Hampstead who work so hard to instill
values of hard work and commitment to
learning in our young people.
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Report of the Superintendent of Schools
Dr. Douglas B. McDonald
It is a pleasure to submit my third
annual report This is the second year
the district will operate under the
provisions of RSA 40:13 which allows
official ballot voting on all issues before
the school district. It is important to note
that due to a change in state law, voting
will not take place in April but rather on
the second Tuesday in March. Voting
will be at the Hampstead Middle School




Voters will be asked to approve the first
year of a two-year foreign language
program for grades 7 and 8. Grade 7,
which will be implemented next year
(with voter approval) will be an
exploratory program. The following
year the program will be expanded to
Grade 8. Students in Grade 8 will
concentrate on one language and many
will be able to skip the first year of a
foreign language when they enter
Pinkerton Academy. This will put our
students on a competitive plane with
students entering Pinkerton Academy
from the Town of Derry.
Technology Adult Education Program
This article appears on the warrant as a
result of community input. In the first
year we anticipate revenues of over
$11,000 from tuition to offset the cost of
the program. We are hopeful that by the
second year, the program will be totally
self supporting.
1998-1999 Budget
The proposed budget is $11,664,916.
This budget was developed based upon
the need to maintain quality education
and to move forward on the aspects of
the Strategic Plan. It should be noted
that items such as two first grade
teachers and funds for implementation
of the Strategic Plan goals are in the
proposed budget but not in the default
budget. If the default budget is adopted,
the School Board will have to eliminate
$299,166 in staff, equipment, services
and programs from the proposed
operating budget.
Capital Reserve Fund
Voters will be asked to create a Capital
Reserve Fund for future building,
construction, reconstruction, capital
improvements and purchase of land, and
to appropriate up to $10,000 of the 1997-
1998 budget surplus to this account.
Capital Reserve Funds are held by the
Trustees of the Trust Funds of the Town
of Hampstead and may only be
expended by a vote of the taxpayers in
accord with the official ballot law.
Charter and Open Enrollment Schools
Voters will be asked to approve warrant
article #6 implementing the provisions
of RSA 194:B for charter and open
enrollment school programs. This
petitioned warrant article would allow
up to 10% of our district's current pupil
enrollment, which is approximately 1500
students - Grades 1-12, to attend charter
and open enrollment schools located in
Hampstead, and an additional 2% of our
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current enrollment Grades 1-12 to
attend charter and open enrollment
schools located outside the school
district. Open enrollment schools are
public schools that educate pupils
without regard to where they reside.
Students, regardless of residence, may
apply to attend any open enrollment
school in any community that has the
space available.
Charter schools are open enrollment
schools that operate independently from
the School Board and are managed by a
Board of Trustees. They operate as non-
profit secular organizations under
charters guided by the State Board of
Education and under contracts with the
local school district. Charter schools are
exempt from all laws governing public
schools, except as expressly provided in
RSA 194:B, but enjoy all the rights and
privileges of public schools.
School districts that adopt charter school
and open enrollment must pay at least
80% of their average cost per pupil for
each student attending a charter school
or open enrollment school.
If Article 6 is passed, it is unlikely that
we would have a charter school in
Hampstead prior to September 1999;
however, open enrollment will begin in
September 1998. That means up to 2% of
our student population (30 students)
may attend out of town open enrollment
or charter schools (such as the one
proposed in Pelham). The Hampstead
School District will be responsible for
tuition. We have not budgeted,
however, any funds for this purpose as
we would have to cut items from our
proposed 1998-1999 budget to find
tuition for any student opting to attend
an open enrollment school.
Coticlusion
I would once again like to thank the
community, faculty and staff for your
support. Working together we can
accomplish the mission of the
Hampstead School District which is
"to provide challenging educational
opportunities that prepare all students
to live and work in the 21st centtxry".
Dr. Douglas B. McDonald
Superintendent of Schools
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Report of the Assistant Superintendent of Schools
Dr. Mark R. Masterson
other reports, quite correctly, will focus on
the accomplishments of our students and
staff; mine is necessarily less positive. The
following is taken from the New England
School Development Council's (NESDEC)
October '97 Report to the Hampsteod
School Board:
"The Hampstead Central School is severely
overcrowded and cannot house
adequately the program currently offered
therein. The building is nearly 50 years old,
with a 30 year-old addition and a nnore
recent 6 year-old addition. It is located on
a small, substandard site of only 91/2
acres. Recent upgrading has made the
building handicapped accessible. Listed
below are some of the most significant
deficiencies in the building.
Sub-standard Site
Contains approximately 9.5 acres, but
should be at least 17 acres for 600+ pupils.
This gives rise to:
• Lack of parking spaces for staff, parent
volunteers, visitors.
• Insufficient playground space
• Inability to keep grass on the playing
field(s) because of over-use.
• Poor vehicular (car-bus-service
vehicles) and pedestrian and bicycle
traffic patterns.
In essence, this site is over-extended and
cannot provide an adequate, safe
environment for the over 600 pupils and
approximately 100 regular and special staff
(including: interns, student teachers and
volunteers) who are on site daily.
Temporary Portable Classrooms
Grossly undersized (725 sq.ft. as opposed to
a modern standard of 900-1000 sq. ft.), with
no facilities (toilets), stuffy with little or no air
circulation, and are generally poor
teaching/learning space. Children and
staff need to go outdoors to access the rest
of the building (for library, music, art,
physical education, special education,
cafeteria, etc.). This is especially unhealthy
in poor weather (wind, cold, snow, rain).
NESDEC does not include temporary
classrooms in setting capacities for a
permanent school building.
General Crowded Conditions
A number of instructional functions are
being conducted in corridor alcoves,
custodial closets and storage closets.
Books, paper supplies, general school
supplies, A-V equipment, science kits, etc.
are stored in corridors and other
unsatisfactory spaces, creating a clear
safety hazard as well as general clutter.
Even though there is a portable trailer
behind the building for material storage,
the main electrical panel room and the
mechanical fan rooms still have to be used
as storage areas, creating further
hazardous conditions. Work space for
special education and other special staff
members is very inadequate. For example,
nine different people share the use of the
"Special Education Offices" (660 sq. ft.) and
the work stations for the two special
education clerks is impossibly cramped; The
Reading/Ventures Room (#201 @ 500 sq. ft.)
is too small and lacks storage, so that books
have to be kept in cardboard cartons,
making access extremely difficult and
inefficient (and discouraging pupil use).
The list could go on. Suffice it to say that
the school
building's pupil enrollment and program
severely overtaxes this building.
Instructional functions crowd out storage
and staff/office uses, creating both
impractical and inefficient working




Ttie sctiool tias a current state-of-the-art
teactiing philosoptiy and methodology.
Activity and project center classrooms;
computer/technological utilization, special
education inclusion; the use of parent
volunteers, interns, and student teachers;
and, a current, up-dated curriculum makes
this a very vital school. Unfortunately, all
these fine programmatic components are
diminished and less effective due to the
lack of sufficient space and the
overcrowded condition of the school. For
example, the classroom sizes range from
660 sq. ft. to 936 sq. ft. ... but this includes a
substantial loss of instructional space to in-
room wardrobe areas, computer stations,
inclusion equipment, etc. Moreover, the
use of inclusion aides, student teachers and
parent volunteers further impacts space
availability. For these reasons, most
authorities now recommend 1,000 sq. ft. for
an elementary classroom.
Capacities/Enrollments
Central School has a Planned Operational
Capacity of 464 pupils. Enrollments over the
next decade will exceed 627 pupils.
There is an urgent need to secure nearly
200 additional pupil stations. These should
not be added to this undersized and
impacted site."
Conclusion
Without nnincing words, we need a new
elementary school.
The School Board has appointed a Space
Needs committee to begin examining our
options. However, I believe that we can
not add a wing onto Central School
without creating an oversized, impersonal
institution on an over-crowded site. We
should look for a site, ideally near our
cun-ent school buildings. We need to
consider purchasing land, or actively
seeking land donations. And we need to
begin planning a 14 to 15 classroom
school with some district maintenance
workspace and perhaps with some
community facilities, such as a gym.
None of these alternatives are cheap;
however failure to address our space
problem will not solve it. We need to look
ahead, plan accordingly, and build both
a building and community.
PROJECTED ENROLLMENTS IN GRADE COMBINATIONS
YEAR R-4 1-5 1-6 1-8 5-8 6-8 7-8 7-12 9-12
1997-98 561 722 868 1126 565 404 258 656 398
1998-99 619 748 909 1181 562 433 272 704 432
1999-00 627 780 909 1206 579 426 297 746 449
2000-01 611 753 906 1186 575 433 280 758 478
2001-02 601 751 893 1166 565 415 273 799 526
2002-03 561 747 897 1183 622 436 286 807 521
2003-04 538 704 890 1173 635 469 283 821 538
2004-05 551 680 846 1171 620 491 325 858 533
2005-06 559 694 823 1163 604 469 340 868 528
2006-07 559 702 837 1122 563 420 285 864 579
2007-08 559 702 845 1100 541 398 255 845 590 I
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PINKERTON ACADEMY REPORT
The year 1997 was an excellent one for Pinkerton.
Among the highlights were:
Teacher of the Year Finalist
For the fourth time in five years a Pinkerton
Academy faculty member was named a
finalist in the New Hampshire Dept. of
Education's Teacher of the Year search.
English teacher Sharon Bigelow was one of
two Granite State teachers to be considered as
the best the state has to offer.
Recent Awards and Recognition
of Hampstead Students
Each year Pinkerton sends a small number of select
delegates to the annual Boys State convention.
Students form political parties, set platforms, and hold
mock elections. Two students are honored by being
named NH's two delegates to Boys Nation in
Washington DC This summer Jason Cipriano was not
only elected governor of Boys State by his peers, but
was selected to attend the national program in the
nation's capitol - a rare double acknowledgment for a
Boys State delegate.
Other students attending the annual Boys State/Girls
State program last summer were Prashant Doshi,
Carrie Green, and Lauren Quigley.
Fourteen scholars were recognized as
National Merit Commended Students for
finishing in the top five percent of all high
school students taking the PSAT. Eight
students were from Hampstead:









Suzanne Loisel of Derry was named Pinkerton's
Hugh O'Brien Youth Foundation's Outstanding




Cauren Quigley captured the Principal's









































Other prestigious awards received by
Hampstead students in 1997 were:











The Class of 1997
College Admissions and Post-secondary Information
515
Number of colleges/ universities/ institutions accepting students from the class of 1997: 293
Number of students admitted: 6 and 5 year college/ university majors: 37
4-year colleges/ universities: 317
2-year programs: 57
1-year programs: 6
Total number of students entering post-secondary education programs: 417
Percentage of graduates pursuing post-secondary education programs: 81%
Number of students entering military: 13
Number of students entering the work force after graduation: 82






Pinkerton Verbal 525 519










National Math 508 511
Enrollment at Pinkerton Academy
February 1, 1998
Class of Auburn Chester Derrv
1998 38 38 324
1999 42 48 392
2000 64 48 438
2001 53 66 542
197 200 1696
Special Education:
ACT 2 4 23





















Pinkerton Academy went "on line" during the last school year with its own home page on the world wide





The single most important event that
occurred last year was the establishment of
a District Wide Strategic Plan. With the
help of a consultant, the school board,
administration, faculty, staff and
community members worked through a
year long process to develop a Mission
Statement, Core Beliefs, Vision Statements
and Goals.
The two principal goals that the Middle
School has focused on for this year are
curriculum and technology.
Curriculum Goal
The Hampstead School District
Curriculum will emphasize critical and
creative thinking, application of acquired
skills and knowledge, communication
skills and individual abilities and
interests.
To achieve this goal there will need to be a
long term, 3 plus years, commitment of
staff development in the area of critical
thinking instruction. The staff has been
working to align our curriculum with the
New Hampshire State Curriculum
Frameworks. Because the Frameworks
recommend more problem solving, critical
thinking and application based teaching, our
present curriculum must be adjusted to
incorporate more activities and lessons in
these areas. The staff has already begun to
meet on a regular basis to address these
issues.
A parallel to the State Frameworks is the
newly developed New Hampshire Educational
Improvement and Assessment Program.
This is essentially a test given once a year to
all third, sixth and tenth grades throughout
the state to measure how well the districts'
curriculum matches the State Curriculum
Frameworks. As mentioned above, the State
Curriculum Frameworks are lists of
standards that must be incorporated into
local curriculums in mathematics, language
arts, social studies, and science.
Our sixth graders have taken the State
Assessment Test for two years and have
scored above the state average in every
category.
Technology Goal
Technology will be incorporated into the
curriculum to support instruction across
subject areas providing all students and
staff with daily computer access.
Many exciting things are happening at the
middle school with technology. With the
approval of last year's budget, we were able
to add three PC's to every fifth grade
classroom, rewire the school, and upgrade
the older computers to accept a Windows 95
operating system.
We hired a computer lab teacher who
specializes in integrating computers into
instruction. She works with classroom
teachers to show students how to use a
computer as a tool. Our goal is to have
every child receive computer instruction in
the lab as well as use the computer to do
classroom projects.
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Next year's budget includes funds to finish
the Middle School with three computers in
each classroom; grades six, seven, and eight.
Presently we have the technology to
network each classroom, library and
eventually Internet throughout the
building. Internet is limited to the library
and requires adult supervision but will
expand in the future.
A wonderful adult evening program was
started by Teri Blouin, our District
Technology Director. Over three hundred
adults, including many senior citizens,
participated in workshops and seminars
learning about computers. Teri expects to
expand the program next year!
The Middle School once again was a Blue
Ribbon recipient for its outstanding
volunteer program. I am continually
amazed by the number of people and
variety of activities that our volunteers do.
Their presence in our school certainly
makes it a better place for students and
staff alike! Thank you.
Each year we list the people who donate
equipment, food, money, support, etc.
Again, the generosity of the Hampstead
community is overwhelming! Our Project
Respect program for the seventh grade
students and parents could not take place
without the support we receive from the
Hampstead Hospital and the many
community organizations who donate and
lend a hand to make the program a success.
We are proud of the Middle School because
of the wonderful programs we are able to
offer to the children. Mrs. Stiles, Assistant
Principal, and a team of teachers have
completed an application to be considered
in the yearly selection of "Middle School of
the Year". A program called the ED'ies
(similar to Emmy's) is sponsored by the
State Department of Education to recognize
outstanding schools.
We feel that our school is of that caliber
and have submitted a very lengthy
application outlining our achievements.
The selection will be made sometime in
early spring. I hope to be able to share the
good news then!
As always, please feel free to come in to eat
lunch with your child, tour the classrooms






Report of the Principal
The staff at the Central School continues to
serve our children in a caring and
academically challenging manner.
Our fourth annual Grade 3 State Assessment
results are reflective of a continuing effort to
improve our cumculum and our teaching
and learning environment. We continue to
blend the best of the past with the needs of
the future. For instance, we still teach
phonics in a very visible manner while we are
planning to have fourth grade students do
on on-line internet chat with Senator Judd
Gregg.
Members of the community continue to
support the school system in a variety of
ways. Once again, we have been
recognized by the New Hampshire Partners in
Education as a Blue Ribbon School for our
extensive school volunteer program. The
school also received a prestigious award
entitled the Golden Circle Award for our
partnership with the Hampstead Post Office
in the Wee Deliver Program.
The Central School staff has been engaged
in the School District's Long Range Planning
efforts. One of the goals of the plan is
related to space needs of our children
Readiness through Grade 12. The good news
is that the Middle School and Pinkerton
Academy needs are projected to be met
through the next 5 years. However, this is not
true of the Central School. I anticipate the
largest ever Readiness and First Grade class
for the 1998-99 school year. An already
overcrowded school will need three
additional teachers. For the short term, we
will take over the pre-school space for
regular classrooms. The School Board has
formed a Space Needs Committee that will
be making recommendations for additional
space. I urge the citizens to support the
School Board's plan.
There are two other goals that I will comment
briefly upon. One is related to technology
education. The building is wired in a manner
so as to be responsive to our hardware and
usage needs as they relate to computer
education. The library and fourth grade
classes have PC's and are linked to teach
other. However, they are not state of the
art, even to the extent of the Middle School.
Regarding technology for Readiness through
Grade 3, we are a long way from being
responsive to the needs and abilities of
students and classroom teachers.
The other goal is to improve our curriculum.
The staff has been engaged in a systemic
look at what we are teaching and how we
engage children in the teaching/learning
process. We are encouraged in what we
are finding out about ourselves and will
continue to strive for improvement in what
we do for children as we look at an ever
changing society.
I want to thank everyone for the continuing




COMMUNITY THANK YOU I
The Hampstead Middle School is most appreciative of the generosity of the citizens as
they help us maintain and improve the quahty of our schools. We gi'atefuUy




Jackets, awards, support for
concerts and musical, and Ughting
equipment
HMS Athletic Club
Uniforms, jackets, trophies, plaques,
and food for teams
HMS Student Council
Organize and collect canned food
drive for local food pantry.
Laptop computer for student and
faculty use
Contribution to Advisor/Advisee holiday
progi'am for chidden in NH
Funding to Boston International
Festival and student Lip Sync
HMS Music Boosters
Jackets, awards, support for concerts
and musical, Ughting equipment
Hampstead Education Association
Financial support for students and
family events
Community Donations
Community Resource Association of
Southern New Hampshire
Money for science consumables
Citizens Bank
NH Public Schools I'rogram
Gerald and Breeda WJiitmore
US Flag
First New Hampshire Bank
NH Learnmg P'oundation
Hampstead PTA










NELMS teacher workshop support
HMS family picnic
two hne Parent Link
financial support for Project Respect
bar code reader
Hampstead FHA
Support and financial contributions for
students to participate in FHA state
and national competition




The Hampstead Central School is most appreciative of the generosity of the citizens as they
help us maintain and improve the quality of our schools. We gratefully acknowledge some of



















9772 + hours !
Maureen Bateman Fund
Thank you to all who donated to this fuud
Barbara Nolet Birthday Book Shelf
Many thanks for the donations of these books
Thank you to all for donations of paper,
newsprint, tissues and paper towels !
Parents:
Mr. & Mrs. Bill Lynch
Dr. & Mrs. Thomas Cammilleri
Mr. Dennis Morrison
Mrs. Claudia Richards
Mr. & Mrs. Albert Daneau
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Edwards
Mr. Dennis Colbert
Mr. & Mrs. Brian Powers
Mr. & Mrs. Bassam Taleb
Mr. & Mrs. Tim Begley
Mr. & Mrs. Norman Mancusi
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Hoepf
Ms. Sherrill Davis
Mr. & Mrs. James Knox
Mr. Robert Nolan
Also thanks to:
Central School Playground Committee
R-Squared Office Panels & Furniture, Inc.
Donation Depot
Bell Laboratories, Andover Ma
Hampstead Post Office




















American Lung Association - Manchester, NH
Eye Fitness Optical Outlet - E. Hampstead, NH
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1998 WARRANT
Article 1 - Election of Officers
For School Board - Three Years
Howard A. Davine
4 Article 2 - Hampstead Middle School foreign Language Program
Shall the Hampstead School District raise and appropriate the sum of $40,000, including salary, books and
materials, to establish a Foreign Language Program at the Hampstead Middle School.
Recommended by the School Board
Recommended by the Budget Committee
Article 3 - Technology Adult Education Program
Shall the Hampstead School District raise and appropriate the sum of $14,760 to establish a Technology
Adult Education Program with all tuition and registration fees to be used to reduce program costs.
Recommended by the School Board
Recommended by the Budget Committee
Article 4 - 1998-1999 Budget
Shall the Hampstead School District raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not including
appropriations by special warrant articles, the amounts set forth on the budget posted with the warrant, for the
purposes set forth therein, totaling $11,664,916. Should this article be defeated, the operating tjudget shaW
be $1 1 ,365,750 which is the same as last year, with certain adjustments required by previous action of the
Hampstead School District or by law; or the governing body may hold one special meeting, in accordance
with RSA 40:13, X and XVI, to take up the issue of a revised operating budget only. Note: Warrant Article
No. 4 (Operating Budget) does not include appropriations proposed under any other warrant articles.
Recommended by the School Board
Recommended by the Budget Committee
4 Article 5 - Capital Reserve Fund
Shall the Hampstead School District vote to create a Capital Reserve Fund under the provisions of RSA 35.1
,
to be known as the Future School Building Construction, Reconstruction, Capital Improvements, and
Purchase of Land Fund, and to raise and appropriate up to $10,000 toward this purpose with such amount to
be transferred from the June 30, 1998, undesignated fund balance. The school board recommends this
appropriation.
(Majority vote required)
Recommended by the School Board
Article 6 - Charter and Open Enrollment Schools (By Petition - Vivian Clark, et el)
"Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 194-B, regarding charter and open enrollment schools?"
"Shall no more than 2% of the district's current pupil enrollment be eligible for tuition to attend charter and
open enrollment schools located outside the school district?"
"Shall no more than 1 0% of the district's current pupil enrollment be eligible for tuition to attend charter and






1997 - 1998 BUDGET $10,806,165
ADJUSTMENTS
Article? Middle School Fields ($15,000)
Article 8 Middle School Ventilation ($20,000)
1 1 00-2222 Hampstead Teacher Association Agreement $227,662
1 1 00-2542 Hampstead Support Staff Agreements $55,782
1100 Pinkerton Academy Tuition $207,897
1200 Special Education Teachers $33,394
1200 Special Education Teacher Assistants $18,892
1200 Special Education Tuition - 1EP Required $79,152
2152 Speech Therapy Equipment - lEP Required $700
2320 SAU 55 $5,964
2542 Insurance $1,000
2552 Transportation Contract $4,680
2553 Transportation - Special Education $8,320
2900 Fixed Charge Increase $272,615
(Retirement, FICA, Unemployment Comp., Worker's Comp.)
5100 Reduction Bond Principal and Interest ($321,473)
TOTAL ADJUSTMENTS $559.585
1 998-1 999 DEFAULT BUDGET $1 1 ,365,750







DESCRIPTION EXP 1996-97 BUD 1997-98 SCH BD 1998-99
1100-112 SALARIES 2,326 ,563 .56 2,524 038.00 2,811 381.00
1100-114 SAL - TEACHER AIDES 80 ,323 28 92 405.00 110 291.00
1100-122 SALARIES -SUBSTITUTES 41 ,832 89 36 120.00 36 120.00
1100-123 LONG TERM SUBS 2 ,390 39 .00 .00
1100-124 SALARIES -SUB. AIDES 5 ,584 45 .00 .00
1100-440 REPAIRS 25 ,550 70 13 652.00 14 902.00
1100-563 TUITION 2,000 511 05 2,268 457.00 2,476 354.00
1100-580 WORKSHOPS -REG ED 6 282 30 6 500.00 7 500.00
1100-610 SUPPLIES 87 504 80 75 552.00 87 952.00
1100-630 TEXTBOOKS 39 441 82 37 579.00 44 579.00
1100-631 WORKBOOKS 14 597 75 13 205.00 14 575.00
1100-741 NEW EQUIPMENT 68 925 69 135 846.00 173 846.00
1100-742 REPLACEMENT EQUIPMT 911 10 1 000.00 3 000.00
1100-870 OTH EXP -COMPUTER ED 2 954 60 3 240.00 3 240.00
1100-880 OTHER- ESL 00 .00 .00
1100-890 OTHER EXP - VENTURES 2 763 04 3 000.00 4 000.00
1100-891 HEALTH/WELLNESS
\R PROGRAMS
1 134 37 1 435.00 2 870.00
TOTAL REGUU 4,707 271 79 5,212 029.00 5,790 610.00
1200-111 SAL- SPEC ED DIRECTOR 53 760 00 55 650.00 60 230.00
1200-112 SAL- SPEC ED 481 949 69 585 829.00 642 505.00
1200-114 SAL - SPEC ED AIDES 164 947 92 243 654.00 274 981.00
1200-115 SAL- SPEC ED SEC 26 079 20 27 493.00 32 135.00
1200-122 SAL-HOME INSTRUCTION 598 20 1 000.00 2 000.00
1200-569 TUITION- PRIVATE 581 987 54 705 593.00 784 745.00
1200-580 WORKSHOPS -SPEC ED 2 295 97 4 450.00 4 800.00
1200-610 SUPPLIES -SPEC ED 8 236 64 9 221.00 12 758.00
1200-630 TEXTBOOKS -SPEC ED 1 174 50 1 435.00 757.00
1200-631 WORKBOOKS -SPEC ED 964 85 1 080.00 1 080.00
1200-741 NEW EQUIP -SPEC ED 10 183 24 8 575.00 11 205.00
1200-742 SPECIAL ED REPLACE 00 1.00 301.00
1200-810 DUES -SPEC ED
^L PROGRAMS
363 00 450.00 480.00
TOTAL SPECIE 1,332 540 75 1,644 431.00 1,827 977.00
1410-111 SALARY-ATH DIRECTOR 00 2 300.00 2 500.00
1410-112 SAL STU. ACTIVITIES 18 378 00 16 450.00 16 670.00
1410-390 OFFICIALS 3 500 00 4 000.00 4 000.00
1410-440 REPAIRS -ATH EQUIP 00 750.00 1 200.00
1410-610 SUPPLIES -ATHLETICS 1 372 86 900.00 900.00
1410-741 NEW EQUIP-ATHLETICS 443 65 500.00 1 000.00
1410-742 REPL EQUIP-ATHLETICS 2 626 94 3 500.00 3 500.00
1410-890 DUES & ASSESSMENTS
CURRICULAR ACT
450 00 500.00 600.00
TOTAL EXTRA 26 771 45 28 900.00 30 370.00
1690-112 SAL-ADULT ED 00 1.00 800.00
1690-610 OTHER EXPENSES 00 1.00 1.00


















2123-370 TESTING - SCORING













2142-330 PSYCH SERVICES , OTHER






























































TOTAL IMP OF INSTR SERVICE
2222-112 SAL - LIBRARIAN





2222-741 NEW EQUIP- LIBRARY
2222-742 REPL EQUIPMENT
2223-440 REPAIRS-AV
2223-441 LIBRARY EQUIP MAINT
2223-453 FILM RENTAL
2223-610 SUPPLIES - AV
2223-741 NEW EQUIP - AV
2223-742 REPL EQUIP - AV
2224-390 EDUCATIONAL TV
TOTAL ED MEDIA SERVICES
2311-111 SAL- SCHOOL BOARD
2311-523 LIABILITY INSURANCE
2312-380 SCHOOL BOARD CLERK
2312-532 EXP- SCHOOL BD CLERK




2314-380 DIST OFCRS & WORKERS
2314-550 ANNUAL REPORT





2319-610 BOARD EXP- SUPPLIES
2319-640 BD EXP -PERIODICAL
2319-810 BD EXP-ASSOCIATION
TOTAL SCHOOL BOARD SERVICE
2320-351 SAU NO. 55 BUDGET
TOTAL OFFICE SUPT SERVICES
2390-360 COMPUTER SERVICES
TOTAL OTHER SVCS - GEN ADM








































































TOTAL OFFICE OF THE PRNCPL
2490-890 GRADUATION






2542-441 CONT. SERV. REPAIRS














2543-741 NEW EQUIP - GROUNDS
2543-742 REP EQUIP-GROUNDS
2544-610 MATERIALS -EQUIP REP
2545-440 VEHICLE REPAIR




TOTAL OP & MAINT OF PLANT
2552-513 STUDENT TRANS
2553-513 SECTION 504 TRANS
2553-519 SPEC ED TRANSP

























































TOTAL PUPIL TRANS SERVICES
2900-211 EMP INSUR
2900-212 INSURANCE DEDUCTIBLE





























TOTAL TRANS TO FED PROJ FD
5230-880 CAPITAL RESERVE
TOTAL TRANS TO CAP PROJ FD
5240-880 FOOD SERVICE PROGRAM






































5340-119 SAL - FOOD SERVICE
5340-129 SAL-FOOD SVCE SUBS
TOTAL SAL. -FOOD SERVICE
6000-211 INS REFUNDS
6000-880
TOTAL REF CURRENT YR EXP





BUD 1997-98 SCH BD 1998-99
46,668.17 1 .00 1 .00
544.25 1 .00 1 .00










(Seated) Mary White, Bob Mortensen, Beverly Goodridge





















































































REPORT OF THE DISTRICT TREASURER
For the Fiscal Year July 1 , 1996 through June 30, 1997
SUMMARY




Revenue from State Sources 232,178.43
Revenue from Federal Sources 89,966.37
Received from All Other Sources 1 57,31 5.62
Total Receipts $ 9,848,061.72
Total Amount Available for Fiscal Year 10,019,999.25
Less School Board Orders Paid 9,598,107.83




DETAILS OF ADMINISTRATIVE SALARIES 1997-1998







Total $84,500 $65,000 $66,000
FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE HAMPSTEAD SCHOOL DISTRICT
For the Fiscal Year July 1, 1996 through June 30, 1997
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this report was taken from official records and is complete and
correct to the best of our knowledge and belief The accounts are kept in accordance with Section 17 of Chapter 21-J
of the Revised Statutes Annotated, and regulation Chapter Rev 1100, Financial Accounting for Local Educational














Professional Association/Accountants & Auditors
193 North Main Street • Concord » New Hampshire » 03301-5063 603-225-6996 » FAX-224-nHn
INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S COMMUNICATION OF
REPORTABLE CONDITIONS AND OTHER MATTERS
To the Members of the School Board
Hampstead School District
Plaistow, New Hampshire
In planning and performing our audit of the Hampstead School District for the year ended June 30,
1997, we considered the School District's internal control structure in order to determine the scope of
our auditing procedures for the purpose of expressing our opinion on the general purpose financial
statements . Our review of these systems was not intended to provide assurance on the internal control
structure and should not be relied on for that purpose.
Under the standards established by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, reportable
conditions involve matters coming to our attention relating to significant deficiencies in the design or
operation of the internal control structure that, in our judgment, could adversely affect the School
District's ability to record, process, summarize, and report financial data consistent with the assertions
of management in the general purpose financial statements. A material weakness is a reportable
condition in which the design or operation of one or more of the internal control structure elements does
not reduce to a relatively low level the risk that errors or irregularities, in amounts that would be
material in relation to the financial statements being audited, may occur and not be detected within a
timely period by employees in the normal course of performing their assigned functions. Our
consideration of the internal control structure would not necessarily disclose all matters in the internal
control structure that might constitute reportable conditions and, accordingly, would not necessarily
disclose all reportable conditions that are also considered to be material weaknesses as defined above.
We are pleased to report that, during the course of our review of internal controls, no material
weaknesses in the School District's accounting systems and records were identified. Minor weaknesses
or other considerations coming to our attention were generally procedural in nature and dealt with
administrative or recordkeeping practices. In these instances, we made specific recommendations or
provided instruction to those individuals involved during the course of our audit fieldwork.
This report is intended solely for the information and use of management and others within the
administration. This restriction is not intended to limit distribution of this report, which is a matter of
public record.
August 18, 1997 Ph4i&^ (Wc^^^il©^
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Official Ballot Election Results
April 8, 1997
1997 Warrant Results
Article 2 - General Acceptance of Reports Passed Yes - 1252 No - 143
To see if the Hampstead School District will vote to accept the reports of agents, auditors and
committee as printed in the Annual Report.
Article 3 - Hampstead Support Personnel Association Passed Yes - 920 No - 637
(Food Service and Custodians)
To see if Hampstead School District will vote to approve the cost items included in the collective
bargaining agreement reached between Hampstead School Board and the Hampstead Support
Personnel Association, which includes food service workers and custodians.
The costs associated with the bargaining agreement which are over and above the costs paid in
the prior fiscal year at current staffing levels are:
Year One Year Two Year Three Year Four
1997-1998 1998-1999 1999-2000 2000-2001
Salaries 22,498 14,871 12,567 11,717
PICA 1,721 1,138 961 896
Retirement 925 611 516 482
Insurance 4,250 4,850 5,750
Total 25,144 20,870 18,894 18,845
and to raise and appropriate $25,144 for the year one costs.
Article 4 - Hampstead Association of Support Staff Passed Yes - 869 No - 687
(Secretaries, Teaching Assistants, etc.)
To see if the Hampstead School District will vote to approve the cost items included in the
collective bargaining agreement reached between Hampstead School Board and the Hampstead
Association of Support Staff, which includes secretaries, teacher assistants, clerks, and
paraprofessionals.
The costs associated with the bargaining agreement which are over and above the costs paid in
the prior fiscal year at current staffing levels are:
Year One Year Two Year Three Year Four
1996-1997 1997-1998 1998-1999 1999-2000
Salaries 38,786 73,903 32,786 29,877
FICA 2,967 5,654 2,508 2,286
Retirement 1,594 3,037 1,348 1,228
Insurance 8,000 8,000
Total 43,347 82,594 44,642 41,391
And further to authorize the School District to fijnd the year one costs of $43,347 from its current
budget not from additional taxes and to raise and appropriate $82,594 for the year two costs.
103
1997 Warrant Results
Article 5 - 2 Modular Classrooms Failed Yes - 471 No -1105
To see if the Hampstead School District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of ($85,000)
to purchase two modular classrooms for the Hampstead Centra! School.
Article 6 - Playground Failed Yes - 423 No -1151
To see if the Hampstead School District will vote to raise and appropriate a total sum of $30,000
for the renovation and purchase of playground equipment.
Article 7 - Middle School Field Reconstruction Passed Yes - 1069 No - 498
To see if the Hampstead School District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $15,000 for
the purpose of renovating and constructing the middle school fields, this amount to come fi"om
the interest earned on temporary investment of the Hampstead Middle School construction
project bond proceeds - not fi"om additional taxes.
Article 8 - Middle School Ventilation Passed Yes -1100 No - 466
To see if the Hampstead School District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $20,000 for
the purpose of installing a ventilation system at the Hampstead Middle School gymnasium, this
amount to come fi"om the interest earned on temporary investment of the Hampstead Middle
School construction project bond proceeds - not fi"om additional taxes.
Article 9 - Budget Warrant Article Passed Yes- 851 No- 679
Shall the Hampstead School District raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not including
appropriations by special warrant articles, the amounts set forth on the budget posted with the
warrant, for the purposes set forth therein, totaling $10,663,427. Should this article be defeated,
the operating budget shall be $ 10,504,224, which is the same as last year, with certain
adjustments required by previous action of the Hampstead School District or by law, or the
governing body may hold one special meeting, in accordance with RSA 40:13, X and XVI, to
take up the issue of a revised operating budget only.
Article 10 - Charter Schools and Open Enrollment Failed Yes - 590 No - 930
By Petition - Vivian Clark, et al
"Shall we adopt the provisions ofRSA 194-B, implementing a charter and open enrollment school
program?"
"Shall no more than 10% of the district's current pupil enrollment be eligible for tuition to attend
charter and open enrollment schools located inside the school district?"
"Shall no more than 2% of the district's current pupil enrollment be eligible for tuition to attend
charter and open enrollment schools located outside the school district?"
Article 11 - Additional Eight Grade Teacher Failed Yes - 357 No - 1199
By Petition - Fran Stoddart, et al
To see if the Hampstead School District will vote to raise and appropriate thirty -thousand dollars
($30,000) for an additional eighth grade teacher. Should the 1997-1998 proposed school board
budget pass, this petition shall be null and void.
104
Article 12 - Study Hall Failed Yes - 591 No - 943
By Petition - Karen Yasenka, et al
Are you in favor of directing the Hampstead School Administration to establish a study hall (for
the purpose of providing choice) for the students of parents who do not wish to have their
child(ren) participate in the non-academic, non-required program known as "Prime Time"
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EXPENDITURES BY ACCOUNT & VENDOR
1100-112 SALARIES
0006E PATRICIA CHRISTENSEN
0012E VALERIE J. BUSHELL
0013E A.ROBERT DIONNE
0026E SHELBIE A. SENTER
0037E JENNIFER A. BUTLER
0038E LINDA BAENIG
0040E JANE F. BEAUDIN
OOAIE KAREN H. ZABIELSKI
0043E LYNETTE A. BUSUELL-UIBLE
005 IE SUSAN BRASSARD
0052E DEBORAH E. BRIDGES
0053E MARY ANN BOUCHER
0055E KAREN WAJDA
0056E MARY -ANNE LAZZARO
0058E DORIS BUCO
0095E DILLARD E COLLINS





0170E PAUL A. COURNOYER
0183E JANE L. DANIELS
0185E CYNTHIA DAWSON
0200E JUNE OEYO
0208E DEBORAH M. BELANGER
0209E MARCIA K. GOOTEE
0211E ELIZABETH T. TONKIN
0212E ANDREW W. YOUNG
0213E DAVID N. ZUCKERMAN
0216E KAREN L. DUNN
021 8E MAUREEN P. EATON
0219E JOHN L. EDMONDSON
0220E JOANN ERICKSON
0228E KAREN F. CORMIER
0230E RAYMOND FLAHERTY
0240E MARGARET M CHASE
0241E KATHRYN H. TINER
0248E CAROL E. DEPRATO
0260E BETTY A. FREEDMAN
0266E NATALIE A. GALLO
0275E VALERIE GREGOSKI
0279E LISA A. SWEET
0330E MARGARET P. HANNIGAN
0340E KATHLEEN L. HOEPF
0358E MARION LAKE
0360E ROSEMARY RUB I NO
0361E MICHELLE LAPHAM
0362E JENNIFER G. LATHAM
0368E ROBERT P LITTLE
0369E JANICE L. LOPES





















































0372E DARLENE M. MACSWEENEY
0373E ANDREA MARGOLIS
0374E MARION MACNEILL
0375E JANE E. MARSHALL
0376E DAWN S. MICHAUO
0377E ROBERT MATT I
A
0380E PATRICIA O'CONNELL
0381E SANDRA J. OUELLET
0382E DEBORAH P. SHOST
0383E ANN PINTO
0395E CYNTHIA A. VERRILL
0430E GARY SMITH
0445E HELEN STRATTON
0455E JEANNE M. SULLIVAN
0456E MAURA E. PALMER










0669E CHERYL E. SUMNER
3935V TOWN OF HAMPSTEAD
7325E JEAN LURVEY
TOTAL SALARIES
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MAR I A. FOURNIER































































































0262E FRANCES B. PERRY
0263E LEE ELEANOR REGAN
0265E J. LYNNE GOTERCH
0267E JOAN O'CONNELL
0268E MARY E. BRAND
0269E JOAN D. TETREAULT
0270E MARYBETH BRADLEY
0271E ANTHONY E. RICCIO
0274E WAYNE GOOOARD
0275E VALERIE GREGOSKI
0277E NICOLE A. DOUGHTY
0278E SUSAN J. ROBERTSON
0280E AILIE F. BYERS
0282E DANIELLE M. EIFLER
0283E TERI M. KINNEY
0284E AMY A. PASSANISI




0632E NANCY L. LACASSE
0660E GLORIA ROTHE
7083E CAROL A. CIPRIANO
7232E MARGARET M. GEARY
7246E WENDY E. GREEN
8559V SOUTHEASTERN REGIONAL EDUC
TOTAL SALARIES-SUBSTITUTES





TOTAL LONG TERM SUBS
1100-124 SALARIES-SUB. AIDES
0029E NANCY L. BENSON
0030E JANE ANNE FORCE
0032E JOANN N.H. KLAWITTER
0044E KARA JEAN CLARK
0059E MARY LOU STOWELL
0074E NANCY M. DAVINE
0086E CAROLINE C. GAINAN
0096E LINDA J. WELLS
0099E CORINNE TETREAULT
0113E DONNA A. MURRELL
0122E DEBORAH S. BROWN
0129E LAURA B. TREAT
0130E SUZANNE A. DOWNIN
0178E MARY F. RUTIGLIANO
0181E JANET L. BURNS
0190E KATHLEEN T. SQUADRITO
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EXPENDITURES BY ACCOUNT & VENDOR
0193E PATRICIA A. LECLAIR
0228E KAREN F. CORMIER




0232E ELLEN L. MCCUNE
0234E MELISSA J. TOMINEY
0235E DARLENE G. LANGUIRANO
0254E SANDRA L. BURKE
0267E JOAN O'CONNELL
0272E ROBIN K. IHLOFF
0277E NICOLE A. DOUGHTY
0281 JERALYN M. DUMAS
0286E NANCY TKACHUK
0288E KRISTIN MITCHELL
0665E LYNDA R. SOLOMON
TOTAL SALARIES-SUB. AIDES
1100-A40 REPAIRS
1358V BROOHEAD GARRETT CO
2117V COMPUTER MARKETPLACE, INC.
2157V CONWAY OFFICE PRODUCTS, INC
2481V DATA MEMORY SYSTEMS





3902V HAMPSTEAD SCHOOL DISTRICT
6203V MULTIMEDIA SYSTEMS, INC.
7121V PC WAREHOUSE
7563V PRECISION VCR & TV REPAIR
8340V SCOTT'S APPLIANCE REPAIR SERV
9033V TIMBERLANE REG SCHOOL DISTRICT
9288V UNITED BUSINESS MACHINES











































































6678V NE LEAGUE OF MIDDLE SCHLS INC





7446V MARC I A GOOTEE
7773V REGIONAL LABORATORY







9103V LYNNE H TOWNSEND
9109V ADELE TRESTED
9786V KATHLEEN WISECARVER
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HAMPSTEAD SCHOOL DISTRICT
EXPENDITURES BY ACCOUNT & VENDOR
CSR $24.00
CALLOWAY HOUSE INC $117.85
CAROLINA BIOLOGICAL SUPPLY CO $193.84
CAROLINA SCHOOL & COLLEGE PROD $337.48
CARSON-DELLOSA PUBLISHING $83.52




CHILDREN'S BOOK COUNCIL $23.50
CLASSROOM CONNECT $61.90
CNI $92.50
COMPUTER MARKETPLACE, INC. $365.50
CONWAY OFFICE PRODUCTS, INC $821.67
CORWIN PRESS $18.19
COREY ELECTRIC SUPPLY $507.00
COTTONWOOD PRESS $12.45
CREATIVE PUBLICATIONS $193.71
CURRICULUM INNOVATIONS GROUP $259.50
CYNMAR CORP. $110.86
DATAWARE PRODUCTS, INC $639.00
DELTA EDUCATION $633.05
DEMCO INC $574.09




FACTORY DIRECT FURNITURE $133.50
FLAGHOUSE $100.00
MARGARET CHASE $10.00
FLINN SCIENTIFIC, INC $36.76
FREY SCIENTIFIC CO $257.27
BETTY FREEDMAN $234.72
JL HAMMETT CO $14,838.06
JL HAMMETT $325.86
HAMPSTEAD CENTRAL SCHOOL $304.77
HAMPSTEAD CENTRAL SCHOOL $51.69
HAMPSTEAD MIDDLE SCHOOL $48.43
HAMPSTEAD SCHOOL DISTRICT $27.50
HEALTH EDCO $101.16
TED HERBERT'S MUSIC MART $159.00
PATRICIA HUNTINGTON $174.45
IDEAL SCHOOL SUPPLY CO $85.09
INTERACT $1,071.40
KELVIN ELECTRONICS $231.56
LSC BUSINESS PRODUCTS $112.08
MARION LAKE $10.00
MICHELLE LAPHAM $174.36
LIBRARY STORE, INC $21.15





MCDOUGAL LITTELL & COMPANY $450.93
5751V MCINTIRE BUSINESS PRODUCTS $673.94
5814V MERLYN'S PEN $435.00
5820V MEMORY PLUS DISTRIBUTORS, INC $345.00
5885V MOBILCOMM $87.34
5895V DAWN MICHAUD $64.10
6045V MODERN SCHOOL SUPPLIES INC $207.67
6140V MORLEY OFFICE SUPPLY $1,621.29
6203V MULTIMEDIA SYSTEMS, INC. $989.00
6312V NCTH $62.00
6333V NEA PROFESSIONAL LIBRARY $31.15
6404V NHMEA $35.00
6411V NASCO $218.66
6412V NSTA PUBLICATION SALES $65.00
6413V NASCO $631.09
6465V NCSS $67.00
6501V NATIONAL GEOGRAPHY BEE $20.00
6523V ADDISON WESLEY LONGMAN $1,804.93
6620V NEWBRIDGE SCIENCE $119.90
6861V NHSTA $15.00
6969V DEBORAH NORD $94.26
7012V NOVEL UNITS $18.00
7050V OLSEN SAFETY EQUIPMENT CORP $107.07
7094V SANDRA OUELLET $78.04
7286V JW PEPPER & SON INC $297.87
7431V PLANK ROAD PUBLISHING $225.91
7446V MARCIA GOOTEE $91.93
7514V POPPLERS $141.50
7521V PORTSMOUTH PAPER CO $7,261.95
7737V READ $1,026.00
7871V RIVERSIDE PUBLISHING CO $540.86
8071V SRA/MCGRAW HILL $1,889.07
8210V SAX ARTS & CRAFTS $324.96
8219V FRANK SCHAFFER PUBLICATIONS $39.15
8243V SCHOLASTIC PLACE $19.75
8246V SCHOLASTIC INC $375.46
8249V SCHOLASTIC, INC. $404.38
8254V SCHOLASTIC INC $514.90
8255V SCHOLASTIC BOOK CLUBS $138.85
8259V SCHOLASTIC SOFTWARE $15.20
8263V SCHOOL FURNISHINGS INC $525.20
8264V SCHOLASTIC CLASSROOM MAGAZINE $618.50
8273V SCHOOL SPECIALTY SUPPLY $204.65
8324V SCRIPPS HOWARD NATIONAL $25.00
8340V SCOTT'S APPLIANCE REPAIR SERV $12.45
8412V SILVER BURDETT & GINN $562.83
8480V SIR SPEEDY $5.80
8525V TOM SNYDER PRODUCTIONS $131.95
8620V SPORTIHE $241.91
8654V STANTON'S SHEET MUSIC INC $321.45
8718V STECK-VAUGHN COMPANY $60.43
8805V SUMMIT LEARNING $87.62
8871V TAMS WHITMARK MUSICAL LIBRARY $293.75
8889V TEACHING RESOURCE CENTER $104.63
8904V SCHOOL HOUSE SUPPLY $1,293.25
8915V TEACHING RESOURCE CENTER $196.69
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HAMPSTEAD SCHOOL DISTRICT
EXPENDITURES BY ACCOUNT & VENDOR
8921V TECHNOLOGY & LEARNING $23.95
9061V KATHY TINER $8.76
9118V TREEHOUSE INC $54.85
9135V TROLL ASSOCIATES $33.00
9141V TROLL BOOK CLUBS $100.20
9288V UNITED BUSINESS MACHINES $4,312.81
9344V US GAMES $94.46
9357V UPSTART $25.82
9414V VIKING OFFICE PRODUCTS $1,852.63
9580V WEEKLY READER $146.25
9581V WEEKLY READER CORP $89.95
9658V WHAT'S NEW IN HOME ECONOMICS $29.00
9740V ROBERT A WILHOT $50.00
9781V WINNEBAGO SOFTWARE CO $100.00
9815V WOODWORKER'S SUPPLY $413.69
9827V WORLDWISE COMPUTER SUPPLIES $211.55
9866V WRIGHT GROUP $624.51
TOTAL SUPPLIES $87,504.80
8416V SILVER BURDETT GINN $5,881.04
8480V SIR SPEEDY $53.00
8809V SUNDANCE PAPERBACK DISTRIBUTOR $24.95
8811V SUNDANCE PUBLISHERS $34.90
9132V TROLL ASSOCIATES $207.91
9365V VALLEY DISTRIBUTORS INC $84.53
TOTAL TEXTBOOKS $39,441.82
1100-630 TEXTBOOKS
0091V ADDISON WESLEY CO
1296V PERFECTION LEARNING
1459V DORIS BUCO
2115V CONCORD MUSEUM SHOP
2516V R F DAWN
2562V DELTA EDUCATION INC
2935V EDC EDUCATIONAL SERCICES
3041V EDUCATIONAL RECORD CENTER
3395V FREY SCIENTIFIC CO
3586V MCGRAW-HILL
3636V GOOOHEART-WILLCOX CO INC
3649V GEORGE G GOULET
3709V GREAT SOURCE EDUCATION GROUP
3884V HAMPSTEAD CENTRAL SCHOOL
3885V HAMPSTEAD CENTRAL SCHOOL
4180V DC HEATH CO
4226V TED HERBERT'S MUSIC MART
5113V LEARNING LINKS, INC
5657V MCDOUGAL LITTELL & COMPANY
6034V MODERN CURRICULUM PRESS
6523V ADDISON WESLEY LONGMAN
7012V NOVEL UNITS
7290V PERFECTION FORM CO
7361V DEBORAH SHOST
7431V PLANK ROAD PUBLISHING
7542V PRENTICE HALL INC
7552V PRENTICE-HALL
8071V SRA/MCGRAW HILL
8212V SAXON PUB, INC
8246V SCHOLASTIC INC
8249V SCHOLASTIC, INC.
8255V SCHOLASTIC BOOK CLUBS





































2157V CONWAY OFFICE PRODUCTS, INC
3073V EDUCATORS PUBLISHING SVCE INC
3951V HAMPSTEAD TROPHY
4197V GREENWOOD PUBLISHING GROUP INC
4209V GREENWOOD PUBLISHING GROUP INC
4423V HOUGHTON MIFFLIN CO
4629V INTERNATION READING ASSOC
5077V LANGUAGE CIRCLE ENTERPRISE
5657V MCDOUGAL LITTELL & COMPANY






8332V SCRIPPS HOWARD NATIONAL SPELL
8416V SILVER BURDETT GINN
8718V STECK-VAUGHN COMPANY
9860V D & B WOODWORKING
9866V WRIGHT GROUP
1100-741 NEW EQUIPMENT
0123V ADVANCED NETWORK ASSOCIATES
1562V ABN AMRO CHICAGO CORP
1680V CAROLINA BIOLOGICAL SUPPLY CO
2476V DATA MEMORY SYSTEM
2493V DATAWARE PRODUCTS, INC
2505V DATEK
2698V DJM PRO AUDIO SYSTEMS
5050V LAKESHORE LEARNING MATERIALS
5110V LASALLE BANK
6203V MULTIMEDIA SYSTEMS, INC.
6413V NASCO
6904V NEXAR TECHNOLOGIES INC
7121V PC WAREHOUSE
8263V SCHOOL FURNISHINGS INC
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1100-742 REPLACEMENT EQUIPMT 1200-112 SAL -SPEC ED
TERI BLOUIN $21.00
COMPUTER MARKETPLACE, INC $126.00
COMPUTER MARKETPLACE, INC. $700.00
JL HAMMETT CO $64.10
REPLACEMENT EQUIPMT $911.10
1100-870 OTH EXP-COMPUTER ED
TERI BLOUIN $59.99
CARRIAGE TOWN NEWS $176.27
CLASSROOM CONNECT $112.00
DATA MEMORY SYSTEMS $81.00
DATA COMM WAREHOUSE $282.40
EDUSTAR $500.00
ENCARTA ACADEMIC PROGRAM $287.30
HAMPSTEAD SCHOOL DISTRICT $23.89
PC WAREHOUSE $541.60
SOUTHEASTERN REGIONAL EDUC $525.00
SYBEX INC $204.04
VIKING OFFICE PRODUCTS $161.11
OTH EXP-COMPUTER ED $2,954.60
OTHER EXP - VENTURES
ACADEMIC HALLMARKS $53.00
CHALLENGE MAGAZINE $21.95
CREATIVE LEARNING PRESS, INC $287.48
ECS LEARNING SYSTEMS $20.00




REMITTANCE PROCESSING CENTER $155.73
ROYAL FIREWORKS $66.00
ZEPHYR PRESS $293.65




MOORE MEDICAL CORP $85.80
HEALTH/WELLNESS $1,134.37
SAL-SPEC ED DIRECTOR
JANE F. BEAUDIN $53,760.00
SAL-SPEC ED DIRECTOR $53,760.00
0019E MARY J. BUCK
0033E ROSALYN J. MORI ARTY
0046E JULIE A. PEKALSKY
005 IE SUSAN BRASSARD
0083E KAREN C. TRUAX
0116E TERRY L. HUSSEY
0175E DONNA A. COYLE




0525E LISA M. WERNER
060 IE FRANC I NE B. BAUMHOR
0669E CHERYL E. SUMNER
TOTAL SAL -SPEC ED
1200-114 SAL - SPEC ED AIDES
SUMMARY
0001E KATHLEEN STANTON




0047E JANET M. WILTON
0050E ROBIN COPP CURRIER
0054E KATHLEEN M. COSTA
0055E KAREN WAJDA
0059E MARY LOU STOWELL
0067E SUSAN M. CRITES
0074E NANCY M. DAVINE
0086E CAROLINE C. GAINAN
0090E ELAINE MCQUILLAN
0096E LINDA J. WELLS
0100E NANCY L. CONDELLI
0102E CAROL A. WHITE
0129E LAURA B. TREAT
0158E LINDA A. GRANT
0181E JANET L. BURNS
0189E PETER P. MARGOLIS
0190E KATHLEEN T. SQUADRITO
0191E LINDA M. TORRISI
0193E PATRICIA A. LECLAIR
0221E NANCY K. OELUCA
0228E KAREN F. CORMIER
0229E ALYSSA M. EPPICH
0231E KAREN Z. GEANEY
0233E CYNTHIA A KURTH
0235E DARLENE G. LANGUIRAND
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TOTAL SAL - SPEC ED AIDES
1200-115 SAL-SPEC ED SEC

















0005E KATHERINE A. GREENE
0008E BARBARA K. MASZCZAK
0009E BONNIE LOU MORTON
0024E BARBARA LERICHE
0025E GAIL BUDZYNA
0026E SHELBIE A. SENTER
005 IE SUSAN BRASSARD
0054E KATHLEEN M. COSTA
0082E MONIQUE T. GADBOIS
0087V ADULT LEARNING CENTER
0088E HEATHER A. HANKUS
0090E ELAINE MCQUILLAN
0096E LINDA J. WELLS
0121E LYNNE H.TOWNSEND
0155E KARYN J. WILBUR
0171E JOSEPH M. NALEZINSKI
0172E MARY LOU BROWN
0189E PETER P. MARGOLIS
0190E KATHLEEN T. SQUADRITO
0193E PATRICIA A. LECLAIR
0204E JENNIFER K. GREENE
0205E CHRISTIANNE J. CONNOR
0206E EILEEN C. JENNE











































0224E ELIZABETH R. MATTSON
0243E ANDREA L. VALIANTE
0287E JENNIFER VANDER SANDE
0375E JANE E. MARSHALL
0390E THERESA C. PLANTE
0498E ROSEMARY E. THORNE
0601E FRANCINE B. BAUMHOR
0619E MARGARET MARY GOVE
0626E JENNIFER JOHNSTON
0627E KAREN L. LAFRANCE
0659E MARY C. BAMFORD, OTR/L
1553V CFCD
2603V DEPT HEALTH HUMAN SERV
2630V OERRY COUNSELING SERVICES, INC
2866V EASTER SEAL SOCIETY OF NH INC
3792V GYM -KEN GYMNASTICS, INC
3900V HAMPSTEAD HOSPITAL
3966V HARBOR SCHOOLS INC
4198V HEALTH WEALTH, INC.
4607V INSTITUTE
4658V KATHY JANTZEN RN MS CS
5269V LIGHTHOUSE SCHOOL, INC.
5622V MAY INSTITUTE, INC.
6163V WAYNE F. MORRIS, R.P.T.
6331V NFI NORTH, INC.
7388V PINKERTON ACADEMY
7771V REGIONAL SERVICES &
7787V REHABILITATION THERAPY ASSOC
8343V SEACOAST LEARNING COLLABORATIV
8543V SOMERS TRUST
8559V SOUTHEASTERN REGIONAL EDUC
8758V CATHY STEWART





































0787V FRAN BAUMHOR $182.50
0823V JANE BEAUDIN $1,203.87
1462V MARY BUCK $60.00
1916V JOYCE CLARK $193.31
2263V DONNA COYLE $55.35
4524V TERRY HUSSEY $60.00




6727V NH ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOL PSY $20.00
7608V PRYOR RESOURCES; INC $79.00
8169V MARYANNE SARBANIS $85.00
9931V ANDREW W YOUNG, $114.94
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SUMMARY $2.28
ABC SCHOOL SUPPLIES INC $514.52
AGS $55.54
AMERICAN GUIDANCE SERVICE INC $29.45
FRAN BAUMHOR $164.43
BEST PRICED PRODUCT, INC. $50.52
MARY BUCK $269.01
CAMBRIDGE DEVELOPMENT LAB $76.89
DJ CASEY PAPER CO $86.03
SCHOOL SPECIALTY $188.01
SCHOOL SPECIALTY $5.10
CONWAY OFFICE PRODUCTS, INC $425.74
DONNA COYLE $77.25
DAY-TIMERS, INC $9.90
EARLY ED & INTERVENTION $150.00
EDMARK CORPORATION $107.12
EDUCATORS PUBLISHING SVCE INC $158.65




KAPLAN SCHOOL SUPPLY CORP $145.48
LSC BUSINESS PRODUCTS $431 .97
IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS $218.97
MACGILL & COMPANY $50.23
CHASELLE $232.53





RIVERSIDE PUBLISHING CO $184.80
MARYANNE SARBANIS $153.89
SOUTHPAW ENTERPRISES $126.90
SPECIAL ED DEPT PETTY CASH $373.88




TOYS TO GROW ON $64.60
TREEHOUSE INC $1.25
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE $358.00
LISA WERNER $158.86
RAM PRINTING INC $810.00
SUPPLIES-SPEC ED $8,236.64
1200-631 WORKBOOKS -SPEC ED
'200-630 TEXTBOOKS-SPEC ED
940V EDMARK CORPORATION











2940V EDMARK CORPORATION $173.13
3073V EDUCATORS PUBLISHING SVCE INC $503.79
3589V GLOBE FEARON $103.39
7871V RIVERSIDE PUBLISHING CO $96.80
8076V SRA $87.74
TOTAL WORKBOOKS-SPEC ED $964.85
1200-741 NEW EQUIP-SPEC ED
0034V ABC SCHOOL SUPPLIES INC
2126V CONCEPTS ADL, INC.
2157V CONWAY OFFICE PRODUCTS, INC
2322V CRITERIA FURNITURE & EQUIPMENT
2857V EAST COAST LUMBER
3134V EQUIPMENT SHOP
3340V FLAGHOUSE INC
3843V JL HAMMETT CO
3845V J L HAMMETT CO
5040V LSC BUSINESS PRODUCTS
7435V THERESA PLANTE
7585V PRO-ED JOURNALS
7872V RIVERSIDE PUBLISHING CO
8500V SLOSSON EDUCATIONAL PUB INC
8572V SOUTHPAW ENTERPRISES
8620V SPORT I ME
TOTAL NEW EQUIP-SPEC ED
1200-810 DUES-SPEC ED
0823V JANE BEAUDIN
2252V COUNC FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN
6401V NHASEA
TOTAL DUES-SPEC ED
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TOTAL SAL - SPEC ED AIDES




















0005E KATHERINE A. GREENE
0008E BARBARA K. MASZCZAK
0009E BONNIE LOU MORTON
0024E BARBARA LERICHE
0025E GAIL BUDZYNA
0026E SHELBIE A. SENTER
005 IE SUSAN BRASSARD
0054E KATHLEEN M. COSTA
0082E MONIOUE T. GADBOIS
0087V ADULT LEARNING CENTER
0088E HEATHER A. HANKUS
0090E ELAINE MCQUILLAN
0096E LINDA J. WELLS
0121E LYNNE H.TOWNSEND
0155E KARYN J. WILBUR
0171E JOSEPH M. NALEZINSKI
0172E MARY LOU BROWN
0189E PETER P. MARGOLIS
0190E KATHLEEN T. SQUADRITO
0193E PATRICIA A. LECLAIR
0204E JENNIFER K. GREENE
0205E CHRIST I ANNE J. CONNOR
0206E EILEEN C. JENNE











































0224E ELIZABETH R. MATTSON
0243E ANDREA L. VALIANTE
0287E JENNIFER VANDER SANDE
0375E JANE E. MARSHALL
0390E THERESA C. PLANTE
0498E ROSEMARY E. THORNE
0601
E
FRANC I NE B. BAUMHOR
0619E MARGARET MARY GOVE
0626E JENNIFER JOHNSTON
0627E KAREN L. LAFRANCE
0659E MARY C. BAMFORD, OTR/L
1553V CFCD
2603V OEPT HEALTH HUMAN SERV
2630V DERRY COUNSELING SERVICES, INC
2866V EASTER SEAL SOCIETY OF NH INC
3792V GYM-KEN GYMNASTICS, INC
3900V HAMPSTEAD HOSPITAL
3966V HARBOR SCHOOLS INC
4198V HEALTH WEALTH, INC.
4607V INSTITUTE
4658V KATHY JANTZEN RN MS CS
5269V LIGHTHOUSE SCHOOL, INC.
5622V MAY INSTITUTE, INC.
6163V WAYNE F. MORRIS, R.P.T.
6331V NFI NORTH, INC.
7388V PINKERTON ACADEMY
7771V REGIONAL SERVICES &
7787V REHABILITATION THERAPY ASSOC
8343V SEACOAST LEARNING COLLABORATIV
8543V SOWERS TRUST
8559V SOUTHEASTERN REGIONAL EDUC
8758V CATHY STEWART





































0787V FRAN BAUMHOR $182.50
0823V JANE BEAUDIN $1,203.87
1462V MARY BUCK $60.00
1916V JOYCE CLARK $193.31
2263V DONNA COYLE $55.35
4524V TERRY HUSSEY $60.00




6727V NH ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOL PSY $20.00
7608V PRYOR RESOURCES; INC $79.00
8169V MARYANNE SARBANIS $85.00
9931V ANDREW W YOUNG, $114.94




EXPENDITURES BY ACCOUNT & VENDOR
HAMPSTEAD SCHOOL DISTRICT
EXPENDITURES BY ACCOUNT & VENDOR
SUMMARY
ABC SCHOOL SUPPLIES INC
AGS
AMERICAN GUIDANCE SERVICE INC
FRAN BAUMHOR
BEST PRICED PRODUCT, INC.
MARY BUCK
CAMBRIDGE DEVELOPMENT LAB
DJ CASEY PAPER CO
SCHOOL SPECIALTY
SCHOOL SPECIALTY
CONUAY OFFICE PRODUCTS, INC
DONNA COYLE
DAY-TIMERS, INC
EARLY ED & INTERVENTION
EDMARK CORPORATION























TOYS TO GROW ON
TREEHOUSE INC































































2940V EDMARK CORPORATION $173.13
3073V EDUCATORS PUBLISHING SVCE INC $503.79
3589V GLOBE FEARON $103.39







1200-741 NEW EQUIP-SPEC ED
0034V ABC SCHOOL SUPPLIES INC
2126V CONCEPTS ADL, INC.
2157V CONWAY OFFICE PRODUCTS, INC
2322V CRITERIA FURNITURE & EQUIPMENT
2857V EAST COAST LUMBER
3134V EQUIPMENT SHOP
3340V FLAGHOUSE INC
3843V JL HAMMETT CO
3845V J L HAMMETT CO
5040V LSC BUSINESS PRODUCTS
7435V THERESA PLANTE
7585V PRO-ED JOURNALS
7872V RIVERSIDE PUBLISHING CO
8500V SLOSSON EDUCATIONAL PUB INC
8572V SOUTHPAW ENTERPRISES
8620V SPORT I ME
TOTAL NEW EQUIP-SPEC ED
1200-810 DUES-SPEC ED
0823V JANE BEAUDIN
2252V COJNC FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN
6401V NHASEA
TOTAL DUES-SPEC ED
































































EXPENDITURES BY ACCOUNT & VENDOR
HAHPSTEAD SCHOOL DISTRICT
EXPENDITURES BY ACCOUNT & VENDOR
0362E JENNIFER G. LATHAM
0373E ANDREA MARGOLIS
0376E DAWN S. MICHAUD
0380E PATRICIA O'CONNELL
0455E JEANNE M. SULLIVAN
0456E MAURA E. PALMER
0480E MICHAEL J. TERRILE
0529E ROBERT UILMOT
TOTAL SAL STU. ACTIVITIES
1410-390 OFFICIALS
3901V HAMPSTEAD MIDDLE SCHOOL
TOTAL OFFICIALS
K10-610 SUPPLIES-ATHLETICS
4576V INDIAN HEAD ATHLETICS
8904V SCHOOL HOUSE SUPPLY
TOTAL SUPPLIES-ATHLETICS
1410-741 NEW EQUIP-ATHLETICS
4576V INDIAN HEAD ATHLETICS




4576V INDIAN HEAD ATHLETICS
5396V H-F ATHLETIC COMPANY
8904V SCHOOL HOUSE SUPPLY
TOTAL REPL EQUIP-ATHLETICS
1410-890 DUES & ASSESSMENTS
3901V HAHPSTEAD HIDDLE SCHOOL
9399V VICKI PARADY-GUAY
TOTAL DUES & ASSESSHENTS
2122-112 SALARIES-GUIDANCE
0145E PATRICIA JACOBELLIS
021 OE SUSAN B. ROB I SON
































3885V HAHPSTEAD CENTRAL SCHOOL $125.00
3901V HAHPSTEAD HIDDLE SCHOOL $77.19
3903V HAHPSTEAD HIDDLE SCHOOL $42.81
7651V QUEST INTERNATIONAL $30.00
TOTAL POSTAGE-GUIDANCE $275.00
2122-610 SUPPLIES-GUIDANCE
0534V ATLAS PEN & PENCIL CORP $61.51
3058V EDUCATIONAL VIDEO NETWORK $42.95
3885V HAHPSTEAD CENTRAL SCHOOL $15.00
3951V HAHPSTEAD TROPHY $35.00
4671V PATRICIA JACOBELLIS $78.25
7526V POSITIVE PROHOTIONS $50.44
8480V SIR SPEEDY $417.00
TOTAL SUPPLIES-GUIDANCE $700.15
2122-630 BOOKS -GUI DANCE
1735V REMITTANCE PROCESSING CENTER $41.24
4086V HAWTHORNE $41.80
4636V INTERCHOICES PUBLISHING CO $23.45
7651V QUEST INTERNATIONAL $175.00
TOTAL BOOKS -GUI DANCE $281.49
2122-741 GUIDANCE-NEW EO
8263V SCHOOL FURNISHINGS INC $262.60
TOTAL GUIDANCE-NEW EO $262.60
2123-610 TESTING - SUPPLIES
0122V ADVANCED SYSTEMS $150.00
0620V BADGE A MINIT $91.32
0943V CHANNING L BETE CO., INC $138.89
3884V HAMPSTEAD CENTRAL SCHOOL $77.98
TOTAL TESTING - SUPPLIES $458.19
2132-113 SALARY-NURSE
0127E LINDA A. TOBIN $22,295.00
0498E ROSEMARY E. THORNE $22,295.00
TOTAL SALARY-NURSE $44,590.00
2132-340 PHYSICALS-STAFF
1606V THOMAS J CAMMILLERI JR D $772.00
TOTAL PHYSICALS-STAFF $772.00
HAMPSTEAD SCHOOL DISTRICT
EXPENDITURES BY ACCOUNT & VENDOR
HAMPSTEAD SCHOOL DISTRICT
EXPENDITURES BY ACCOUNT & VENDOR
132-580 WORKSHOPS-NURSES
081V LINDA TOBIN $50.00
OTAL WORKSHOPS-NURSES $50.00
132-610 SUPPLIES-NURSE
885V HAMPSTEAD CENTRAL SCHOOL $17.37
424V MACGILL & COMPANY $784.73
914V MICROFLEX $102.00
126V MOORE MEDICAL CORP $338.89
587V PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE FOR $100.00
646V QUALITY REFRESHMENT SERVICES $75.00
270V SCHOOL HEALTH CORPORATION $599.03
480V SIR SPEEDY $55.10
507V SMILEMAKERS $64.16
OTAL SUPPLIES-NURSE $2,136.28
132-630 BOOKS - NURSES
178V MOSBY-YEARBOOK INC $71.52
270V SCHOOL HEALTH CORPORATION $50.54
DTAL BOOKS - NURSES $122.06
132-640 PERIOOICALS-NURSE
?60V SCHOOL HEALTH ALERT $54.00
OTAL PERIOOICALS-NURSE $54.00
142-112 SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGIST
i77E ROBERT HATTIA $45,000.00
ITAL SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGIST $45,000.00
42-330 PSYCH SERVICES, OTHER
!35V SEACOAST MENTAL HEALTH CENTER $676.00




CHILD BEHAVIOR CHECKLIST $160.00
134V COMPUTER TOWN $73.91
tsov HARVARD MENTAL $48.00
«UV PSYCHOLOGICAL CORP $555.94
(49V WESTERN PSYCHOLOGICAL SERV $18.15
ITAL SUPPLIES-SCH PSYCHOL $856.00







TOTAL SALARY - SPEECH
2152-114 SAL-SPEECH AIDE
















0056V ACADEMIC COMMUNICATION ASSOC $43.95
1773V SCHOOL SPECIALTY $54.75
2637V CHRISTINE DERSE $15.74
5040V LSC BUSINESS PRODUCTS $80.68
5275V LINGUISYSTEMS, INC. $73.63
7585V PRO-ED JOURNALS $20.85
7612V PSYCHOLOGICAL CORP $139.16
7676V RADIO SHACK $62.69
8813V SUPER DUPER SCHOOL CO $182.20




4703V DON JOHNSON DEVEL EQUIP INC $138.00
5097V LAUREATE LEARNING SYSTEMS, INC $236.00
5275V LINGUISYSTEMS, INC. $71.41
7585V PRO-ED JOURNALS $419.15
7612V PSYCHOLOGICAL CORP $730.39
7872V RIVERSIDE PUBLISHING CO $302.34
8813V SUPER DUPER SCHOOL CO $43.95
9998V ZYGO INDUSTRIES INC $540.00







EXPENDITURES BY ACCOUNT & VENDOR
HAMPSTEAD SCHOOL DISTRICT











































































































0041E KAREN M. ZABIELSKI
0050E ROBIN COPP CURRIER
005 IE SUSAN BRASSARD
0058E DORIS BUCO
0062E COLLEEN A. SIMPSON
0100E NANCY L. CONDELLI
0119E DEBORAH NORD
0133E TERESA BLOUIN
0183E JANE L. DANIELS
0209E MARCIA K. GOOTEE
0213E DAVID N. ZUCKERMAN
0219E JOHN L. EDMONDSON
0230E RAYMOND FLAHERTY
0255E ELLEN M. DELISLE
0370E ANN MCCLELLAN
0380E PATRICIA O'CONNELL
0381E SANDRA J. OUELLET
0395E CYNTHIA A. VERRILL












8525V TOM SNYDER PRODUCTIONS
8559V SOUTHEASTERN REGIONAL EDUC
8761V PAM STILES
8916V TEACHER TRAINING CONSORTIUM
9999V DAVID ZUCKERMAN
TOTAL IN-SERVICE TRAINING
2222-112 SAL - LIBRARIAN
0266E NATALIE A. GALLO
TOTAL SAL - LIBRARIAN
2222-114 SAL - LIBRARY ASST.
SUMMARY
0042E TAMMY DINGMAN
0259E JOANNE G. BRINKERHOFF
0666E JANET THIBOUTOT
7055E DIANE T. BUTTON
7246E WENDY E. GREEN
















































EXPENDITURES BY ACCOUNT & VENDOR
HAMPSTEAD SCHOOL DISTRICT
EXPENDITURES BY ACCOUNT & VENDOR
2222-330 CONT SVCE-LIBRARY









































































































EDUCATION CENTER INC $49.90




EDUCATION CENTER INC $16.95
SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL $79.50
SCHOOL LIBRARY MEDIA $49.00
TIME $59.95













PRECISION VCR & TV REPAIR
REPAIRS-AV
LIBRARY EQUIP MA I NT
TKACHUK ASSOCIATES









2223-610 SUPPLIES - AV
1574V CAMBRIDGE SCIENCE $109.89
2323V CRYSTAL PRODUCTIONS $49.00
2498V DAVIS PUBLICATION $342.45
2704V DISNEY EDUCATIONAL PRODUCTIONS $398.00
3289V FILM ARCH I EVES $277.88
3475V GPN $449.25
3659V GRACE PRODUCTS CORP $94.00
5128V LEARNING SEED $184.00
5259V LIBRARY VIDEO CO $1,459.49
6991V NORTHEAST AUDIO VISUAL $283.10
7757V RECORDED BOOKS $139.90
8285V SCHOOLMASTERS VIDEO $170.36
TOTAL SUPPLIES - AV $3,957.32
2224-390 EDUCATIONAL TV
8916V TEACHER TRAINING CONSORTIUM $225.00
TOTAL EDUCATIONAL TV $225.00
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HAHPSTEAD SCHOOL DISTRICT
EXPENDITURES BY ACCOUNT & VENDOR
2311-111 SAL -SCHOOL BOARD
0060E ROBERT MORTENSEN
0064E HOWARD A. DAVINE
0226E BEVERLY C. GOOORIDGE
7650E KAREN H. YASENKA
9874E RICHARD LITTLE
TOTAL SAL -SCHOOL BOARD
2311-523 LIABILITY INSURANCE
6855V NH SCHOOL BRDS INS TRU<
TOTAL LIABILITY INSURANCE
2312-380 SCHOOL BOARD CLERK
0062E COLLEEN A. SIMPSON
0632E NANCY L. LACASSE
0929V CONNIE BERNIER
TOTAL SCHOOL BOARD CLERK
2312-532 EXP- SCHOOL BD CLERK
6U0V MORLEY OFFICE SUPPLY
TOTAL EXP- SCHOOL BD CLERK
2313-111 TREASURER & ASST
6273V DOROTHY MEYERS
8760V GEORGE STOKINGER




2314-380 DIST OFCRS & WORKERS
1420V DEBRA BRYANT
3627V MICHAEL GORHAM
3628V SHEILA G GORHAM
4004V PAMELA HARTNUG
6162V VIRGINIA MORRIS
7606V LOUISE R PRYOR
8070V MARTHA BURR ILL ST JEAN






























9856V MAURICE G WORTHEN, JR.
TOTAL DIST OFCRS & WORKERS
2314-550 ANNUAL REPORT
3889V HAHPSTEAD COPY CENTER
3935V TOWN OF HAHPSTEAD
TOTAL ANNUAL REPORT
2314-610 ANNUAL MTG EXPENSES
1620V CAPITAL OFFSET COMPANY
1698V CARRIAGE TOWN NEWS
5210V LHS ASSOCIATES INC
TOTAL ANNUAL MTG EXPENSES
2315-380 LEGAL SERVICES
6342V NESDEC
8540V SOULE, LESLIE, ZELIN,
TOTAL LEGAL SERVICES
2317-380 AUDIT
















1183V BOSTON GLOBE $949.20
2625V DERRY NEWS $50.40
3181V EXETER NEWS LETTER COMPANY $302.50
4081V HAVERHILL GAZETTE $273.60
5105V LAWRENCE EAGLE TRIBUNE $646.28
5515V MANCHESTER UNION-LEADER $344.90
5516V HANCHESTER UNION LEADER $191.35
5528V HAPLEWOOD FLORIST LTD $75.00
9033V TIHBERLANE REG SCHOOL DISTRICT $396.11
TOTAL BOARD EXP-ADV $3,229.34
2319-580 BOARD EXPENSES
0795V DR. PATSY BAUGH $8,879.98
1459V DORIS BUCO $51.69
3450V FROM MY KITCHEN-TO YOUR TABLE $10.00






EXPENDITURES BY ACCOUNT & VENDOR
HAMPSTEAD SCHOOL DISTRICT
EXPENDITURES BY ACCOUNT & VENDOR
BOARD EXP -SUPPLIES
GARY D. ALTMAN $1,011.00
CUSTEAU'S THRIFTWAY $157.19
HAMPSTEAD FIRE DEPARTMENT $50.00
HAMPSTEAD TROPHY $19.50
THE KIELEY CORP $500.00
LORAL PRESS INC $495.15
MAPLEWOOO FLORIST LTD $149.00
MARK MASTERSON $71 .89
NELSON MARKETING $447.38
G NEIL COMPANIES $24.74




SHAU'S SUPERMARKET INC $65.91
TIMBERLANE REG SCHOOL DISTRICT $27.50
BOARD EXP-SUPPLIES $3,295.38
BD EXP-PERIODICAL
AMERICAN SCHOOL BOARD JOURNAL
BD EXP-PERIODICAL
BO EXP-ASSOCIATION
NH SCHOOL BOARDS ASSOCIATION
BO EXP-ASSOCIATION
SAU NO. 55 BUDGET
SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT #55
SAU NO. 55 BUDGET
COMPUTER SERVICES
TIMBERLANE REG SCHOOL DISTRICT
COMPUTER SERVICES



















0062E COLLEEN A. SIMPSON




0062E COLLEEN A. SIMPSON
0632E NANCY L. LACASSE
0655E MARGARET I. PLAYOON
0660E GLORIA ROTHE
TOTAL SAL-SECRETARIES
2410-440 BUSINESS MACH REPAIR
2157V CONWAY OFFICE PRODUCTS, INC
5751V MCINTIRE BUSINESS PRODUCTS
9288V UNITED BUSINESS MACHINES
9289V PANASONIC LEASE ADMIN CENTER
















0215V PHOENIX NETWORK, INC $1,991.06
0499V LUCENT TECHNOLOGIES $1,906.60
6706V NYNEX $8,162.87
8559V SOUTHEASTERN REGIONAL EDUC $650.00
9033V TIMBERLANE REG SCHOOL DISTRICT $2,986.38
TOTAL TELEPHONE $15,696.91
2410-532 POSTAGE
3884V HAMPSTEAD CENTRAL SCHOOL $96.00
3885V HAMPSTEAD CENTRAL SCHOOL $487.03
3901V HAMPSTEAD MIDDLE SCHOOL $213.30




0470V MARILYN ASTELL $210.00
1524V JENNIFER REMILLARD $50.00
3380V FOUR POINTS HOTEL $316.00
3460V RICHARD FUGERE $720.22
3901V HAMPSTEAD MIDDLE SCHOOL $64.00
6293V NASSP CONVENTION $290.00
6678V NE LEAGUE OF MIDDLE SCHLS INC $95.00
6716V NHAEOP $40.00
7096V ORLANDO MARRIOTT $725.94
HAMPSTEAD SCHOOL DISTRICT
EXPENDITURES BY ACCOUNT & VENDOR
HAMPSTEAD SCHOOL DISTRICT






TIM8ERLANE REG SCHOOL DISTRICT $229.32
LINDA TOBIN $15.00















DJ CASEY PAPER CO
REMITTANCE PROCESSING CENTER






























NATIONAL MIDDLE SCHOOL ASSOC.


































0098V ADVANCED MAINTENANCE PROD
3121V ENVIRONMENTAL SAFETY & HYGIENE









0126E SCOTT E. STEARNS
0149E JEFFREY T. BUTTON
0151E JAMES H. COUCH, JR
0182E ROBERT W. LACHANCE
0194E JAMES J. PIMENTEL
0256E JAMES PIMENTEL
0276E VINCENT J. DOWD
0750E LAWRENCE P. GUAY
0754E FRANK C. HOWARD






























































EXPENDITURES BY ACCOUNT & VENDOR
HAMPSTEAD SCHOOL DISTRICT
EXPENDITURES BY ACCOUNT & VENDOR
0785E WALLACE H. VILLERS
TOTAL SAL-OT,VAC,SK.LV
2542-431 RUBBISH REMOVAL
0496V ASTRO WASTE SERVICES
TOTAL RUBBISH REMOVAL





DIFEO OIL CO., INC
EMSR INC
EAST COAST SECURITY SERVICE
EMERGENCY BATTERY MAINTENANCE




NEW ENGLAND DOOR CLOSER INC
OCEAN & FOREST PRODUCTS
TREASURER, ST OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
WELD/POWER SERVICE COMPANY
OTAL CONT. SERV. REPAIRS
!542-442 PLMBG, HEATING, ELECT
ARC ELECTROSTATIC PAINTING CO
ALLARD SERVICE AND SALES INC
DJM PRO AUDIO SYSTEMS
EMSR INC
EAST COAST LUMBER
EAST COAST SECURITY SERVICE
WW GRAINGER'S






NEW ENGLAND DOOR CLOSER INC
NEW ENGLAND SPRING WATER CO
OCEAN & FOREST PRODUCTS

















































8344V SEAMANS SUPPLY CO
8360V SENTER AUTO SUPPLY
8362V SHERWIN WILLIAMS
8372V J A SEXAUER
8684V STAR PAPER COMPANY
9015V TIMBERLANE PLATE GLASS CO INC
9147V TRUSCO MANUFACTURING CO
9508V GA WATSON & SONS INC
9732V WILLIAMS COMMUNICATION SERVICE
9957V KAREN ZABIELSKI








3884V HAMPSTEAD CENTRAL SCHOOL






0098V ADVANCED MAINTENANCE PROD
0160V ALLARD SERVICE AND SALES INC
1752V CERTIFIED LABORATORIES
2857V EAST COAST LUMBER
3651V WW GRAINGER'S
3884V HAMPSTEAD CENTRAL SCHOOL
3885V HAMPSTEAD CENTRAL SCHOOL
3990V HAROLD'S LOCKSMITH
4259V HIGH FLYING FLAG CO
4697V GT JOHNSON CO
7040V OCEAN & FOREST PRODUCTS
7051V OCEAN FOREST PRODUCTS
8347V SEACOAST VACUUM CLEANER
8360V SENTER AUTO SUPPLY
8372V J A SEXAUER
8684V STAR PAPER COMPANY
8691V STATE CHEMICAL











































EXPENDITURES BY ACCOUNT & VENDOR
HAMPSTEAD SCHOOL DISTRICT
EXPENDITURES BY ACCOUNT & VENDOR
25A2-620 SUPPLIES-REP & MAINT
ADVANCED MAINTENANCE PROD
ALLARO SERVICE AND SALES INC
DIFEO OIL CO., INC
EAST COAST LUMBER
EAST COAST SECURITY SERVICE
WW GRAINGER'S
GRANITE ST ANALYTICAL INC
















TIMBERLANE PLATE GLASS CO INC
SUPPLIES-REP & MAINT
EXETER & HAMPTON ELECTRIC CO
PUBLIC SERVICE CO OF NH
LIGHT
HEAT













































0913V NANCY BENSON $51.48
1414V BRUCE & CARBIES $60.00
2604V DEPENDABLE CONSTRUCTION CO, IN $500.00
2722V DODGE'S AGUAY $395.37
2857V EAST COAST LUMBER $54.75
3391V FRESHWATER FARMS $422.00
3461V FUTURE SUPPLY CORPORATION $625.00
3651V WW GRAINGER'S $228.92
3884V HAMPSTEAD CENTRAL SCHOOL $44.48
3990V HAROLD'S LOCKSMITH $100.60
6673V NEW ENGLAND BARRICADE $101.15
7040V OCEAN & FOREST PRODUCTS $161.00
7468V POINT PRODUCTS INC. $175.69
7996V JAMES R ROSENCRANZ & SONS INC $271.33
8362V SHERWIN WILLIAMS $161.85
8380V SEASONAL EQUIPMENT $941.12
8684V STAR PAPER COMPANY $50.26
9087V TORROMEO INDUSTRIES, INC. $112.00
9508V GA WATSON & SONS INC $64.36
9764V WINDOW WITHIN $16.00
TOTAL SUPPLIES-GROUNDS $4,537.36
2543-656 FUEL-VEHICLES
3906V HAMPSTEAD PHARMACY $1,015.09
TOTAL FUEL-VEHICLES $1,015.09
2543-742 REP EQUIP-GROUNDS
4110V R.C. HAZELTON COMPANY, INC $12,968.00
TOTAL REP EQUIP-GROUNDS $12,968.00
2544-610 MATERIALS-EQUIP REP
7040V OCEAN & FOREST PRODUCTS $120.16
TOTAL MATERIALS-EQUIP REP $120.16
2545-440 VEHICLE REPAIR
4916V KINNEY'S GARAGE $256.31
8360V SENTER AUTO SUPPLY $122.02
TOTAL VEHICLE REPAIR $378.33
2545-451 RENTAL OF VAN
3465V GMAC $3,917.21
TOTAL RENTAL OF VAN $3,917.21
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HAHPSTEAD SCHOOL DISTRICT
EXPENDITURES BY ACCOUNT & VENDOR
i546-433 SECURITY CHECKS
Wsv EAST COAST SECURITY SERVICE $75.00
jDTAL SECURITY CHECKS $75.00
5546-890 ALARM MONITORING
8865V EAST COAST SECURITY SERVICE $203.50
6631V PULSAR ALARM SYSTEMS $78.00
DTAL ALARM MONITORING $281.50
552-513 STUDENT TRANS
418V BRUCE TRANS GROUP, INC. $250,713.00
453V FHA $3,000.00
034V LAIDLAU TRANSPORTATION INC $153.20
740V ROBERT A WILMOT $1,947.00
OTAL STUDENT TRANS $255,813.20
553-519 SPEC ED TRANSP
418V BRUCE TRANS GROUP, INC. $190.00
884V HAHPSTEAD CENTRAL SCHOOL $94.75
117V SAFEWAY TRANSPORTATION SER INC $127,870.95
OTAL SPEC ED TRANSP $128,155.70
554-513 FIELD TRIPS
418V BRUCE TRANS GROUP, INC. $90.00
OTAL FIELD TRIPS $90.00
555-513 ATHLETIC TRANS
418V BRUCE TRANS GROUP, INC. $3,356.05
OTAL ATHLETIC TRANS $3,356.05
1900-211 EMP INSUR
019E MARY J. BUCK $400.00
033E ROSALYN J. MORI ARTY $500.00
051E SUSAN BRASSARD $500.00
058E DORIS BUCO $500.00
116E TERRY L. HUSSEY $255.00
121E LYNNE H.TOWNSEND $450.00
150E EVELYN COTTER $500.00
213E DAVID N. ZUCKERMAN $500.00
358E MARION LAKE $500.00























































COMPENSATION FUND OF NH
WORKER'S COMP INS
EHP RETIREMENT







FAHILY BANK OF NH
FICA
UNEMPLOYMENT COMP
NH SCHOOL BOARDS INSUR. TRUST
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HAMPSTEAD SCHOOL DISTRICT














TOTAL COMM SVCE- INSURANCE
A600-460 BUILDING IMPROVEMENT
0098V ADVANCED MAINTENANCE PROD
1309V WILLIAM C BRAGG
UKV BRUCE & CARBIES
2604V DEPENDABLE CONSTRUCTION CO, IN
2629V DERRY WELDING & FABRICATION CO
2857V EAST COAST LUMBER
2865V EAST COAST SECURITY SERVICE
3121V ENVIRONMENTAL SAFETY & HYGIENE
3651V WW GRAINGER'S
3670V GRANITE ST ANALYTICAL INC
3990V HAROLD'S LOCKSMITH
4311V HILLYARD FLOOR TREATMENTS
4638V INTERSTATE RESTAURANT EQUIP
4697V GT JOHNSON CO
4701V JOHNSON CONTROLS INC
4729V KEITH D JORGENSEN MD.PA
4908V KING ENVIRONMENTAL PRODUCTS
5208V LEWIS BUILDERS DEVELOPMENT, INC
6673V NEW ENGLAND BARRICADE
6674V NEW ENGLAND DOOR CLOSER INC
7310V AMERICAS - LONDONDERRY
8362V SHERWIN WILLIAMS
8372V J A SEXAUER
8657V STANDARD SUPPLY CORP.
9508V GA WATSON & SONS INC




0098V ADVANCED MAINTENANCE PROD
2505V DATEK
2629V DERRY WELDING & FABRICATION CO
2857V EAST COAST LUMBER
2865V EAST COAST SECURITY SERVICE
3351V FLECCHIA ENGINEERING INC
3651V WW GRAINGER'S
3882V HAMPSTEAD AREA WATER CO.
4112V HCI/CRAFTSMEN
4701V JOHNSON CONTROLS INC
5754V MCKINNEY ARTESIAN
















































7461V POLICY WELL & PUMP $1,569.50
7662V R & S CARPET $2,789.12
7885V ROBERT BROOKE & ASSOCIATES $1,470.98
8372V J A SEXAUER $182.69
8657V STANDARD SUPPLY CORP. $375.20
9015V TIMBERLANE PLATE GLASS CO INC $240.00
9080V RG TOMBS DOOR CO $925.00
9508V GA WATSON & SONS INC $1,497.42
TOTAL RENOVATIONS $22,377.89
4800-720 BUILDING FUND
0011V ARC ELECTROSTATIC PAINTING CO $4,212.00
8263V SCHOOL FURNISHINGS INC $2,852.30
TOTAL BUILDING FUND $7,064.30
5100-830 PRINCIPAL ON DEBT
8369V ST STREET BANK & TRUST CO $510,000.00
TOTAL PRINCIPAL ON DEBT $510,000.00
5100-840 INTEREST ON DEBT
8369V ST STREET BANK & TRUST CO $125,312.50
TOTAL INTEREST ON DEBT $125,312.50
5220-880 FEDERAL PROJECTS
SUMMARY $35,101.76
0019E MARY J. BUCK $166.66
0032E JOANN N.H. KLAWITTER $3,586.34
0040E JANE F. BEAUDIN $166.70
0049E MOLLIE P. ADAMS $8,786.70
0074E NANCY M. DAVINE $960.28
0096E LINDA J. WELLS $7,661.63
0099E CORINNE TETREAULT $7,629.37
0129E LAURA B. TREAT $3,729.50
0181E JANET L. BURNS $69.00
0258E TERESA R. WITHAM $3,155.50
0390E THERESA C. PLANTE $166.66
060 IE FRANCINE B. BAUMHOR $166.66
0603E JOYCE M. CLARK $166.66
063 IE SUSAN M. LEBOEUF $979.38
0659E MARY ANNE SARBANIS $7,940.26
1086V TERESA BOLICK, PHD $200.00
8559V SOUTHEASTERN REGIONAL EDUC $480.00
TOTAL FEDERAL PROJECTS $81,113.06
5240-880 FOOD SERVICE PROGRAM
3905V HAMPSTEAD SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAM $2,647.00
TOTAL FOOD SERVICE PROGRAM $2,647.00
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HAMPSTEAD SCHOOL DISTRICT
EXPENDITURES BY ACCOUNT & VENDOR














CAROL A. PI SAN I
TOTAL SAL - FOOD SERVICE









KAREN M. FAR I
A
LISA M. WENTZELL
TOTAL SAL -FOOD SVCE SUBS
6000-211 INS REFUNDS
6832V NHMA HEALTH INSURANCE TRUST
TOTAL INS REFUNDS
7000-770 COMPUTER PURCH-STAFF
2085V COMPAQ COMPUTER CORP


























This past year has been an active year with more action to come. Plans are
already in the making for the celebration to be held on the last weekend in July
and first weekend in August of 1999.
I want to thank all of the committees for their dedication and hard work in helping
to put this together. Much work is left to be done and anyone with the desire to
help us make this a success, please join us.
Call me at 329-6959 and I will gladly fill you in on our needs.
,i^.:^m/.
Maurice I. Randall, Jr., Chairmari/
250'^ Anniversary Committee
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"Old Hampstead" Contest Photographs
Throughout the Town Report, you will find pictures of "Old Hampstead" numbered
1 through 6. Please list the location of the photographs next to the appropriate
number. The first person to identify the location of them all will be awarded a set
of commemorative glasses of the Old Meeting House. Submit your list to the



















Be Calm! CALL 911
In Case of EmergencY
FIRE and RESCUE SQUAD 911
POLICE 911
Dog Officer, Dale Childs 362-5211
NO FIRE SHALL BE KINDLED IN THE OPEN
WITHOUT A PERMIT ISSUED BY:
Walter Hastings, Warden 329-6442
Kerry Clark, Deputy Warden 329-5407
James Gilmartin, Deputy Warden 329-7171
Steve Flynn, Deputy Warden 329-5176
William Warnock, Deputy Warden 329-7142
MUNICIPAL PICKUP OF RUBBISH WEEKLY DEPENDING ON LOCATION
Must be on Roadside at 7:00 a.m. .
8 Bags or 4 Barrels (not 55 gal. drums)
Allowed Each Dwelling
LIBRARY HOURS
Call 329-6411
Monday 1:00-8:00
Tuesday 9:00-8:00
Wednesday 1:00-8:00
Thursday 9:00-8:00
Friday 9:00-2:00
Saturday 9:00-2:00
